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PREFACE 

The Sung Court was continually under threat from forces to the north. 
"The two conquered kingdoms," Liao §f during the Northern Sung Dynasty 
and Chin 31k during the Southern Sung Dynasty, continued to put pressure 
on Sung in a variety of forms. In particular, it is worth special note that the 
foundation of Liao §f by the Ch'i-tan ~ft people spurred an ethnic self
awareness among the various peoples surrounding China and exerted very 
considerable influence. The most striking example of this is the foundation 
of Hsi-hsia rl§"!! by the Tangut P'ing-hsia 2!S!! tribes of the northwestern 
frontier. As is generally known, it was Li Chi-ch'ien $~Iii the most outstand
ing hero of his day, who· laid the foundation for Hsi-hsia, which then brought 
itself to full national strength during the time of Li Te-ming $~00 and saw 
its founding as a state by the time of Li Yuan-hao $5G~. Hsi-hsia skillfully 
exploited the confrontation b<:tween Sung and Liao, maintaining continuous 
contacts with Liao while harassing Sung, and grew to be third strongest 
nation in East Asia. 

We may safely assume that for Northern Sung, then, the Tangut P'ing
hsia tribes' independence movement could hardly be contained within the 
simple category of a frontier people's crusade to establish their nation-it 
was a primary factor of. considerable influence in shaping Northern Sung's 
relationship vis-a-vis Liao. In addition, for the Ho~hsi /jjJrl§" region, which since 
ancient times had played a vital role as the central monarchy's source for the 
supply of cavalry horses, to fall into Hsi-hsia possession would create a short
age of horses in the Sung military and spell doom for her in the war against 
Liao. Further still, seizure of the Ho-hsi corridor by Hsi-hsia would bring 
with it interruption of communications between Sung and the nations of the 
Western Marches (ffi~), with the additional enormous impact of denying 
Sung her profits from East-West trade. 

For Northern Sung, in other words, the prevention of Hsi-hsia develop
ment was a vital issue to be dealt with from the very outset of her founda
tion as a state. As its method for dealing with this situation, Sung employed 
none other than the conventional policy, ·exercised since ancient times, of i i 
chih i .Ll~tU~ (use barbarians to conquer barbarians). Into this setting 
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emerged the Tibetans of Ho-hsi, the third most powerful force, after Liao 
and Hsi-hsia, to have a deep relationship with China. They are thought to 
be descendants of frontier tribes of the Kingdom of T'u-fan P±:1:, and from 
the late T'ang n!f and Wu-tai Kft periods through early Sung, they were scat
tered in individual tribal units throughout the Ho--hsi region. The T'u-fan 
which appear with such frequency in Sung period historical materials can 
surely be no other than they. The Ho-hsi Tibetans made so severe an im
pression on Northern Sung that Sung people used "T'u-fan P±:1:" pronomi
nally to refer to them. In fact, so far as I have been able to determine, North
ern Sung historical materials yield no mention at all of the Lha-sa area. In 
Northern Sung times, Central Tibet had disappeared entirely from field of 
vision of the Sung people, and the Ho-hsi Tibetans monopolized this title. 
The superior discernment of Northern Sung is seen in their having observed 
the power of the Ho-hsi Tibetans and contrived to use it to ensure their sup
ply of cavalry horses, while at the same time utilizing it as a countervailing 
influence against Hsi-hsia. 

This paper is an attempt to shed light on the .generations of Tibetans, 
little known hitherto, who cut such a resplendent figure along the northwes
tern frontiers of Northern Sung. I will do this by examining their relation
ships with Sung, with Hsi-hsia, and with the other people's of the area, in the 
light of shifts in the administrations conducted by these Ho-hsi Tibetans. 

I. THE HSI-LIANG-FU iffiiJRJf.f REGIME PERIOD 

1. Hsi-liang-fu jffi$JRJf.f in Wu-tai 3ift and Early Sung * Times 
Liang-chou vllfM had served, since of second year of Kuang-t<t~ J1f.ffi (764) 

in T'ang n!f, as an important base under the T'u-fan P±:1: Kingdom's north
ward control. With, however, the assassination in the sixth year of Hui
ch'ang ~/'§ (846) of King Gian dar ma, known for his suppression of Bud
dhism,1) that kingdom collapsed, and after a time, Liang-chou was successful
ly returned to the T'ang camp by Sha-chou Kuei-i-chiln Chieh-tu shih Chang 
I-ch'ao y:];'fl'l!Mri~ilf~ffi'.ire:5i~vM, 2) Subsequently, at the time of late T'ang and 
early Wu-tai nft, it would appear that actual power in Liang-chou was held 
by the Wa-mo '!lffl.5K, who are thought to have been on a lower stratum within 
the former T'u-fan Kingdom3) and who seem later to have been assimilated 
into the Liang-chou aboriginal Han JV\. and T'u-fan, and to have lost influ
ence. A little further on in time, it is Han who are surmised to be the in
habitants. of Liang-chou, achieving the status of Liu-hou f{Jf~. As seen in 
Chiu-wu-tai-shih fixi.ft~ volume 138 Wa.i-kuo lieh-ch'uan ?1'1-~fUf$ 2 T'u-fan 

P±:1:: 
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at the time of the reign of the Hou-han 1&~ Emperor Yin-ti Ki1ir (948-950), 
a certain powerful local (T'u-hao ±1:) known as Che-pu Chia-shih 1if~B1Jf[ 
paid his respects to the chieh-tu-shih Wit~ (military commissioner) and re
ceived acknowledgement of his sovereignty in Liang-chou. But the authority 
of Che-pu Chia-shih was in no way sole and absolute, for as we see in Wu-tai 
hui-yao Eft'\ir~ volume 30 T'u-fan-ch'uan P±='it~: 

••m=~ftn, M5Woc~$m¥~, ~•••11r~~~ffl~~~- ~n•~~ 
. ='ii ir:fflitl:J=l='iliU ft31f ~ ~, ~ Jf1Hi1re ,t.', s1t1i i.1r1~t3/tfff :k:k ~tk I fffl tlrl&. 

with the succeeding Hou-chou 1~• period, someone with power to rival that 
of Che-pu Chia-shih, a certain Ts'uei Hu-hsin ~re,t.,, was appointed Yin
ch'ing-kuang-lu-ta-fu chien-chiao-kung-pu-shang-shu iiWJUf:k:k~tkifffl#u:&. 
There has in the past appeared the theory that these men were Wa-mo l§i*. 4> 

As is clearly noted in the corresponding sections of the preceding source and 
in the Sung-hui-yao chi-kao *ir~Uf~ Fang-yil 15~ volume 21 Hsi-liang-fu 
gjjvjtJ& (hereafter abbreviated to as *ir~Ttsiff-J&), however . 

. . . . . . . ••11J=~ ...... ~ffl~P±='i11¥iiJHJr~~~5
) 'g, s1Eftz.. 

i.e., these men were not Wa-mo but were connected to the stratum of influ
ence in the T'u-fan Kingdom. 6 > 

Now, with the destruction of Hou-chou and the founding of Northern 
Sung by T'ai-tsu Chao K'uang-yin ::km§.mgJfL, Liang-chou began to be re
ferred to by the name of Hsi-liang-fu gjjvjtJ&, and as may be seen in the Surig
shih *£};!., volume 492 71-~ 8 T'u-fan-ch'uan P±='it~ (hereafter abbreviated to as 
*!J;!.P±:1:~) "~film~. ~Dv1tR11if~l£~1:§ ...... " Sung appointed Che-pu Chia
shih to the position of ~D5v1tJ& (Administrator of Hsi-Iiang-fu) and formally 
recognized him as, sovereign of Liang-chou vJtfM. After that, Hsi-liang-fu au
thority was passed on to Che-pu A-yu-tan 1Jr3mpnJ»ii«ft and then to Che-pu Yu
lung-po 1Jr3m:Wffl~, 7> and there was a period of some fifty years of Hsi-liang
fu government under the Che-pu ifr~ clan. 

It may be noted here that two events which provided an occasion for the 
independence movement of the Tangut P'ing-hsia 2FJ! tribes-the Li Chi-pang 
**-Ii~ exile to the Interior Incident and the escape to Yin-chou ~UM of the 
younger tribe member Li Chi-ch'ien :$ra~-took place in the s,eventh year 
of T'ai-p'ing hsing-kuo ::k2F~~ (926).8> Further, the long violent confronta
tion between the Tangut P'ing-hsia tribes (hereafter simplified for the sake 
of convenience to Hsi-hsia TtsJ!) and the Ho-hsi M5 Tibetans had found in 
these incidents its opportunity to commence. The submission of tribute, 
thought to have been by order of the Hsi-liang-fu, by the various tribes in the 
eighth year of T'ai-p'ing hsing-kuo9 > represents a gesture showing that the 
Hsi-liang-fu regime · would adopt a pro-Sung policy. The Sung-hui-yao 
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%:if~ Hsi-liang-fu 5w0M reports.: 

**~~=~, •~5ffiffltr:■~•Mmft~-~~n*~- ?t~. •~rmm~ 
rt ,+Irr.LI~. . ..... 3Z.A±.JU~~reJ~!U['U~Ut~FJr1Bi, ~Wf A$, ~'ltm ~*~ fqj A 

:im' Wi3 ~ z. 
Indicating that Hsi-hsia subsequently came to obstruct T'u~fan horse trade 
and that the ferocity of the confrontation between the two would increase. 
In the fourth year of Ch'en-hua if1t (993), Hsi-liang-fu authority was passed 
to Che-pu Yu-lung-po ~IBHiffll~, but after this time, with the main power of 
the Liu-ku fan-pu 1'~•$ (described later) up for the taking, the Che-ping. 

· ifi-~ tribal leader Wu-san Wtt began to conduct spirited manueverings with 
respect to Sung. The actual situation under the Yu-lung-po regime included 
significantly unstaoie elements. Sung, however, concerned about a state of 
affairs which might increase the fury of Li Chi-ch'ien's aggression, strengthened 
the Yu-lung-po regime sought to foster its power as a restraint against Li 
Chi-ch'ien, and in the tenth month of the third year of Hsien-p'ing mx;~ 
(1000), appointed Yu-lung-po to be Hsi-liang-fu Liu-ku Ta-shou-ling 5ffiJM1' 
~*1ffffi.10) 

2. The Rise of the P'an-luo-chih ji&;t Regime 
In the following year of Hsien-p'ing four, the Sung-hui-yao SKil"Jl Hsi

liang-fu 5rtJM reports however: 

im~+ A, U5ffiJM1'~*1ffffi1Ul~tUUf'lf;7J~fti:!UM5m (ffi) f~llii~ft. + 
-A, U5ffiJM1'~~Rmft~nMft~ffiWffl~~. 3Z.UA•1'-~MMT~~ 
~A~~•~{-t,n~]f[. ~5ffift3Z. ~, 1'~51-ir::ti/ii, Mffl~~ir:/iiiilft, ~~iJ1~ 
:tiRiU-ft. :tE17EFJr~~-®-tl~!{ (ffe:m!ffi{i::W:) #z., ~$W~iJUlifi~jqj*~tU. ffl 
7Ejj3%~•~Mc*-i ~'ilp. 

indicating that the position of Hsi-liang-fu Liu-ku Ta-shou-ling 5ffiJM1'~7( 
1ff il would be transferred from Yu-lung-po iUl~ to a certain P'an-luo-chih 
ffi:il~, who served also · as Yen-chou f ang-yu-shih chi en ling-chou hsi-mien 

tu-hsun-chien-shih !~Ul'l[;o~fti:!UM5ffif~llii~ft. Yu-lung-po then, while be
coming with Ts'uei Hsi-po m~1Bl one of the two Hsiang fu-shih OOIU{t and 
supporting the P'an-luo-chih regime, continued as before to oversee communi
cations with the Sung side. While this means that the change in regime was 
conducted during a state of peace, in the section for the forth year of Hsien

p'ing the Sung-hui-yao *•~ Hsi-liang-fu 5igJM states: 

?t~, ~o~~•**-llfOJ:: ~' iiiii~~~JJWtll~. wr~Uwti~, {7)~j]j4*ft. )(~ 

mift~~~wrir1'~ ::Eji;JB§t{t!I 1'M5ffi~llii~ft. {~A if.JJJ JW?JtiPsMt. 
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In other words, viewed from the standpoint that the relevant Sung bureau
cracy actively supported the P'an-foo-chih regime and had high expectations 
of it, we may easily conclude that the change was orchestrated by the Sung 
side. Sung decided Yu-lung-po, struggling in his attempt to command 
the Liu-ku fan-pu, did not offer a sufficient restraining influence against 
Li Chi-ch'ien **-1~- There are background reasons for Yu-lung-po's going 
along unresistingly with this change in regimes, and they have to do with 
the fact that there was a large disparity both· in their origins and in their 
power bases. While Yu-lung-po's origins are as we have previously described, 
Yamaguchi Zuiho Lli P:f/ml\. offers the answer to the question of P'an-luo-chih's 
origins in his study entitled "Byakuran to Sum pa no rLans shi ~-c Sum pa 
(J) rLaris .fE;" (Pai-Ian and the rLaris of the Sum pa).11) P'an-luo-chih is a trans
literation of the Tibetan l_iphan la che (=l,iphan bla rje), meaning King of 
l).phan, i.e. the King of P'an-chou ffiv-M, and it is clear that he was a descendant 
of the distinguished Sum pa region clan, the rLaris, which had produced so 
many high officials for the central government during the era of the T'u-fan 
n±:1: Kingdom. · · 

As regards their power bases, we first of all may note that Yu-lung-po's 
was with the Tu-liu-tsu tf1":M€, 12) mentioned in the previously cited Sung-

hui-yao *if~ as "xtI-;t:t~1":Mfa~Jlrlff,t~=:A~~•~1t¥;1:J[." From the fact 
that all three tribal leaders were receiving equal treatment from Sung, we 
would seem to be justified in further concluding that, as a force, Tu-liu-tsu 
power derived in the main from three separate tribes. P'an-luo-chih's power 
base, on the other hand, was with the large tribe known as the Che-lung-tsu 
$ 1ni.:M€. Much historical evidence remains pointing out the relationship be
tween P'an-luo-chih and the Che-lung-tsu, while the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu 
reports the following concerning the later years of P'an-luo-chih's successor, 
his younger brother Ssu-tuo-tu OOr~~: 

t*x~lm~IEJ.J' $tU*a~lOOr-~ . ~~.XiBl, il:1:$Wr.%:a~~.~. ~l:&B!Hl 
ffl'ii:z. 

and the Sung-hui-yao *if~ Li-tai chao-kung ~f<;~~ records the same matter 
in the following way "$tl:l:ff~a~lifr~ff*~·~." Maeda Masana fir EE IE1'5 
takes. these accounts as proof that Ssu-tuo-tu seized command of the Che-lung
tsu and gives the Che-lung-tsu as leaders of the Liu-ku fan-pu ~~:l:tf~, 13 l but 
that is mistaken. The fourth year of T'ien-sheng 3(~ (I 026) is in that period 
when Ssu-tuo-tu was taken under the banner of Ku-ssu-lo l!f§OOr~(to be discussed 
later), falling to the status of a just another Tibetan tribe. The above ac
count should be seen as recording Ssu-tuo-tu's return to the chieftancy of his 
tribe of origin. In any case, there is no question that the Che-lung-tsu 
was indeed the power base for both P'an-luo~chih• and· Ssu-tuo-tu further, 
since the Sung-hui-yao Hsi~lia.ng-fu reports "1ftUL-r=:»*", we may conceive 
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of the confrontation between Yu-lung-po and P'an-luo-chih as having repre
sented an imbalance of 3 against 13. We can see from the circumstances 
under which Ku-ssu-lo was given backing (to be discussed later), as well, that 
there was an extremely strong disposition at the time to place a high value 
on the authority and prestige that had been held among the Tibetan tribes 
during the period of the T'u-fan Kingdom. It is easy to understand, then, 
why the position was yielded to P'an-luo-chih, for he surpassed Yu-lung-po, 
who was struggling to maintain command over the Liu-ku fan-pu tribes, in 
both his power and his origins.14) A major factor in the rise of the P'an-luo
chih regime, indeed, was. the Sung policy of utilizing his power and prestige in 
calling forth a kind of ethnic consciousness, among the Tibetan tribes, and 
working for a grand alliance with the goal of th'e emergence of a powerful 
force to stand against Li Chi-ch'ien. 

With regard to the western peoples (g!j~ffl~), in the eleventh month 
of the fourth year of Hsien-p'ing (1000), Sung did issue an edict in which the 
post of Chieh-tu-shih was offered in exchange for the live capture of Li Chi
ch'ien,15) thus implicitly pushing forward the posture it had determined to 
assume toward the P'an-luo-chih regime, which had just come into being. In 
its section for that year, the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu reports the following 
with regard to P'an-luo-chih's response to this: 

M+.:::JJ, ~jJ~]![:$■5f!JJ:~, 14~~Bt!iJ!, ft~g-j~~:g:~T:$-11!, ~14x!W 
~@. ~-5f!J-■Bt, ~~~w~~M, ffW~fflE•a~~-

In other words, he proposed a showdown with Li Chi-ch'ien, making the direc
tion of his allegiance perfectly clear. 

On the other hand, during this same period, Li Chi-ch'ien's Ling-chou 
Jl.1'M offensive became increasingly ferocious, including attacks on Ling-chou 
in the eighth month of the fourth year of Hsien-p'ing (1001) with 50,000 
cavalry, achieving successive victories in the 9th month over Ting-chou 5£1'M 
and Huai-yiian-chen •j~~it and further still, vanquishing the Ch'ing-yiian
chiln mf'~}![. In the third month of the following year (1002), he finally took 
possession of Ling-chou, renamed it Hsi-p'ing-fu g!jZp-)f-J, and made it his base 
of operations for a subsequent advance into the Ho-hsi v:[g!j corridor with the 
purpose of acquiring the profits of East-West trade. To those influential Tibet
an tribes which had hitherto followed no clear direction, this, large scale offen
sive by Li Chi-ch'ien presented a sense of crisis and, in fact, actually invited 
their resulting affiliation with the increasingly strengthened P'an-luo-chih 
regime. First, in a statement issued by the Chen-jung-chil.n ~~- on ~Zp-Jm 
::¥M+.::JJ Dtr, Ko-le-pan-chu-erh ~f~:BJI~ffi, the chief of the Liang-chou ~1'M 
Pei-ning-tsu ~Wf:at tribe, is reported to have come over to the camp, and then 
in the fourth month of the fifth year of Hsien-p'ing, immediately following the 
fall of Ling-chou, the Mi-pen-tsu ~*~' a major Ho-hsi tribe, again sub-
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mitted tribute, thus confirming their stand.16l In the section for that year in 
the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu) we find: 

+.::: J.J ' gg mm WA$~~~~*?!(~:. i¥if El iUM fPJ 7'} ~ M 11.J J!U1f / }ffi . *™ $~ lt: 
!llt. •w~~1~H, ~&t;tt-&t~t.;.m, n~~31~, ~oWff.!1~1f ~i, ~t§:rj(~. 4-
gg mA$~ 1N!* ID" 1:~rn~i ;tt~ as . !El ;tt imHi ~ ~, tB!~f:l-WJi-t~~, ~:u: ;fJ J!U m• z. 

In other words, in order to further toughen resistance to Li Chi-ch'ien, Sung 
conducted an active courtship of the Ta-liang :;k:ffi, from the eastern base of 
Ho-lan-shan ~MW mountains, and the Hsiao-liang 1J\ffi, both of which 
tribes were estranged from Li Chi-ch'ieri, and sought to effect their coop
eration with the Hsi-liang-fu regime. This courtship was complimentary 
to its courtship of the Lung-i-k'o-mei-k'o-tsu !iiffe:R:~:R:~, who at the time 
were based in Feng-chou ~1'M, 17) and with it Sung aimed at achieving a front 
against Li Chi-ch'ien which would link this major Feng-chou tribe with the 
Ta-liang and Hsiao-Jiang tribes, with whom it shared borders, as well as with 
the Mi-pen-tsu, the Pei-ning-tsu, and Hsi-liang-fu. This was how Sung, having 
a distaste for conducting their relations with Feng-chou through Ch'i-tang-tsu 
~1t~18l (to be discussed later) go-betweens, chose to promote its envisioned 
grand alliance of Tibetan tribes, which thus steadily took shape.19) Then, in 
the second month of the sixth year of Hsien-p'ing (1003), considering its liai
sons with the Ho-hsi Tibetan tribes centered about Hsi-liang-fu to be essen
tially complete, Sung appointed P'an-luo-chih Shuo-fang-chiln Chieh-tu-shih 
g.tj:1J]![f!p}t{N! in conformance with the previously cited J~zp:tmif.~ J.J edict, as is 
noted in the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu) in the section for the sixth year of 
Hsien-p'ing, as follows: 

3. The Structure of the P'anmluoachih ji§~ Regime 
At this point I would like to investigate, in as much concrete detail as 

possible, the structure of the P'an-luo-chih ••~ regime. While it should 
be unnecessary to point out that the nucleus of power for this regime was· 
formed by the thirteen Che-lung :M-'ffl tribes, we do find in the sixth year 
of Hsien-p'ing Ji3\(;zp: section of the Sung-hui-yao *if~ Hsi-liang-fu ggffi)M that: 

AJ.J, i§ffiJM~ft~W§ffi~*~~ffl+~~- i¥if~;tt~WMB~•htt~, •• 
#z. 

That is to say, P'an-luo-chih did not possess the reins of direct command over 
the thirteen Che-lung tribes; rather, chiefs (Tu-shou-ling f~§il) 20 l com
manded the tribes and followed P'an-luo-chih's lead. The ultimate decision 
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making authority for each tribe did rest ·with its chief, however, as may be 

seen from the fact that in later years six Che-lung tribes betrayed P'an-luo-chih 

by defecting to the Tangut side (to be discussed later). 

Neither did P'an-luo-chih possess direct command of the Liu-ku fan-pu 

n:G~if!L They were divided into two Hsiang Jffl (Wing), left and right, 21 ) 

and commanded separately by the two fu-shih iU{t (Vice Commissioners) -

Yu-lung-po ;l!itl~, the former Hsi-liang-fu Liu-ku ta-shou-ling ggi.§Uff1':G::kttffl, 

as the Tso-hsiang ir:Jffl, and Ts'uei Hsi-po *~it as the Yu-hsiang tiffli. 
Ultimate control of the Liu-ku fan-pu was held for each by their respective 

chiefs, in the same way as we have seen with the thirteen Che-lung tribes. 

Naturally, however, the Fu-shih had backing them a power 'exceeding anything 

held by the individual fan-pu ~ff~ within the Hsiang; in Yu-lung-po's case, 

this was the Tu-liu-tsu '~n-Jffif, as we have previously noted. The Yu-hsiang 

fu-shih ~JffliU-ft Ts'uei Hsi-po is thought to be of the same family as the 

Ts'uei Hu-hsin W.17U} who appears in the Wu-tai hui-yao 1£.~ir~, most likely 

his son. It is unclear what its tribal power base was. 

Now; we may next ask ourselves specifically what sort of tribes composed 

the Liu-ku fan-pu. In his book, Maeda Masana provides a "Hsi-liang-fu 

liu-ku fan-pu ggm(JM1':G~tffi" section and places as Liu-ku fan-pu all those 

tribes thought to have some connectidn to the Hsi-liang-fu, but this is too 

reckless a thesis. In point of fact, it was the 18 tribes I will list here which 

composed the main body of the Liu-ku fan-pu. Among those that Maeda 

lists, there is no reason to debate the inclusion of Ch'i-tang-tsu -Z:~n3€ found 

in the fourth year of Ta-chung hsiang-fu ::ki:p~~ section of the Sung~hui-yao 

Hsi-liang-fu as: 

..... 
fLJ:l, ~)Jfl:~fi1FII$J:: ~' m1t~!JfijLjt~~{affi~it~:rj(gg~,Z:~g3€, 22 ) ~§'pjfffi 

~tf ir~-Jffef, ~Z ::kt&;ltbi1t. 

the Yang-tan-tsu tfft1,j€ referred to in the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu as "ggW( 

~$~ft" and "~~1~1'l'l*f?i~l{lj,1iJIJ~IAiiffi~'I," the Chu-lu-tsu ~~-Jffif (to be 

discussed later); or the Chang-mi-tsu ijlf:~-Jffif, which in a group of ten tribes 

brought tribute to the court in the third year of Ching-t,e :ffl'ffi (1006). 

In addition to these, I would include six fan~pu ~$ referred to in the 

fourth month of the sixth year of Hsien-p'ing Ji¾Zp- section of the Sung-hui-yao 

Hsi-liang-fu as: 

~+~s. ~ggrnlffffiffl-JffifttfflX~•m*-Jffefttfflm••~*-Jffefttfflffi~~-139~ 

1ffifBiJifiiB . m*~ttffi!friJ;ltJr~~ffii!ll . s ~n3€ttiJi~gi~ffl,'ti{ti~fff. f,fffilht 

z~wm. 

i.e:, the Ssu-pang-tsu mi~-Jffef, the _Ma-chia-tsu .~*-Jffef, the Ch'ou-chia-tsu ~*-Jffef, 
the Ti-liu-tsu 139~:fft, the Chao-chia-tsu ffl*-Jffef, and the Jih-chiang-tsu S ~-}ffif. 
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Further, I would add eight fan-pu ~{f~ referred to in the fifth month of 
the third year of Ching-te section as: 

~J3 ~' 1Ji:i1Wr~~~~::kfw, 5ZU!m~~~~.i~!l! · ~tl · 3fU* · *P3~ · 7.k,i1Jt · 
Z:'I · ,o~'ti* · ,J\'lfi~~* · ,C.,,!lJ±* · *ft~~tz.*1Itill1~im-t:fLA~~~;tx 
::k-=f Jt ~ j:~ ~VEIJ ~, 3'E*»itil iJt # iEH~. 

i.e. the Ma-hsien-shan-tsu ,ijJ~!ll~, the K'o-lung-tsu ~n~, the Hsing-chia-tsu 
lfU*~' the N a-mi-tsu *P3~»*, the Shui-ma-po-tsu 7J(,i1Jt~, the K'an-ku lan
chia-tsu ,o~'llli*~' the Hsiao-K'an-ku chang-chia-tsu 1Nfi~~*»!€, and the 
Hsin-shan-wang-chia-tsu ,C.,,!lJ± *~. 

These eighteen tribes are the main body of what I would recognize as the 
Liu-ku fan-pu. This decision seems justified in that the Sung-hui-yao Hsi
liang-fu reports: 

(jJl1i) im~EJ3, !m~~~~. /·,~+ J\ triJI.Mil!t~~*wlft; iL "§ ~~J1J!ttID1~, 
~1~1s,i·"··· 

specifying clearly the number of tribal chiefs as eighteen and thus suggesting 
eighteen as the number of tribes in the Liu-ku fan-pu. 

As further reason for limiting the Liu-ku fan-pu to these eighteen tribes, 
we should note that included only in the accounts of the two previous. cita
tions are the following· seven tribes considered clearly to be descendants of 

_ Hsien-fan han-hu ·~5~~J=i : the Ma-chia-tsu ,i*»*, the Ch'ou-chia-tsu JWJ*~' 
the Chao-chia-tsu Mi*»*, the Hsing-chia-tsu lfU*»*, the Lan-chia-tsu 'llffl*~' 
the Chang-chia-tsu ~*~' and the Hsin-shan-wang-chia-tsu ,C.,,!lJ±*~-23 ) This 
agrees with what is found in the memorial to Chang Chi-hsien 5{~1{ in the 
chang-pien :!~JI volume 51 the third month of the fifth year of Hsien-p'ing 

Ji¾ZJS Kuei-hai ~* section: "······ il1z'sm(~{f~~~¥A-=f;%. fUjf~ §, WJUl)t 
*· •·····" With regard to the essential make-up of the Liu-ku fan-pu, 
Maeda Masana states in the work cited previously, "The main Liu-Im fan-pu 
body would seem most likely to have be'en comprised of the Wa-mo I!!!*, T'u
fan P±~ serfs. who took advantage of the Late T'ang m rebellion of Lun 
K'ung-j,e ~~~ in order to seize power." (p. 396), but there· are no grounds 
whatsoever for this inference. As may be seen in the memorial to Chang Chi
hsien, it was in fact comprised of Tibetanized Han-j,en ~A tribes and native 
Tibetan tribes, and we should perhaps see the above-mentioned Wa-mo as 
having been a group which had been absorbed into these two. It is entirely 
unclear, however, within which Hsiang 00, right or left, they might be pre
sumed to have been included.24) 

Next, with regard to tribes other than the Liu-ku fan-pu, the above
mentioned Pei-ning-tsu, Ta-liang-tsu, Hsiao~liang-tsu, and Mi-pen-tsu, as has 
been previously suggested, collaborated with P'an-luo-chih to build a system of 
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encircling forces. With this system, the Mi-pen-tsu were particularly important. 
The Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu the third month of the sixth year of Hsien
p 'ing section reports: 

ffiffl~~s. ~w oo~w••~~*~nM~$~. ~~m•ro7'!-. ~~~~ 
;m (it,;fp), ~ilr*11:~:GITIT7E, AJ%JUt~~tAM7'!-i~lliHiztE. i~ii~~ir 
n-1:!L. 

i.e., they stood on an equal footing with P'an-luo-chih. We may imagine 
here that they possessed a status higher and an influence stronger than any 
of the other tribes, and since we see in the first month IEJ3 section for that 
same year "······ffiB~~rtp3m~~,g~il![, .l§&~~~~ ....... ," we would basically 
seem safe in imagining them to have been under P'an luo-chih's direction. 
The same would seem to be true of .the Pei-ning-tsu and the others. Finally, 
we can see that the Hui-ku feJWit the Tsung-ko *~' and the Mi-no-,erh-tsu 
~~ffi~ dispatched armies to follow P'an-luo-chih, and at the time of Ssu
tuo-tu .ffl~tf, the chief of the tang-tsung-tsu •*~ was given an official 
position and came under the command of Hsi-liang-fu. 

Putting our understanding of the structure of the P'an-luo-chih regime 
into a more organized form, we may view it as an affiliation of tribes described 
by three concentric circles-the Che-lung-tsu *1fi~, the Hsi-liang-fu Liu-ku 
fan-pu flsW:lMn1:t~$, and the collaborating tribes,. This organization may 
be. seen the preceding chart. 

4. The First Hsi-Iiang-fu ifli~Jf..F-Hsi-hsia ifli~ War 
The Sung *-Fan ~ organization, allied for a pincer attack against Li 

Chi-Ch'ien $~*-1, took form, and Li Chi-ch'ien, who foresaw the advent of 
a tight situation, made an immediate first move, attacking and subduing Hsi
liang-fu flsil?:JM and attempting to sever the Sung-Fan connection in one 
stroke. The Cha.ng-p:ien *~ volume 55, the Ej3-=f day of the first month of 
the sixth year of Hsien-p'ing ~.zp: section records: 

i.e., it appeared as if Li Chi-ch'ien's invasion of Hsi-liang-fu may have initially 
succeeded. However, as we see in the Chang-p,ien *tilffi volume 56, the :f:-=f 
day of the first month of the first year of Ching-t,e :ffl-1i (1004) section: 

**-i~z~3flsre-f:!L, t~ttiJit:t~~ (M~3Z) ~~. ttit~z:;;r-~. *~~yjif~~ 
n1:t~t~!r&P@IS,f~ir¥z. nl~::kJ&4tmt:~111Jtt:, J1¥~~11ur,1m-~+m:7E. 

Li Chi-ch'ien was soon greeted with a P'an-luo-chih Mm~ counterattack,25 > 

one in which he was slain. 
Although P'an-luo-chih was able in such fashion to elude skillfully the 
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major crises that faced his administration from the time of its inception, 
like Li Chi-ch'ien, he too was slain. The Sung-hui-ya.o Hsi-liang-fu: 5Kif~gg 
W=(JM the 17th day of the tenth month of the first year of Ching-te ~qi section 
continues an account with: 

~~--~-~~~~-~~.~•mm¥•~-*~· ~~WmM#RfflM~ 
1riJ~g11~ ~, *~hJ3 i::p$it:m~:r.1(:M·tl~. •~$6Jrs~nz, mitr~. :rJ(i-t 
*''~- rm~~~~Jl&'g!IW B :imtfWft~, 1c EI*-l}~p)Tt:J//fi1-fn:ai, 12Sl$AJi~-~ 
~Aijlje. *ttfL-t=:D*, ITTJhD~~#lt~Jl&'g!IR B :imW8ft26). 

In other words, at some time around the sixth month of the first year of 
Ching-te ~qi the forces of Li Chi-ch'ien's successor, his son Li Te-ming 

$1ig)j, attacked the Che-lung-tsu 1-fffl~, · and P'an-luo~chih, upon hearing th'e 
report of this, set out on a rescue mission leading a mere hundred cavalry, 

whereupon it was he, in fact who was slain-by Yang-mi-pan-chu ~msJl&'g!I and 

Jih-pu-chi-luo-tan B ~tfWft, who had pretended to submit to the Che-lung
tsu. It is surely fair to say that the deaths of Li Chi-chi'ien and P'an-luo-chih 
formed a perfectly matched pair, and that Li Te-ming managed ·to revenge his 
father in splendid fashion. The faked submission of Yang-mi-pan-chu et al., 
was not simply for the purpose of assassinating P'an-luo-chih, however; it was 
quite naturally aimed at the conquest of Hsi-liang-fu. The fact is clear that 
these two acdvely conducted internal operations against the Che-lung-tsu, who 
formed the core of authority in Hsi-liang-fu, took six of the tribes, approxi
mately half of the total, under their aegis, and attempted to undermine Hsi
liang-fu authority from within. It is only to be expected, then, that those six 
tribes, too, were involved in the assassination of P'an-luo-chih and that this 

was most surely a coup d'etat against him. This six-tribe rebellion suggests 
that even within the thirteen Che-lung tribes there existed both a pro-Sung 
faction, that agreed with the policies of P'an-luo-chih, and a pro-Hsia ~ 
faction, that was not cheerfully disposed to such one-sided Sung leanings. 
Yang-mi-pan-chu, et al. probably utilized this discord skillfully to win over the 

pro-Hsia faction and kill P'an-luo-chih. With regard .to these six Che-lung 

tribes in times subsequent to the events described here, the Sung-hui-yao Hsi

liang-fu continues its account with "g!jW=(JAf~OO, 2:i:tit~, ~$A~ · Mv-['l*m-
. ~~fflh%*:rj(1-ffflh»~- h~~N'U:1lr~." While we see here that they 

were quickly routed by Hsi-liang-fu and that the rebellion was suppressed, 
P'an-luo-chih, too, who had succeeded in unifying the Tibetan tribes and 
building a Hsi-liang-fu regime stronger than any previously known, ended 
up reluctantly leaving the world less than five years after he had gained power. 

5. Actual Conditions under the Ssu-tuo-tu JM~tf Regime 
The Sung-hui-yao 5Kir~ Hsi-liang-fu "ffimtlAf the tenth month of the first 

year of Ching-te ~q)rJ (1004) section reports the following with regard· to the 
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rebuilding of rule in Hsi-liang-fu: 

~ifs m-t JMA ~ c ~) 1t ~~ .ftM£5t z m Wr~ ~ §, mt, ~ ij!J r:k::zis ;w, ~if~~~~ .R 

ikft:, &::\ 1c ijl.1f, 3e, 1.rE,fE3~JJFF ~. ( q:r !111}) *tu~~* 2JS, ~ (m ? ) ifs W(:i, Ki ~. 

Mi:~A*-f~fflzfif, rrf.itUrt5t•~~z. 

Ssu-tuo-tu ffi~it, the younger brother of P'an-luo-chih ffi:~5t, immediately 

inherited authority over Hsi-liang-fu, but it is worthwhile nothing that he was 

chosen for command by consensus of the tribal leaders of the Liu-ku fan-pu 

A~~$. This shows that because the thirteen Che-lung *~ tribes, which 

had during the time of P'an-luo-chih formed the mainstay of regime sup

port, had been cut down to seven tribes, they were no longer capable of 

unilaterally-without gaining the consent of the Liu-ku fan-pu-accede to 

the leadership. One person who fulfilled a very important role in terms 

of getting the Liu-ku fan-pu to go along with the formation of a Ssu-tuo

tu regime was Ch'ou-chia-tsu shou-ling Ssu-da-chih filrI*n3€@~J!OOT~·IT~. The 

Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu reports "Y.. §, ~~Nff;N:Ji]IT5ttf~~. 7'.~~~. fflt¥t.U 
~~iB~tft{t, 'rir .U:fflr~Z, fil11tE;l:tfU~~mSR." In answer to Hsi-hsia ifs~ 
aggression, on the other hand, Northern Sung rushed the rebuilding of a 

regime in Hsi-liang-fu in order to maintain the framework of the Hsi

liang-fu alliance that it had hitherto supported, conferring upon Ssu-tuo

tu with unprecedented haste all of P'an-luo-chih's old titles in the tenth month 

of that year, appointing him "~~~Wf*:kt.Wttk~tur,1wU~1tffe1!:1fgjifiilt1!£Hl1f 
~JJ~1"ii:ff EB11¥~lt~~1'1Hifsfm~iliB*~fft~ifswtJMAz;fB*@iJt "27) and in
vesting him with "ifs2JSf~~~f*ft:@.f )=i", 28 l and worked for the strengthen

ing of the regime. The appointment of Ch'ou-chia-tsu shou-ling Ssu~da-chih 

)i!B*:a3€1ff~]!iffi~·.IT~, in the second month of the fourth year, as Liu-ku tu-hsiln

chien-shih Ati"iB~tft~ (Chief Military Inspector of Liu-lm) may also be seen 

as a further indication of the care that Sung was devoting somehow to con

vince the independence-leaning Liu-ku fan-pu to follow the new regime.29 ) 

In spite of thes,e measures, however, there was no stilling of the voices of 

misgiving he:ard in Sung court circles. regarding the Ssu-tuo-tu regime, as we 

learn from the Sung-shih *~ volume· 265 Chang Chi-hsien-ch'uan 5lHJf/fJHf: 

Let is take a brief look at how the tribes which formed the new regime 

had changed from the time of P'an-luo-chih: With regard to the Che-lung 

tribes that had been· cut to seven, first of all, the Sung-hui-ya.o Hsi-li'ang-fu 

25th day of the third month of the second year of Ching-te IHl section tells us: 
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and the first month of the third year section reports: 

from which we may know they were deeply bound to Ssu-tuo-tu. 

Particularly notable here is She-ch'iung-po *~Yfsl (*iJc1It), who served 

also as a Che-lung tribal chief and was, as we learn from a corresponding 

account in the Sung-shih *!t'.. Tu-fan-ch'uan A±:ffl:~ the third year of Ching-te 

section: 

i.e. a maternal relative of Ssu-tuo-tu. One would imagine that he had must 

have had greater influence with Ssu-tuo-tu than the other Che-lung tribal 

chiefs. 
With regard to the Liu-ku fan-pu, the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu the fourth 

year of Ching-te section states: 

~~Kn, m••-~. ~~+AttmMM~~*~~ A~~~~-~~-~ 
.~f~ffet, mt*1tJ¥,,tiilt'.ll~~~z.. 

indicating that within three years following the establishment of the Ssu

tuo-tu regime, all of the tribal chiefs were submitting tribute and suggesting 

that they were generally submitting to the new order. We should not forget, 

as was pointed out earlier, however, that since the Ssu-tuo-tu regime had been 

formed by their consensus, their position must naturally have been a 

strengthened one. Furthermore, we find that among their ranks there began 

to appear fan-pu :ffl:fm who ignored in their behavior the new regime, as may 

be seen in the Sung-shih Tu-fan-ch'uan the first year of Ching-t,e section: 

3<.o/~ 1-M ~, ti~·l~l*~tffil:t:ff~~Jtift:.& f!l!S30)~~::g; .~, M$J=iJrfmflJJgff~m:tr, 
3Z.~. wmmgmw*~· @~*•®~ ~-g~, Uf!l!B~A$~. 

and in the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu the second year of Ching-te section: 

~n=+~s. fiffl:ffl:fmUB*m~~--. ~~-~~~~-~A~~. ffiLl~ 
~~wm~zwa. ~~fflffl~m. ~~•~am••· 

It would seem, incidentally, that it was none other than the replacement of 

those Liu-ku fan-pu "executives," the Liu-ku tso-yu-hsia,ng fu-shih 1'~ic:ti00 
IU1re, that in the event encouraged this sort of fan-pu behavior. In the Sung

hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu the third year of Ching-te section we find: 
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thus learning of the existence in the Ssu-tuo-tu regime as well of the 
posts, in some form or another, of Liu-ku tso-yu-hsia.ng fu-shih. The names 
of Che-pu Yu-lung-po ;ifril!ljfttft.sM: and Ts'uei Hsi-po W.~YBl, who were active 
in those positions during the time of P'an-luo-chih, have already disappeared, 
however. One would imagine they most likely had from the very first failed 
to participate in the new regime. Far from it, in fact, for there is evidence 
that Che-pu Yu-lung-po, for instance, did quite the reverse, going over to the 
Hsi-hsia gNg( after P'an-luo-chih's death,31 ) as may be seen in the Hsi-hsia 

shu-shih gNg[•~ volume 9 in the section for the ninth month of that same 
year: 

And still beyond that were the local leaders, those who in actual practice 
commanded the Liu-ku fan-pu and who had made their tribes subject to the 
P'an-luo-chih regime: their distancing themselves from the Hsi-liang-fu au
thorities must inevitably have increased the independence of the fan-pu. 

We might next note that, as far as I have been able to determine, once 
we come to the time of Ssu-tuo-tu, there no longer appears in the historical 
records, any references whatsoever to those major tribes that held the 
highest status in the P'an-luo-chih regime: the Mi-pen-tsu W*nt, Ta-liang-tsu 
jciE(1i~, Hsiao-liang-tsu ,J\iE(:oj€, and Pei-ning-tsu ~Wf:oj€. If for a moment we 
imagine that they had participated in the new regime and cooperated_ with 
it, we would certainly expect to find notices of their official appointments 
or submissions of tribute. Therefore it would seem justified to imagine that 
they stood aloof from Ssu-tuo-tu. Thus, considering the fact that among them 
were tribes, which shared physical borders with Hsi-hsia and, like Ta-liang-tsu 
and Hsiao-liang-tsu, had maintained relations with her since ancient times, 
it would seem likely that they submitted to Hsi-hsia at about the time of 
the slaying of P'an-luo-chih. The Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu the first year of 
Ching-te account of the suppression of the rebellion of the six Che-lung *lg 
tribes suggests as much, stating: 

In other words, while the Tsung-ko-tsu *~nt of the geographically distant 
Huang-shui ~7]( region complied with the suppression of this rebellion, there 
is no suggestion that the major neighboring tribes participated. This was an 
opportunity for the Tsung-ko-tsu to have their existence acknowledged, and 
ultimately, in the coming era, they were to assume a leading role. We cannot 
fail to notice what a contrast these two camps represent. As we have seen 
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here, then, the actual .state of affairs during the Ssu-t.uo-tu regime• when 
compared to that of P'an-luo-chih, indicate an authority greatly scaled down 
and weakened, and the previously noted fears of Chang chi-hsien were surely 

not wholly unfounded. 

6. The Second Hsi-liang-fu iz§i*Jf-f-Hsi-hsia iffi~ War 
On guard against an invasion from Hsi-hsia,32) it was only natural that 

the Ss,u-tuo-tu ffi~'I regime should strengthen the state of its vigilance. The 
Sung-hui-yao 5Kir~ Hsi-liang-fu iz:sm(Jtt the third year of Ching-t,e jjlffi (1006) 

section reports in this. regard: 

~J.J, %~~1zsl~~~, iz:sm(Jff ffi~tf 41ffi~tr~~f-f:±f*, tJ {J/UMlOO. Ul~JlsfftwJ~l 
ffE~A~, fflOO~~*~' m••$~. 

i.e., in response to the Sung demand for vigilance. Hsi-liang-fu was working 
to strengthen its network of defenses. As evidence that the Northern Sung 
and Hsi-liang-fu anxiety was definitely no over-reaction, we find in the section 
for the following year, the fourth year of Ching-te: 

:ft)j, :if:Y~;JHf~~{l~$C~iriB~J;Jffi~71*~· · · · · ·{J}'f}"~[e;Jlij~~' U v/'UEHfg)j. 

·~-~~~~, fflOOnRWm(~[BJU. 

which passage gives further clear indication of Li Te-ming (${f§);l)'s ambi
tion fo invade Hsi-liang-fu and Kan-chou it1H. It is an open question as 
to the degree to which the mutual assistance, indicated by Northern Sung in 
the above account as taking place between Hsi-liang-fu and Kan-chou Hui-ku 
it1+l[e;Jlt was actually carried out, but in the following year of the first year of 
Ta-chung-hsiang-fu :;ki=p,if=f:~, the Hsi-hsia iz:s~ invasion of Hsi-liang-fu and 
Kan-chou finally took place. In the Chang-pien :Rffl volume 68 the first month 
of the first year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu :;ki=plif=(:~ (1008) section we read: 

This is saying that in the first month of that year they attacked Kan-chou 
itfl'L 33) then dispatched a major force to subdue Hsi-liang-fu and Kan-chou 
in one blow, and attempted to gain control of the Ho-hsi ~iz:s corridor. The 
Hsi-hsia shu-shih w~•$ volume 9 the third month of the first year of Ta
chung-hsiang-fu section is brief and to the point: 

~M~ffl. fflOO:if:-~~~-±~~~~, ~~~~■itffl. -~-±~iz:sm(, ~ 

~~~~7G~:ZJ'.)(, ~~itV-f'lR!eJlij. [BJl~{JH~□ , ~iki.R~ij, 7GW.l!nl~A~-•z. ' 
JU~J§~. ]l[±~~~m: 
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First of all, the Hsi-hsia military force which reached Hsi-liang-fu discovered 

that the fighting might of the Liu-ku fan-pu h~~fm was greater than they 

had anticipated, and not daring to engage them, they aimed their spearhead 

at Kan-chou. Hui-ku feJlt learning of the Hsi-hsia advance, struck a giant 

blow by setting out troops and ambushing the passing Hsi-hsia army. The 

Hsi-hsia invasion of Ho-hsi ·ended in failure, but Nagasawa Kazutoshi :R~f!Jf~ 
notes, with regard to the connection between this invasion and the Liao ~ 

attack on Kan-chou in the same year, "We may imagine that the two nations 

acted in concert in planning the Ho-hsi advance."·34) I wonder, for though 

Hsi-hsia surely had a close relationship with Liao at that time, control of the 

Ho-hsi corridor was a life or death matter for Hsi-hsia. If Kan-chou were 

to fall into the possession of Liao, Hsi-hsia would lose all the profits it had 

been receiving from the trade among the various nations of the Western 

Marches (g!j~), and in terms of its relationships with both Sung and Liao, 

the significance of its existence would disappear. From this standpoint, it is 

hardly possible to conceive of Hsi-hsia attacking Kan-chou in concert with 

Liao. The Liao-shih ~~ volume 14 Sheng-tsung pen-chi ~***B the 26th 

year of T'ung-he wtflJ (1008) section states: 

Even considering the period of time between the actual invasion and the sub

sequent report to the throne, the Liao attack on Kan-chou would seem to 

have taken place in the latter half of the 26th year of T'ung-he (1008; the first 

year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu). By way of contrast, the Hsi-hsia attack took place 

between the first and third months of that year. In other words, Hsi-hsia 

having anticipated the Liao movement, stole the initiative in gaining control 

of Ho-hsi, and attempted to forestall the Liao advance. In the fourth and 

twelfth months of the following year they repeated the attack on Kan-chou,36 ) 

but these were complete failures. On. the other hand, in the following year 

of the third year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, Liao again attacked Kan-chou and 

Su-chou Jff«v-M. The Liao-shih ~~ volume 15 Sheng-tsung pen-chi ~***B 
the fifth month of the 28th year of T'ung-he (1010) section reports: 

ZB, 5~t!E-UB§i1fjfflfl1Jx~, {ti:Jv-MfeJ~ij, i,U!fff['IIHtA~, se!{~±frmPM(:!$;, 

~1rz. 

Although Nagasawa states in connection with this attack that when collated 

with Sung historical records, the Kan-chou invasion itself was no more than 

at the maintenance level, he maintains that Hsi-hsia may also have actively 

participated in it.37) However, this account is, needless to say, weighted in 

favor of Liao, and unlike reports describing the· specific disposition following 

the Su-chou invasion, an express.ion such as "{Jti:Jv+lreJ~ij" can only be said to be 
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vague. 
Kan-chou Hui-ku i:11-l'l~ftij subsequently maintained cordial relations 

with Sung, and when we consider its development later on (to be discussed), 
we cannot consider the Liao invasion to have borne that much fruit. It would 
not seem that Kan-chou Hui-ku independence was seriously violated. Further, 
these alternating attacks on Kan-chou by Liao and Hsi-hsia, rather than be
ing undertaken in concert, would seem to point to the commencement of 
mutual challenges between the two nations. 

Now, having burnt its hand on Kan-chou Hui-ku, Hsi-hsia again turned 
its attention to Hsi-liang-fu. In the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu the fourth year 
of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu section, we find: 

n~. ~~~ffi~~~§, m~~•~•~m. ~~~~~5~~~~. A~~.oor 
•>&-®rffl~~z, :kJ&Am:. 

i.e. Hsi-hsia's -~ Su Shou-hsin -~{B38 ) attacked the Liu-ku fan-pu Ch'i
tang-tsu ~~~, but was met with a counterattack and a giant failure for 
his efforts. However, even though we find no more evidence in the historical 
records of any subsequent Hsi-hsia attacks on Hsi-liang-fu, the Chang-pien 
JH~ volume 85, the nineth month of the eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu 
section states: 

tl-5w{Aic~m;;JJ~L S ~3t!MJ······. -~m1r]U+[J=i)T~, ~Ji~-t=f,ijfli=f, Bt5&

*· 
indicating that Ssu-tuo-tu has been replaced by Hsi-hsia's -~ Su Shou-hsin. 
Most likely the Su Shou-hsin invasion of the fourth year of Ta-chung-hsiang
fu was not a complete defeat for him; it would seem safer to assume that at 
this point he had achieved a Hsi-hsia toehold in Hsi-liang-fu. 

II. THE TSUNG-KO-CH'ENG *~~ 
V 

KU-SSU-LO ~MirPI REGIME PERIOD 

1. The Expansion of the Tsungako-tsu *~~ (clan) and the Appearance of 
Ku-ssu-Io ~MirPI 

Nevertheless, even taking into account the fact that the great raid of 
Hsi-hsia 5Jl is not recorded in historical sources, the cause of the wane of 
Ssu-tuo-tu .oor•>&'s regime is unclear. The answer cannot be found in the 
mere fact of his connection with the Hsi-hsia. Here we should take note of 
the sudden expansion of the Tsung-ko-tsu *~»t who belonged to the Ssu
tuo-tu regime. Let us thus shift our attention to the Tsung-ko-tsu. and examine 
this problem. 
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The Tsung-ko-tsu, who lent their cooperation to the subjugation of rebel
lion among the Che-lung-liu-tsu '?fi~1'~ in the third year of Ching-te JNl 
(1006), joined their name to one of the powerful subsidiary clans of the Ss:u
tuo-tu regime to present tribute to the Sung * emperor, as is recorded in the· 
entry for that year in the Sung-hui-yao *if~ Hsi-liang-fu imwtlff: 

:liJJ, imwtlffft~'lJiil%t ** (~), *ft, 1t*, ~~~-t»*:il:JJ!~,ij, fflt-Jmit, 
~~W*-f~. 

Later, in the first year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu 7(i:pffi¥:?¾f, the clan had sufficiently 
advanced to bring their tribute unsponsored, as appears in the entry for the 
::£$ day of the 11th month of the same year, in the Chang-pien *~fu volume 
70: 

The fact that the name of Wen-pu ifill.W, the clan head, is specified here is 
particularly important, as it means that his clan had newly received recogni
tion from the Sung. In addition, we find in the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu 
entry of two years later: 

Wen-pu had by this time progressed so far as to make an official visit to the 
leader of the Mi-no-tsu ~~~ clan, who is thought to have been in the Huang
shui ~7]( river basin at the same time. By the eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang
fu, the Tsung-ko-tsu had established a new political regime and become the 
focal point of the Ho-hsi 1PJ'im Tibetan clans, eventually overpowering the 
regime of Hsi-liang-fu imwtlff (as described below). I would like to cite the 
following two points as possible causes of this sudden advancement to power 
of the Tsung-ko-tsu. 

The first point is the extension of economic power of this clan, which 
resulted from their alliance with Kan-chou Hui-ku itf[,[[e,Jj!J;ij (Uyghur). In 
the entry for the eighth month of the fourth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, in 
the Chang-pien volume 76, we find the following: 

~~. it1Ht!J.t1JffiAJr-T#rOl-:m1fi;JJil~**i~~- wot:m:f;u)l~Jl1'1'l~~, 4J:Jil~A 
~ w•m•~m~. ~~, •••~~W~:il:lm, ilAW~w~~-

Also, it is recorded in the entry for the tenth month of the same year in the 
Sung-hui-yao chi-kao *ir~•m ping ~ volume 24, Ma-cheng ,ijJ!& 6: 
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In other words, during this year, the Kan-chou Hui-ku and the Tsung-ko-tsu 

had come to have common interests. The "Tsung-ko road" mentioned by 

Maeda Masana mfJB3IE::15 refers to the route connecting Kan-chou and Tsung

ko;1l but while Maeda maintains that this tributary route was opened about 

this time, it is actually possible to trace it, even by historical sources, to the 

third year of Ching-te, some years before. That the Kan-chou Hui-ku and the 

Tsung-ko-tsu were already connected at this time is substantiated by the Huai

yilan-i 'lf~~ entry in the Sung-hui-yao *ir~ Fang-yil 1.i~: 

~qi~·~. ti:~gN~3'tH!, gN:ff::fC:E, &tt, rirll, it1>f'I, ;#Hfk~~*• lX:~lJ.IfJ 

f~~,A_.~2). 

Regardless of the request made by the Sung for collaboration between Hsi

liang-fu and Kan-chou Hui-ku, the latter, apprehensive of the advance of 

Hsi-hsia, had felt uneasy about the tributary road via Liang-chou vHM and 

had already independently established the tributary road used by Tsung-ko

tsu in the Huang-shui basin.3) The aforementioned passages concerning the 

Tsung-ko-tsu in the first and third years of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu are backed by 

these facts. It may be said that the Tsung-ko-tsu expected recognition as an 

independent power because of this road; their prestige was different from 

any previously seen in the Northern Sung. Furthermore, the entry for the 

sixth month of the third year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu in the Hsi-hsia Shu-shih 

gNJ{@• volume 9, reads: 

In this way, the fact that Hsi-hsia subjugated Tsung-ko and' other clans con

stitutes indirect proof that the trade route of the Tsung-ko road was already 

well ·established in the Ta-chung-hsiang-fu year period. At any rate we may 

be sure that following the establishment of this tributary route, the Tsung

ko-tsu drained off a fair proportion of the intermediate profits from tributary 

trade coming into Hsi-liang-fu. 

However, it is doubtful that the newly arisen Tsung~ko-tsu could have 

become central in the Tibetan clans and taken over from Hsi-liang-fu merely 

by an increase in economic power. Even supposing that the power of Hsi

liang-fu was in decline, it still had the weight of long tradition behind it, 

and the power of Ssu-tuo-tu, as the leader of the rLaris clan, could not be 

denied. For this reason, the Tsung-ko-tsu needed some symbol which would 

be sufficiently effective to counteract the power and tradition of the Hsi-liang

fu Ssu-tuo-tu regime, in order to seize the advantage over the latter both in 

name and in reality. This is the second point contributing to the Tsung-ko

tsu expansion mentioned above. The symbol which had the power to fulfill 

these requirements was none other than descent from the ·former royal family 
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of T'u-fan P±~, and the person who rewarded their search in this direction 
was none other than Ku-ssu-lo ~!Wriw.l. Regarding the origins of Ku-ssu-lo, 
we read in the Sung-shih *~ T'u-fan-ch'ua.n P±#{I\lj: 

~00r1~iltt~1±1fliffz.1&. *~~m~miiil!i. iiillitifliff-m, n~~~niiil!i. ~~ 
~Mtlf«m. 

An even more detailed account appears in the Ch'in-chou Ku-ssu-lo-shih ~1'M 
~Miw.l*, in the Lo~ch'ilan-chi ~3k- Chang Fang-p'ing, 5l:1J2p. volume 22· 
(hereafter abbreviated to Lo-ch'ilan-chi ~3k- Ku-ssu-lo-shih ~Miw.l*) : 

11f§ffirg (~a: • •ii1t!~l1f§. Je.nffirg, ~tcgftJe.-m> *~~m~miiil!i. Es~iEt 
~~A- ~~~~z.~. ~~~~ffetr*~' ~*~~- **~~,$~~~.~A 
••n~ ~~•o. ~~*· ~11f§ffi•m~w~~, ~~ffl•••· AE~~* 
*#, @{J\!jm~B~ ~RffetiMilli~a:·••Milli~~z.~ ~ffl~. 

From this we know that at the same time, the lineage of the T'u-fan royal 
family had long been revered, ·even after the Sung came into power.4) The 
relationship between Ku-ssu-lo and the T'u-fan royal family is concretely rec
orded in the Tibetan literary work Hu Zan deb ther5 ) (Japanese translation) 
in the fourth section, entitled "The Royal Line of Tibet". According to this 
source, a genealogical chart connecting Gla:ri dar ma, the last king of the 
T'u-fan dynasty, to Ku-ssu-lo may be very simply rendered as follows. 

I 
0 

Gla:ri dar ma 

I 
I;Iod sru:ris 

I 
Dpal J::i.khor btsan 

I 
0 

I 
Bkra ~is brtsegs pa dpal 0 

I;Iod Ide 
I 

0 

-, --1---, -I 
0 Khri Ide O 0 

(Ku-ssu-lo) 6) 

In the same work appears the passage, "The descendants of Khri Ide are the 
king of East tsori kha, Spyan s:ria don chen, etc., and the descendants of the 
king Mdo smad", which substantiates that Ku-ssu-lo moved to the district of 
Tsung-ko (tson kha). The Sung-shih *~ continues the story by recording 
the process by which Ku-ssu-lo was raised up to power: 
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~+=:~. ~ 1-f'l5efPJ~~~N~~g!i, J!JM•~~w:. ~tl-&'rril':JUL\~. im:ktt~~ 
JM~XUJM.580~. ~~~ffl.ft~~- ~fflAffl~~. fflffl~JM■. @~~nftJ 
••· ~~*mffl'*.ft~. ~Jll:k~IBm:mm~J&JM■, tzo~1+lit.ftz. fm~~sl, 
JJ~5*m~. 

The fact that all the tribes closely observed Ku-ssu-lo as a descendant of the 
T'u-fan dynasty probably contributed a great deal to his self-confidence while 
on the road to political advancement. After all, it is abundantly clear which 
would have more power to draw the people-the possession of T'u-fan stock 
or the mere leader of the rLans clan. Moreover, Ku-ssu-lo was valuable not 
only because of the advantage of being one of a royal line. His name in 
Tibetan, rgyal sras> means "son of Buddha",7) so that he was also an object 
of reverence as an incarnation of Buddha. For that matter, when we consider 
that Ku-ssu-lo's naming took place after he had moved to Ho-chou ~fM8l, 

in the Lung-p'ing-chi ~,i:.zp:~ of Ts'eng Kung lt~, it may be surmised that 
he gave careful thought to the Buddhist faith of the Tibetan clans,9 ) and that 
the use of ~%~W: (have a beautiful figure)" was a very clever piece of staging, 
making a double impression on the people's hearts as "the reincarnation of 
Buddha". It was natural that the various clans should contend for Ku-ssu-lo 
in order to increase their power. In the end, it was the Tsung-ko-tsu:, having 
superior power through their union with Kan-chou hui-ku, who made practi
cal use of this personage. 

In this way, by the extension of their economic influence and their sup
port of Ku-ssu-lo, the Tsung-ko-tsu came to be so actively powerful in the 
region that it was said in the entry for the seventh year of Ta-chung-hsiang
fu in the Sung-hui-yao-chi-kao St:ir~fl:;fiWi Fan-i ~~ 6, Ku-ssu-lo ~OO'r• (here
after abbreviated to Sung-hui-yao *ir~ Ku-ssu-lo o,fg)Wr•) : 

~. *~~.ftg ~!Wr■, ffl~~~-~~-. -~~~-. ~Iffltt•. ~~ffi 
~,~, fit. 

Later in the same work, we find: 

A~=:~. *~~~m• . .ft~ m~AA. *•n~~*•m. ($~~~. *~ 
.ft~~. JR~~+•. fflt,HOM, U@t;b10). 

telling us that in the eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu (1015), the so-called 
Ku-ssu-lo regime was officially established. As a result, later in the same rec
-0rd, appears the passage: 

A~ =:+n El, l!r!f:J::~, nftJffiBJiJf'/IBIIJ±iEZ~-Tw1JJl*'a", ~~~w:iwr•tHt~ 
¾-!-~, #t%~~LJF.$~, fflft, ~~AmxtHJt 
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As we see here, the Hsi-liang-fu Ssu-tuo-tu regime had lost prestige among 
the Tibetan tribes, and 60,000 soldiers belonging to it made a new vow to 
serve Ku-ssu-lo. Furthermore, as we read in the entry for that year in the 
Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu: 

Ssu-tuo-tu him.self, as if to substantiate this, eventually declined to the level 
of one local governor among many within Ku-ssu-lo's regime.11) 

The eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu was an epoch-making year,. encom
passing as it did the demise of the Hsi-liang-fu regime and the establishment 
of that of Ku-ssu-lo. It is evident that the final coup· de grace to the Hsi-liang
fu regime was not in fact Hsi-hsia's ambition to advance into Ho-hsi, but 
rather the establishment of the Ku-ssu-lo regime centered in the Tsung-ko-tsu. 

2. The Ku-ssu-lo llfi!OOrPI Regime at Tsung-ko-ch'eng *ru=:WG and Li-tsun $51 
According to the aforementioned Sung-shih *~ T'u-fan-ch'uan P±~1', 

about the second year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu *~~~ Ku-ssu-lo t!ffl!Jifrl!i, ac
companied by Ho-Iang-yeh-hsien 1i:iJiE~i: of Ho-chou fPHM, traveled from 
Mar-yul (Mo-yu ~if'lw) to Kung-hsin-ch'eng JU,L\~ in Ho-chou. Following 
this, Sung-ch'ang-ssu-chun !i~~:fey of Ta-hsing :ktt moved him to I-kung
ch'eng ~0-~ and planned to build a wen-f(l, )(~ in Ho-chou. However, 
Li-tsun *~' the priest of Tsung-ko-ch'eng, and Wen-pu-ch'i ffil.§lll~, who 
had been known since the Hsi-liang-fu era as the leader of the Tsung-ko-tsu, 
together captured Ku-ssu-lo and put him for a time in K'uo-chou JUv-M, later 
moving him to Tsung-ko-ch',eng and giving Li-tsun the post of Lun-pu !ifa§m. 
Th~ particulars of Ku-ssu-lo's ·elevation to power may be summarized very 
briefly as above. However, it is not hard to imagine that behind all this, a 
great deal of very fierce and confused fighting was going on among the Tibe
tan tribes for the acquisition of Ku-ssu-lo. In the present work, we shall 
proceed from the point where this problem was resolved. 

With regard to Ku-ssu-lo's movements in the Ho-chou period, all the his
torical sources merely record the circumstances of his naming,12 ) without con
cretely describing any of his activities. However, a noteworthy passage ap
p·ears in the entry for the seventh year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu in the Sung-hui
yao *ir5!f K u-ssu-lo t!t§!Jifrl!i : 

..... 
K~~+KS, ~fflffl-~~Mt!ffl!Jifrl!ifflM~~~~~- ~~. IWr■•~T*M, 

M~±m*~Ma, ~*•M•m. ~~~$. 

In this, Ku-ssu-lo's name appears separately from both Ho-chou and the 
Tsung-ko-tsu) designated as Wei-chou fan-tsu shou-ling y; 1-f'l~n~tHJi ("leader 
of the Tibetan tribes of Wei-chou"),13) being charged by the Sung with the 
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posts of Tien-chih ~TI[ (Palace Eunuchs) and Hsun-chien-shih lliifh-111! (Mili
tary Inspector). Li Tao *~' the author of the Cha.ng-piien, had doubts about 
this. He explains, in an inserted note to the eritry for the day of the fifth 
month of the seventh year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu in the Chang-pien fi:~ 
volume 82: 

~. IUJJ;JtJrj/f (~JWTll) ,_l~1\I}J1:rp~~TI[llii~~- mfff~~tt ;JtJrj/f~ft1':&.IE1'itt: 

~~- ~~~*- ~~•~. wu~•=mm•~- ~. ~~*~~~~~*~~ 
~w. ~. ~WUR•a. R~ffl1:rp. •wffl~~~~~. ~-ffl. ~~--
:!$;. :&Jl:t~+~ A i31Hs~. t~~~:~OJrWEffi@"~An&. ?!$_, JlU;JtJrW~1!€~~. ~ 
~llii~~•$•~- ~~ffu~••· ~~~~ ~~-

Almost all of the historical sources, including the Sung-shih T'u-fa.n-ch'uan 
and others, clearly record Ku-ssii-lo as having moved directly from Ho-chou to 
K'uo-chou, and we cannot help feeling that the passage beginning Wei-chou 
fan-tsu shou-ling, etc., is artificial. It is a fact that at that time there were 
some clans of Tibetan origin living in the vicinity of Wei-chou; but it is 
problematical to infer from this, as Li Tao does, that Ku-ssu-lo was actually 
in Wei-chou. From a geographical point of view, the facts are not compatible. 
Of course, if we consider that the Wei-chou of the T'ang ~ period (in other 
words the Ku-wei-chou tio/~1-M or "old" Wei-chou of the Sung) is frequently 
confused with the contemporary Wei-chou, it is surely not necessary to surmise 
from the term Wei-chou f an-tsu shou-ling that Ku-ssu-lo was living in Wei
chou.14) If we read Wei-chou as Ku-wei-chou, I think it would not be a defi
nitely serious error to regard the above passage as a record of Ku-ssu-lo's mo,ve
ments. in Ho-chou. If we reread the passage in the Sung-hui-yao, temporarily 
replacing Wei-chou with Ho-chou, it comes to exhibit a remarkable correlation 
with statements in the Sung-shih T'u-fan-ch'uan and other sources. As is clear 
from the instance of Chuo-k'o-tsung $~* in Note 14, fan-pu ~if~ (Tibetan 
tribes) all over Ho-chou had a strong inclination to become independent from 
the Hsi-liang-fu government from early times. Around the second year of Ta
chung-hsiang-fu, Ku-ssu-lo, then at Kung-hsin-ch'-€:ng, moved to I-kung-ch'eng 
accompanied by Ho-lang-yeh-hsien; because Sung-ch'ang-ssu-chtin, the most 
powerful man in the Ho-chou district, was about to sponsor him. Sung
ch 'ang-ssu-chtin had abandoned the Hsi-liang-fu regime, whose influence over 
the fan-pu had weakened due to the threat of Hsi-hsia and the steady growth 
of the Tsung-ko-tsu. He schemed to unite the entire region of Ho~chou, and 
establish a new regime there, utilizing the lineage of Ku-ssu-lo and the Bud
dhist faith of the rural districts. It seems probable that the aforementioned 
passage in the Sung-hui-yao Ku-ssu-lo recounts the activities of Ku-ssu-lo and 
Sung-ch'ang-ssu-chtin under these very circumstances. Perhaps Sung-ch'ang
ssu-chtin, who was beginning to· feel the pressure of the Tsung-ko-tsu as well, 
made known to the Sung faction the existence of Ku-ssu-lo as a leader of 
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the Tibetan tribes of Ho-chou even before the fifth month of the seventh year 
of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, at the same time as he was seeking recognition and 
protection from the Sung as an independent power unconnected with Hsi
liang-fu.15> On the twenty-fifth day of the fifth month, the Sung entrusted 
Ku-ssu-lo with the offices of Tien-chih and Hsiln-chien-shih, in response to the 
requests of the rural districts of Ho-chou. With regard to the post of Hsun
chien-shih, this had previously been awarded to Ssu-da-chih, !Wr*~gt leader of 
the Ch'ou-chia-tsu ftlrJ~»* at the time of the establishment of Ssu-tuo-tu's re
gime in Hsi-1iang-fu. Probably the Sung, while noting the progress of Ku
ssu-lo, did not feel that Ho-chou was powerful enough to be a substitute for 
the political influence of Hsi-liang-fu. In all likelihood the Sung regarded 
them as a measure to protect against the possible resistance of the Ho-chou 
area, nothing more; this also explains why the t:me accounts were omitted 
from the records. 

However, the plan of Sung-ch'ang-ssu-chiin for establishing a new regime 
in Ho-chou using Ku-ssu-lo went no further. Chih-ch'in-chou Chang-chi ~[l* 
1-lHlHt relates that in the eleventh month of that same year, a man called 
Li-tsun *• assumed the leadership of the whole district together with Ku
ssu-lo, and planned an attack on chai-ch',eng ~mx; (fortifications); other such 
· confused conditions were observed at !he time (Chang-pien, volume 83). It is 
likely that at that time, the Tsung-ko-tsu, who possessed so much power as 
a result of their sudden advance that they could oust the regime of Hsi-liang
fu,16> noticed the royal lineage of Ku-ssu-lo as did Sung-ch'ang-ssu-chiin. It is 
clear that Ku-ssu-lo's value when utilized politically would be extremely high, 
not least because his having been charged with the offices of Tien-chih and 
Hsiln-chien-shih meant that from then on, they could carry on negotiations 
with the Sung. The circumstances of Ku-ssu-lo's military advances are related 
111 the Lo-ch'ilan-chi ~~~~ Ku-ssu-lo-shih q;{§!Wf■• as follows: 

*-r*Jl"·mx;~ifi*•· i~~Jlll§~ltmHm~~mtm?iili, A~1+1mx; rnPmm1+D ~nx::tr 
)(~. 

Probably Ku-ssu-lo's occupation of K'uo-chou occurred between the sixth and 
eleventh months. The Sung-hui-ya.o Ku-ssi"t-lo states: 

~. *~~:tr•·~!Wr■, fflili*~-~~-. ffl~~~-. Wiffltt•. ~~~ ~-*· M~fflffi~. ~~w•x~. ~~ffi■LlffifflOO~. 

As may be seen from this, the Tsung-ko-tsu, after acquiring Ku-ssu-lo, boasted 
an army of sixty or seventy thousands they had come to show clearly their 
strong desire to confront Hsi-hsia in their role as substitute for Hsi-liang-fu. 
The same work records that in the second month of the following year: 
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*~~~M•·ft•·m~~·*•n~~~~m. ~gfi*~~*•· ~~~~ 
1l~-tsA+~. ~Jllt§W~ffl~~{~~1t#J*•ir~······ (also in Chang-pien 
volume 84) 

While officially paying tribute, the Tsung-ko-tsu reported the establishment 
of the Ku-ssu-lo regime to the Sung. It may be deduced from the above 
passage that the leaders of the Tsung-ko-tsu, Li-tsun, W,en-pu-ch'i, and Mu

luo-tan *Bf} accidentally cooperated in the Ku-ssu-lo capture of K'uo-chou 
and the foundation of the new regime. 

However, this system of cooperation also did not last long. It seems that 
very soon, discord sprang up between Li-tsun, who held the leadership in the 
Ku-ssu-lo political structure,17 ) and other leaders. As we can see in the Lo
ch'ilan-chi Ku-ssu-lo-shih: 

ffi~~$am, H*~~a~. ~*~~- u•~ ~*~ u•s~~C~$
~~~ii**'lt11). 

Ku-ssu-lo left K'uo-chou and moved to Tsung-ko-ch'eng *:igl~ (castle), where 
Li-tsun was residing; 18 ) giving the latter the office of Lun-p•u.19 ) This fact 

tells us that Li-tsun ousted the other powerful men such as W,en-pu-ch'i, 

carried Ku-ssu-lo into his own sphere of influence, and established his own 
position as dictator of the regime. As was explained in the previous chapter, 
the original leader of the Tsung-ko-tsu was actually W,en-pu-ch'i, a fact which 

may be understood from the tribute records of the first year of Ta-chung
hsiang-fu. What was the reason for this monopoly of Ku-ssu-lo on the part 

of Li-tsun, the "barbarian priest of Tsung-ko-ch'eng", and the latter's manag
ing to rise to the level of dictator of the Tsung-ko-tsu in such a short time? 

The first fact that may be considered is that Li-tsun as a priest exerted an 
enormous influence over Ku-ssu-lo, who was revered by the people as an in
carnation of Buddha. However, Li-tsun could not have proceeded so easily 

to the position of dictator merely on the strength of this. We cannot but think 

that there must have been something behind it, and this was that he was a 

powerful man on a worldly plane and was in fact a native of fan-ch'iu ~~
As will be mentioned in Chapter 3, Ku-ssu-lo later absconded from Tsung-ko
ch'eng and this castle was controlled even after Li-tsun's death by a m'ember 
of his family, Li-pa-ch'in *BiiC\. This same Li-pa-ch'in took in the second son 
of Ku-ssu-lo, Mo-chan-chiao Mf!~, and established a new regime; thus it 
seems that the Li family were as a rule centered mainly at Tsung-ko-ch'eng. 
In other words, Li-tsun had originally been a leader of the Tsung-ko fan-pu, 
and had made his quarters at Tsung-ko-ch'eng; at the time under discussion 
he was probably controlling the castle with both secular and religious power. 

Further, when in attendance on Ku~ssu-lo, he made great use of his standing 
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as a priest; it is likely that he adhered to Ku-ssu-lo more than any other per
son. In the Sung-hui-yao Hsi~liang-fu appears the sentence, "~~i;iBP.X:lliili!Jt" 
by which we know that Li-tsun had come to hold another title besides Lun-pu) 
that of Ying-ch'eng-lan-pu-ch'ih. An inserted note to the entry for the lff Bt 
day of the twelfth month, the seventh year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, in the 
Chang-pien volume 83, states · 

This title is again repeated in the main text of volume 86. The word ying
ch' eng, as Yamaguchi Zuiho Ill p f/mlJJ.. 20 ) has pointed out, seems to be able to 
correspond to dieng ziiing/ sde srid ("regent") in the Tibetan language. On 
the other hand, the word lan-p,u-ch'ih M'mi!Jt • :m;fp.§. appears to be the same 
as $1ffyjf in the following entry for the second month of the fourth year in 
volume 84 ibid. " ...... If$3Z. ~, EfJJJ1'-~$~,fi@HiJi:m;fp~~tmA zJi;W:nW ...... " 
which corresponds to rin-p,o-che in Tibetan. The term is explained in the 
Tibetan-Englis1h Dicti'onary of Sarat Chandra Das as "precious, the title which 
the Lamas of Lhasa and Ta-shi-lhun-po receive when they are recognized as 
the embodiments of the souls of their predecessors and are installed in the 
hierarchical office". This refers to the Grand Lama of the present day; but 
even in those times this title was conferred on those possessed of religious 
power. Thus we know that Li-tsun held a position as an agent of Ku-ssu-lo's 
political and religious power as well as holding the title of lun-p·u. 

Thus, the following passage in the entry for the Ej3'.Jit day of the ninth 
month of the eighth year (Chang-pien volume 85): · 

means that Li-tsun, who had monopolized Ku-ssu-lo, proclaimed the establish
ment of the Ku-ssu-lo regime; and also, by requesting assistance from the 
Sung to fight Hsi-hsia clearly made known to the Sung his stand as the politi
cal successor to the Hsi-liang-fu regime. By the eighth month, the Liu-ku 
fan-pu 1"'.fr~fffi were already subordinated; and furthermore, by the tenth 
month, Ssu-tuo-tu of the Hsi-liang-fu had fallen to the Tsung-ko fan-pu. The 
Hsi-liang-fu regime died out both in name and in reality, and the Ku-ssu-lo 
regime dominated by Li-tsun be_came even more powerful than before. This 
political regime will be called the Tsung-ko-ch'-eng regime hereafter in the 
present work. 

In the following year (1016), the Sung continued to strengthen its vigi
lance against Li-tsun.21 ) In order to improve relations with the Tsung-ko
ch'-eng regime, which had grown suddenly strained, the Sung were forced to 
try a policy of conciliation by conferring on Li-tsun the position he had been 
seeking. The entry for the third month of the ninth year (Chang-pien volume 
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86) states: 

Llffi#,{f,J~.\!!1;~»3€$~ffli*llll'f•l11JJ'.~, ~i!l~¾fflff~~.~iJ:E¥~. (i:pBI~) ~~ 

ml<i5, JIJffrlJJ~fifrr. 15~~3Z.>J<f.fll~*:;fp · ff~§, *fttt-~M<7G--mi Je.. a*;ffr 
AJff~-m. 1t~-- § mz, J=tuwu~atwJfil{lf~. JL~~>J<~7GAJ1M, iwtQ;J©r~!Wf 
-WU ~,g AJ -& . 

The Sung conferred the title of Pao-shun-chun chieh-tu-shih */l~ij[jpJJ'.~ on 
Li-tsun.22 ) As we conclude from the fact that Li-tsun himself disregarded 
Ku-ssu-lo in seeking the title of Tsan-p'u, the regime of Tsung-ko~ch'eng was 

completely controlled by Li-tsun, and Ku-ssu-lo was merely a puppet in the 
former' s schemes of power. 

Li-tsun's.- dealings with the fan-pu after he came to possess Ku-ssu-lo were 

likewise faultless. A paragraph in the entry for the fifth month of the ninth 
year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu in the Sung-hui-yao Fan-i 4, Hui-ku-ch'uan [§JW,ij~ 

(hereafter abbreviated to Sung-hui-yao SK-®-~ Hui-ku [§JW,ij) reads: 

~+nB~*m, ~~}'[~B~m~•~+AA~~. ~ffi~~~}L~~~. ~~ 
§, :tz:~Jlrr~•, =1:*7G~. i!P§3(*»3€A~M7E. J:.~~~=:~f. (alsoin 
Chang-pien volume 87). 

Li-tsun lightly abandoned his priestly calling and resumed his original guise 

of secular power figure, whereupon he proceeded to create a power base by 
forming marital ties with the eighteen fan-pu in the vicinity, even arranging 
a marriage or Ku-ssu-lo with one of his. own daughters.2·3l He forcibly sub

ordinated the great ministers such as Wen-pu-ch'i, and rendered them power
less.24l It is impossible to go into detail about the ·eighteen fan-pu, but in 
regard to the tribes that cooperated in the Fu-ch'iang-chai 17\~~ invasion by 
the Tsung-ko-ch',eng regime in the autumn of that year, the Sung-hui-yao 

p-ing~ 14 records the names of Ma-hsien-shan .~1if!l! 25l Lan-chou Sli1+1, K'an
kusti-, Chan-mao>-shan fl=e!l!, T'ao-ho y~V1J (misprint for #kiPJ) and Ho~chou. 
The term "eighteen fan-pu" is thought to refer to the tribes of these regions, 
and this tells us that Li-tsun's power reached over an extensive area to the 
east. It is of interest to note that the Liu-ku fan-pu, as well as the Ho-chou 
fan-pu, which had formerly supported Ku-ssu-lo, were under his control. It is 

thought that Shang-yang-tan tlui%f9· of Ch'in-chou ~1-M, who will come under 
discussion later, was connected to Li-tsun by ties of marriage. It has been 

indicated by some sources, and is agreed upon by all sources, that Li-tsun 
exercised a severe control over the fan-pu, and that the country was full of 

resentment because of it. He schemed for power by extracting large amounts 
in tax from the people and by using Ku-ssu-lo as his trump card. The entry 
for the Zdf: day of the first month of the same year (Chang-pien volume 86) 
states, " ...... .3::_gs, IJ{:ft~•ffi:tz:::X:1:t, ®'c-~=:+~ ....... " The number of 
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300,000 soldiers is open to doubt; however, it may be said that it was during 
the ninth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu that Li-tsun's power was at its height. 

3. The Tsung-ko *~ - Sung SR War Centering around the Ch'in-chou fan
pu ~~1lfljfg:~ 
The great hope of L1-tsun, the dictator of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime, was 

to unite all the Tibetan tribes in the Ho-chou district, and establish a com
plete hegemony in the entire region of Ho-hsi by drawing a line between his 
own government on the one hand, and Hsi-hsia and the Sung on the other. 
In order to accomplish this, he had to overcome many problems, such as how 
to rescue Hsi-liang-fu from the grasp of Hsi-hsia and profitably encourage his 
relations with the Uyghur tribe of Kan-chou. The central and most pressing 
problem was that of regaining the fari~pu within the regions of Ch'in-chou 
and Wei-chou, and especially the former. This was because the relation be
tween the Sung and the Tsung-ko-ch',eng regime would change radically ac
cording to whether the Ch'in-chou fan-pu followed the latter regime or re
turned to Sung control. If we imagine for a moment that the Ch'in-chou area 
reverted to the Sung, it would mean that a group of Tibetan tribes of Ho-hsi 
which had no connection with the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime would exist at 
Ch'in-chou, which was at the eastern end of the newly established east-west 
route via Tsung-ko. This would be tantamount to a repressive influence on 
the Tsung-ko-ch',eng by the Sung faction; Tsung-ko would be forced to a 
disadvantageous position in diplomatic relations with the Sung. Moreover, 
this situation would cause a setback in the great union of the Tibetan tribes 
of Ho-hsi as planned by Li-tsun. If, on the other hand, the majority of 
Ch'in-chou fan-pu came under the control of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime, it 
would mean that a Tsung-ko outpost would be created in the Ch'in-chou 
region, which was a spot of great military importance for the Sung. If com
plete control over the Tsung-ko road by that regime were realized, the advan
tages which it would gain in diplomatic relations with the Sung would be 
inestimable. Threfore, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the tend
encies of the Ch'in-chou fan-pu would have a decisive influence on the power 
play between the Sung and the Tsung-ko-ch'eng. 

This was the point at which the two powers engaged in furious battle, 
centering on the fan-pu of the regions of Wei yffl and Ch'in ~- By comparison 
with the newly-arisen Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime, the Sung had the advantage of 
past operations with the Tibetan tribes living in the northwest regions, 
having decided on Ch'in-chou as an outpost. Here, before dealing with the 
war, let us trace the outline of Sung government. 

In the fourth year of Hsien-p'ing Jf¼Zp- (1001), the year in which P'an-luo
chih ffl:~3t established political power in Hsi-liang-fu, the recently crowned 
Chen-tsung .!l'.7R showed to his ministers a map of two or three provinces of 
Shan-hsi ~gs. As recorded in the Chang-pien vo,lume 49: 
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3<.:rl@*v-M B' !tU-i'ltE~ihl!ZJ'i-, ~&"J%f,. _§Jlifft,rx;~mi, lfFBip-5i*tB~, aA~ 
~1f1.ii:f1. 

He pointed out very early the importance of the management of Ch'in-chou, 
and in the fourth month of the following year: 

a :H:, 1*:::::m 1tJ;:I ~M~s i~ w; 11 ~!ti5~?1f, 13 * 1+1 A=ifJF. :!'B ,~. ~mm·, ~~* im, AJ 
A~¥!, lzsl~mzi:f1 (Chang-pien volume 51). 

As narrated here, he embarked on the exploitation of a horsedealing road 
which is thought to have been connected with the establishment of the Tsung
ko road four years, later, in the third year of Ching-t,e (1006). We can infer the 
form which the Sung government actively took in the provinces. Moreover, in 
that year, he took the advice of Chih-ch'in-chou Yang-huai-chung ~IJ*1+lffl'l1Uit', 
and charged the leader of the Yeh-erh-ho-shang-tsu ff 5r.5¥1Jflu:O* with the re
sponsibility of San-pan-tu-shou-ling =:3lif5tf~J{ with its task of managing the 
collection of tribute (Chang-pien volume 64); it can be said that this was the 
first step in the management of the tribes of Ch'in-chou. A difficult problem 
in conciliating the fan-pu was the handling of the Ts'ai-mu-wu tlt,ic;;:J% (office 
of the timber felling sites). The removal and eventually the discontinuation 
of the ts'ai-mu-wu in the Ch'in-chou region, in the second and third years of 
Ta-chung-hs,iang-fu,26) is considered to have been the most important policy 
for the conciliation of the fan-pu. After this, in the sixth year of Ta-chung
hsiang-fu (1013), Chang-chi 5i{t became responsible for the winding up of 
the above office; this appointment reflected Chen-tsung's inclination to regard 
the Ch'in-chou as important (Chang-pien volume 80). However, as recorded . 
in the Chang-pien (volume 82): 

~I]~(*) 1+15i{t §' fJrf17.KJL=:1I~**F~. t)_~~lj[}l ~ ~w, Wdflz, 1.;-{tf~lll* 
J:. 

In the sixth month of the following year, Chang-chi, who had recently become 
Chih-ch'in-chou ~IJ*1+1, actively embarked on the management of Ta-lao-men 
jc¥i,F~ by such actions as the installation of two shui-chai 7](~ in this gate, 
which was closer to the military frontier than the Hsiao-lao-men 1NiFt and 
also to changing the hsiao-chiin-chai ~i;* of the Ta-lao-men to wei-yiian
chai ml<:~* (Chang-p,ien volume 83). Chang-chi's radical policies natmally 
earned him the resistance of the fan-pu; by the eleventh month rumors of riots 
among the Ch'in-chou fan-pu were being broadcast (Chang-pien volume 83), 
and even Chang-chi himself made the remark, "$trBff>Zt1fBtB~if1a-H, ~it~± 
:cp" (Chang-pien ibid.). Chang-chi's management of Ta-lao-men was not the 
only reason for the agitation of the fan-pu; another cause was that Chang-chi 
was planning to make timber camps as far as the Wei-chou region,27 ) as we 
know from the passage in the Sung-hui-yao *ir!lf fang-yu 1.iti&. 19 Chu-cha.i-
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tsu-luffi•~~ "*4t~~~~-t=:J=J =:-t=: S, *1'[H{ffiJ:.**F55¥lf*il- 1c~. ffiyjX 
3tc1~tl~r**· ~{ffllfflz, ~p~~rm~. 1-eFf~g~l€{Ifir. ....... ". Chang-chi's, attempt 
to manage the fan-pu was a failure; his duties later fell entirely to Ts'ao Wei 
ff:Et. This was exactly the same time that the Tsung-ko .. ch'eng regime was 
growing with the aforementioned Li-tsun as dictator. The agitation of the 
people caused by Chang-chi's failure in government was an ideal opportunity 
for the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime to take control. This is, how the rivalry be
tween the Sung and the Tsung-ko became overt, and eventually involved the 
entire group of fan-pu. 

The Lo-eh' ila.n-ch i ~:~J~ K u-ssu-lo-sh ih l:ifflJ/Jrl!I~ states, ''ifif~ /\if.f)(, l:ifflJ/Jr 
l!l:il:~$1±11Ftt•v-['[*~tffiJ1JiWJ.JUb~ffB, Wc~U}'[;{(~". In the autumn of the 
eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, that is, around the time when the Tsung
ko-ch'-eng regime was established, that same regime had already begun politi
cal maneuvering toward the Ch'in-chou fan-pu. Again, in the fo11owing year, 
negotiations were made twice toward the powerful tribes, of Ch'in-chou. First, 
as recorded in the Chang-p·ien (volume 86, third month) "*)-f-1:1:ttB CffB)tJuffl:PJ 
~~ tJr1Jr~ z~ -m. ,Jr~1lJ'i~J=i w$r:~f~~ftJC~ tit@HEE:o~, ~~t~ s, JC~ nitm ~ f~ 
~~. ~#fffBll:tt!!". In spring there were attempts to secretly control the 
Li-wang-tsu @HEE~ tribe, who were the leaders of the Shou-hu Kuo-kan-su
tu ~J=iw$r:~f~, by making use of the Shang-yang-tan ffejfflf:r of Ch'in-chou28 ). 

In summer, as explained in the Chang-pien~ volume 87: "/\J=J :E$:Pr1!, ff!t~, 
tJt 5e*~ $;!tlr a !r-ti= 1ff JHf.J!U!lffii ~ $ *tL* 29

) f.l}'[JC~, g iJi~ n1 z, ~ ~ rl:f(~;1ctmx;~ 
~". They again attempted negotiations by dispatching Li-mo-la-mu **tL* 
to the tribe of Ssu-chi-t'e-pu ;J,f:Jra!r-ti=1ff of Fu-ch'iang-chai ff:5e* in Ch'in-chou. 
Such so .. called hidden manipulation of the fan-pu was foiled entirely because 
of Ts'ao Wei;·30 l after this the Tsung-ko-ch'eng essayed the control of the 
fan-pu by sheer military might. With regard to this, a passage appears in 
the Sung-hui-yao-chi-kao SK-i"WJi:fiWi ping ~ volume 14 Ping-chieh ~tt 4: 

*4tifif~~~~J=J, ~•mv•~~. ~AJ=J~M~*~l:ifflWr••$~~~•-~ 
~-~•~~w-•m••~-m~w-mro-rom•~~tJt5e•W~fi~T. • 
g~•~~J=J=:-t~s. ~~B-~~~~ffl~- ~~~-~•-~~=•• ~
=:~*~'gjj[. g~~z~rtHt~, ~~t~=:-tttiffl., $rtffit1¥Zz~~tA, ffi~31 
,~c:f::Jt~:&~&~1tfL=:.=:f§t. ,~1Bl~Hl~~*- 'g-~~±ril{l*s/'\-t A······ 

While the maneuvers with the Fu-ch'iang-chai fan-pu were not yet fairly over, 
the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime dispatched a huge army of 20,000 (the Chang- . 
pien puts the number at 30,000) under the guidance of Ma-po-ch'ih-la ,~YBl 
~HI and Yu-chiao-ch'an ~fiqW, who, dividing into three sections, made a 
decisive attack on San-tu-ku-k'ou =:f~~ f:I in Fu-ch'iang-chai. If we follow 
the above account, this particular attack ended in defeat for the Tsung-ko
ch'eng. side; but Ma-po Ch'ih-la went on to harry Shou-hu i\J=i even in Ta-
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hsiao-lao-men, while another segment of the army pressed on in the direction 
of Ch'ing-chi-ch'uan ,'!r$;tJII. However, they were repelled by the Sung in 
both these attempts (Chang-pien volume 88). The Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction 
again attempted other such activities in the following year (the first year of 
T'ien-hsi 3(jfrj or 1017) but could not bring about any result owing to meeting 
with resistance from Ts'ao Wei and also being defeated by Chang-hsiao-ko 
~,J\if, based at Ku-wei-chou tfl~HI. A passage to this effect appears in the Lo

ch'ila.n-chi K u-ssu-lo-shih "x., ~m;ll!PfT~ffin~.~' A~=:l~~, &ff~ o. W!tt 
ilulz.. ~~~EB!ff~~~Lll. ~:,k·~~- !tt3Z.~~~~~3t.~its, 11}~, ii~7GfUrm 
~- ~ftl-~Jgltfy~, W(}B~~$. !tt4sigiJ~,J\m~l&z.". Again, Chuo-sa-ch'in
ko, J$!.ii.iiiC\iffr, of the Tsung0ko fan-pu, was captured, supposedly under Ts'ao 
Wei's orders, by Ta-ma-chia-tsu chun-chu A-hsi-ta ::k,~%H*1J±r1Tii~lf31 l of 
Yung-hsing-chai :,k~~- The leader of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng, Kan-tsun ~#, 
planned a military action at Jun-nu-ch'uan 1lMl~JII but failed (Chang-pien 

volume 89); and further, the scheme of Yu-mu-~ha~mu-ch'in **tL ~ iiC\ to build 
a wen-fa 3t$ at Ch'ui-mang-ch'eng ~z)f~ in Ku-wei-chou was prevented by 
Chang-hsiao-ko, the head of the Chang tribe, and others,32 ) as recorded in 
Chang-pien volume 88 "iij!Ji (,J\m"-) U~WJulm*tL HC,, i!tc-®-1J~~,,. In short, 
the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime's conquering schemes in the region of Ch'in-chou 
ended in dismal failure. 

As we read in the entry for the sixth month of the ninth year of Ta-chung
hsiang-fu, in the Chang-p-ien volume 87 "•1fi}JJl:Jr~~A~1~1'l1I~~. iHl~J=i. 
A~¼.P9Jf 7GWi J!Uuffi.A~?i. 1rt~* PJ11! {§", ~~rJ;z.'['rf!glt U~. t§ffl~. · · · · · · ". (pre
sented as the words of Ch'ou-wen-chih ftlrJ3tJf), the Tsung-ko-cheng also carried 
out negotiations for the annexing of tribes in the Wei-chou region. Still, there 
is little sign of intervention by the Tsung-ko-ch'eng in the Wei-chou fan-pu 
against the strict guard of Ts'ao Wei and his men (Chang-pien 87). With re
gard to the Sung management of Wei-chou, the Chang-pien (same year, ninth 
month, volume 88) relates "~~fitlltr'BfB~m13tJfffl, 4s~ofirJ;1J:$tiit-U?Jr$~ 
Mii~:!mtlltr'B, [tf;~ill~~ 1-1-1¼.f.lfi~\J=i. -~ei3tJt~ W!tt&ti~S~rmfiz.". In other 
words, the Sung were already administering this region so tightly that the 
Tsung-ko side could find no chink through which to enter. Given these cir
cumstances, it is likely that the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction planned to repeat 
its persistent ons.laughts against the Ch'in-chou fan-pu all the more, and .so 
drive a wedge into the Sung sphere of influence. In any case, all the maneuver
ings on the part of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng to possess the entire Ch'in and ·wei 
regions ended in miserable failure if we are to believe the Sung historical 
sources; in the ninth month of the first year of T'ien-hsi 3(jfrj they were reduced 
to begging for a peace treaty from the Sung (Chang-pien volume 90). Even 
after this, the Tsung-ko-ch',eng regime had frequent battles with a Shou-hu 
called Mu-erh-hsi-li-k'u ~ffi&l£1-' (Chang-p-ien volume 91), -· but already their 
decline in power was growing difficult to conceal. As is recorded in the entry 
for the fourth month of the following year in the Chang-pien volume 91 
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")(., laJ v+lffl~ ?JJ\ i'ilR mlU!!!Wi ~ pjf }'[)(~, *JW£! ~ 3'Eiv5 {;&. /J:\ A. !?J~:${MN:Affl". 
Tribes such as those of Ho-chou, who bore an old grudge against Li-tsun, were 
soon estranged from the Tsung-ko-ch'eng, and became part of the Sung hold
ings. This immediately influenced other fan-pu many of whom, feeling dis
content under Li-tsun's dictatorship, forsook the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime and 
came to belong to the Sung, as is recorded in the 387th chapter of the Lung
p'ing-chi ~ZF~ "1kR::, 1oJ · ~t · M:::1-M, ~ff · M>~ • ~JI[ • *®~~~Ii&iz*:gf J=iJf 
ll.3t~, *f19J{pq)i (lrf~*llfillftlRJ)". The waning fortunes of the Tsung-ko-ch',eng 
faction are also recorded in the Chang-pien volume 91, entry for the fourth 
month of that year "m-r, ff!$§, i%i~ffi*~ffflfffiit~M'-t:s:li-t-r-:r~. El ~'#:!$;3t 
~i'il'/txz-1~, ;I=I;;~mf}J • ;!tJrfwit~:a,$€1c~fAHJft~. ~*JW· :SljJfi~ltl,~J!Hiffl.fgj[J=iJf 
m, 4-~ll:!:-tl!". 

In this way, the dispute between the Sung and the Tsung-ko-ch'eng, 
which lasted for three calendar years, ended in the second year of T'ien-hsi 
(1018) in complete victory for the Sung side and without any good results 
whatever for the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction. The success of the Sung in manag
ing the northwest, particularly the areas of Wei and Ch'in, was largely due 
to the activities of Ts'ao Wei. Here, let us next summarize the administrative 
activities of the Sung, centering on the movements of Ts'ao Wei. 

4. Ts'ao Wei ~!:$:'s Administration of the Northwest Region 
Ts'ao Wei was only nineteen years of age when he received the appoint

ment to control Chih-wei-chou ~□J~HI in the first year of Shun-hua if{-!J (900) 
(Chang-pien, volume 55); in the second year of Ching-te (1004), he had pro
gressed so far as to receive the additional post of Chih-chen-jung-chiin ~□~~• 
(Chang-pien volume 56). He commenced the organization of a provincial de
fense system, the first step of which was signified by the digging of a trench on 
the east of the Lung-shan PrfhlJ, which had long formed a natural border against 
other tribes in the northwest. This is recorded in the Chang-p·ien (entry for 
the fifth month of the second year of Ching-te, volume 60) "~o~~'.)Jff:$§, '.jJ ~JI!~~•. {ffi!:a~~~. ~f::i=pmzfu. ffl@ ~wlwrmlri%iii:1st:!$;!lt1r, ummi. ~tz". 
The Chang-pien continues "Y-. §, i1R;mHJ:m9Wif=¥~~~~~~M. M~_AJff, 
m*~- ~•m•~~. an•. TITI~*-~BM••· --~~~- fflMU~~Mm, 
7kili!Afli, 1H}(fJ!:~lli~rm~fpz. WdA~EB=:~lli EJ3±---" A, bZ.:::~~lli~.~---"~. 
~~Bt. 1Uffflffi, :n!H~w'.~UT:b<::lst, ~w~~?JJ\m'.!Ji~t~w'.~. Iiilittt!U~z. A1i 
/i~9J!;ffl,l:~~#ffll!:1-W•?Jt-1HJI:". At the same time, Ts'ao Wei received an 
additional commission to organize a kung-chien-shou 9ij{J=p (archery unit) 
in this way, he intended to shoulder the border people with the responsibility 
for the defense of the inner environs. As Ogasawara Shoji ,J\32:@:~ri§r says in 
his lengthy and detailed research work on the kung-chien-shou of the North
ern Sung period,3·3 ) a considerable amount of the maintenance of these units 
within the Sung military system owed much to Ts'ao Wei's efforts. In the 
sixth month of the fourth year of Ching-te, Ts'ao Wei also became Pin-ning-
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huan-ch'ing-tu-ch'ien-hsia chih-pin-chou . 0~*ffleytfW~f'iHD0~1'['1 (Chang-pien 

volume 65), by which the sphere of his control was expanded. He single

handedly accepted the task of managing the northwest en~irons and came to 

play a key role in that area. He opened another trench, this time on the 

border of Ch'ing-chou, in the third month of the second year of Ta-chung

hsiang-fu (Chang-pien volume 71); in the third month of the following year he 

moved to Chen-ting-lu ~5Efili, and again in the seventh month to Ching-yiian

lu ~)]Ui (Chang-p,ien volumes 73 and 74). During this 'time the organization 

of the kung-chi,en-shou was planned. In the eighth month, for the protection 

of these units, ning-yilan-p'u $~~ were constructed fifteen li from Chen

jung-chiin in the northeast (ibid.). Then Ts'ao Wei was at last put in charge 

of the construction of Lung-kan-ch'eng ii¥~ just outside Lung-shan, in the 

ninth month of the following year (IOU). The Chang-p,ien volume 76, states, 

"~~~tiff!$§, flfi!l!7t-ft$Jfl~J=iJHflHJM EE~'§', ffl:JJ~!JY~ft!r1f:tr~~. ~~wff=f. 
Ja-z". The significance of this castle becomes very clear from a further 

passage in the Chang-pien "Ji§, ~~~1~7r.fW, Jtt~,*~f-fu-tg. iBAJ". In ad

dition, it is recorded in the Sung-hui-yao Fang-yil volume 5 "::ki:f:tfffflmip, 
~oo/UMff!$J:: i3, flfl!l!z.7t-fflit~IJ. rm 1-f'lffiffruxz~. ffl~st;'frm~z.". Lung-kan
ch',eng was completed three years later, at the end of the seventh year of 

Ta-chung-hsiang-fu. In the third month of the following year the moat was 

finished (Chang-p•ien volume 83). Further, this castle received a grant of 

200,000 in common currency after the next year (Chang0 p,ien volume 84) and 

began· to exercise its function as an important defense position outside Lung

shan. When, in the ninth year, the Tsung-ko faction began their campaign, 

Ching-yilan-lu Chu-po~tu-chien Ch'ou-wen-chih ~~RtiHBf~~Jm)(N dispatched 

the army of Chen-jung-chiin to reside in Lung-kan-ch'eng, under the leader

ship of Ts'ao Wei and Li Yii-i *ii~, for the defense of hostages of Shou-hu 

~)=i in I-Wei-chou •·o/~Hl as mentioned above. The fruits of the Lung-kan

ch'eng fortifications were thus apparent. In the fifth month of the first year of 

T'ien hsi (1017), a long trench was completed linking the Shang-shih-men J:: 
::EF5 of the castle with Chen-jung-chiin (Sung-hui-yao F:ang-yil 8, Wang-chia

ch'eng ?£1J0Jix,) a further excavation from Chen-jung-chi.in having been already 

completed in the eighth month of the sixth year as far as Yiian-chou (Chang

pien volume 81). The combination of these two resulted in the completion 

of the defense line in the northwest region. In addition, Ts'ao Wei, working 

as an aide to Ching-yiian, established a kung-chien-shou in Yiian-chou Wu

ching-p'u ~f[tE:ft~ and reported to the Sung that he had appointed Chang 

Wen-i 5l:3t~, the chih-hui-shih t~w1i (supervisor) of that area, to the ad

ditional post of Yilan-chou-fan-pu chih-hui-shih ~1'ffl::&IH~w1~ (Sung-hui-yao

ping 4, Kung-chien-shou). In the following year, he attempted to conciliate 

the Shou-hu fan-p·u on the Yiian-chou border, and appointed the tribe's leader, 

to the post of Pen-tsu-chiln-chu *tflJ± with authority over more than a 

hundred managerial units (Chang-p,i,en volume 82), planning to bring about 
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centralization under this system of management. These activities may be con
sidered as a policy toward the f an-pu which took its precedent from the earlier 
suppression of the resistance movement of the Tsang-ts'a-le-tsu IHf1fiJJ~ on the 
Yiian-chou border (Chang-pien volume 81). Ts'ao Wei's method of conciliating 
the tribes was, in his own words "~13tz,rrPFi:iJ::W:1J)glJJ, 11:1c1JP¾H9:f!~a~'ll, ~ 
1iHBtlJWf~J\.ZfU-f:f1,. " (Chang-pien volume 85), and this was what he did in 
actual practice. Incidentally, at this time Ts.'ao Wei accepted the additional 
appointment of Chih-wei-chou by the command of Chen-tsung Jlt'.7R. In the 
fifth year he began work on the moat of Tung-han-ch'eng *~:!$; (Chang-pien 
volume 79), and in the seventh year he dredged the old pond alongside the 
mountain range, and constructing a reservoir, carried out irrigation programs 
(Chang-pien volume 82). In short, Ts'ao Wei exerted himself also in civil 
affairs, and indeed played a very important and versatile role in the north
west region. 

Chen-tsung took notice of Ts'ao Wei's brilliant management in the Ching
yiian, I-wei and Chen-jung-chiin areas, and in the -eleventh month of the 
seventh year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, reappointed him to his various posts, 
adding that of Yin-chin-shih 5 [~1~ (Office of Presentations); he also had him 
manage the border riots taking place among the Ch'in-chou fan-pu at this very 
time (Chang-p·ien volume 83). He had obviously come to expect good results 
of Ts'ao Wei's government in Ch'in-chou as well. In the ninth month of the 
following year, taking over from the failed Chang-chi, Ts'ao Wei ruled Chih
ch'in-chou in the office of Ying-chou t'uan-lien-shih ~1'M!11El~f! (Military Train
ing Commissioner). He also added to his list the office of Yuan-pien-tu-hsun
chien-shih Ching-yuan-i-wei-chou Chen-jung-chun Yiian-p·ien-an-fu-shih ~~13 
llilr.ftf!§E)]t fio/110·[,[iJ13t]![~;ri'.t(tlf!, separately casting a seal for the office of 
An-fu-shih '.t(t,[i~ (Pacification Commissioner) (Chang-p·ien volume 85). His 
authority in provincial management was greatly strengthened and expanded, 
and after this he was to give his energy to the administration of Ch'in-chou 
as well. As a beginning, he appropriately managed litigations over land rights 
among the district people, which frequently occurred in Ch'in-chou at that 
time; he collected 1602 houses and tax money amounting to 4,230 in currency 
and thus succeeded in doing away with land suits from that time on (Chang
pien volume 86). In the third month, he discovered that many of the garrison 
were leaving their barracks, taking up residence temporarily in homes, and 
making trouble for the citizenry; whereupon he had the soldiers cut down the 
trees and made the slates, and had them build 1400 new barracks, thus relieving 
the burden of the citizens and normalizing the situation of the military forces 
at the same time (Chang-pien volume 86). Ts'ao Wei also carried out plans 
to organize the military system to correspond to the actual situation, as when 
he sent four out of six commanders of pao-i -B¥:~ back to their farms in the 
tenth month (Chang-pien volume 88). During this time he was also trying to 
guard against the machinations of the Tsung-ko faction as described above, 
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as well as conciliating Kuo-kan-su-tsu wfriRi~ of Shou-hu and having Shang

yang-tan fJutiHt murdered34). The Chang-pien continues: 

•n~~mm~- ~~,~~j:-fu, 11:1tn~iRi~I111uMwu~. mm*sm~. ~i~mt~ 
zmn=r. iffi1¥JNeJ!fs11.-t--.m, *~ue:wi*~A-r .m.. *1;;t;§~~iffi1tc c~) ~~-&. 

•mm*rm11.m~2~Jlf~9ffit.:f, ~®l5z. • s, rt~~ii. JiU5JIJ~~±::::=i=-~ 
1¥Jm~9ffit.:f. J:U-~W~$.:f Wd~~ C*ir~:1J~A1¥Jm~lll1}~). 

Ts'ao Wei praised Kuo-kan-su-tu for giving his castle of residence, Nan-shih

ch'eng 1¥Jm~, to him (the castle was described as "*J;;t;§~~iz§~~~") and in 
return, presented Kuo-kan-su-tu with_ the title of Shun-chou-tz'u-shih /IIJUMwU~. 
Ts'ao Wei observed that this particular piece of land was an important 
strategic spot on the defense line linking Ch'in-chou and Lung-kan-ch'eng. He 
rebuilt Nan-shih-ch'eng here, and immediately prepared for a Tsung-ko attack. 

He mobilized the kung-chien-shou of the nearby fortifications and the soldiers 
of five provinces including Ch'in and Wei, putting them in charge of 
the garrison of the northwest sector and later enlisted 3000 new crack troops, 
to form another archery unit. Kuo-kan-su-tu went along with this by moving 

his tribe up to Chih-fang-chai ¥Et±;5~ in the eastern part of Ch'in-chou, serving 

as kuan-kou 1f1;] to the nearby fan-pu. In the sixth month of the first year of 

T'ien-hsi, he was appointed to the post of hsiln-shih lliH~ (Patrolling Inspec
tor) of that tribe, at the request of Ts'ao Wei, which meant that he was. then 
completely bound to the Sung faction and its effort35 ), Chang-hsiao-ko ~,}-¾f, 
the leader of the Ch'ui-mang-ch'eng chang-tsu ~?f;~~~. in the ninth month 
of 1016, got the title of Shun-chou-tz'u-shih, because he foiled the schemes of 

Yil-mu-cha-mu-ch'in m:;t::tL ~ iit\ (Chang-pi,en volume 88). The result was that 

the Wei-chou fan-pu managed to resist even though they were caught in the 
midst of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng attacks, and to place themselves within the Sung 
sphere of influence. Ts'ao Wei went on to put his efforts into the frontier 
guard as well. In the fourth month of that same year, he mobilized· the 
Hsiang-chiln @ii[ (Prefectural Army) and Chai-hu ~P garrison troops for the 
work of defense excavations to reach from Yung-ch'ing-chai hsi-ch'eng J)(!t~iffi 
~ fifty-one li to Tsa-erh-lung P§ffi~ (the site of a fort of the fan-pu); the work 
was completed in only twenty-two days (Chang-p·ien volume 86). Similarly, in 
the fifth month, he used the same troops to construct fortifications in Kung

men 9Ft Chih-fang ¥EttJi, He--erh 5¥Pffi, Ching-jung Jlw~, San-yang =:~I, Ting
hsi 5E:iffl, Fu-ch'iang f:;k:5e, Yung-ning ;7)(?¥, Hsiao-lao-men ,Htrt Wei-yiian 

~~. and other areas, and also completed a total of 380 li of defense trenches.36 ) 

Further, he dispatched soldiers and chai-hu in the spring and summer of the 

first year of T'ien-hsi and built a long trench at Ta-hsiao-lao-men (Chang-pien 

volume 90) and in the eleventh month he constructed the Ch'ing-shui-hsien

ch',eng M7.K~~ (ibid.). Such activites as these enhanced his prestige, so that 

it was said of him "-r-=:J:f, lf$~ ~, lli:~~~ffi:lffi~N.Wlffi!w.lf.~ilfL s:=:-r 
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-t•=:f=:s1'-tfL. W-!:". (Sung-hui-yao ping volume 27). However the de
fense trenches at Tsa-,erh-lung and Ting-pien-ch'eng required repairs in the 
following year (Chang-p,ien volume 91). Let us go back once again to Ts'ao 
Wei's policies concerning the fan-pu. The Chang-p,ien volume 88, continues 
on from a passage concerning the records of titles of Chang-hsiao-ko, in the 
ninth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, and states "*1'['[7k$ · 1NtF5 · /!IG~~::ktf~J 
IZY-t-tA.jt71!3'.~:±., ~p~'g. r&~t:T~~rq~'f,J-fft". Again, in the entry for the 
eleventh month of the same year, we read "T*, tf:1$§, =:f& · 5Egg · iXJe • fff 
~ - '{f:iC/ir)1i • =:F5 · 1oiffiffl~-t~~pff&Bf~tr~JBT }L_..slZY-t1'A.1fW~~l~.$J', 
~=A.~ff~± · IZY-t_.. A.~11[:±. · 1i-t-tA.~ tiw~, timm~'g". From these 
passages we see that the people of Shou-hu fan-pu who participated in the 
construction of a total of ten forts received various titles, including tu
chiln-chu f~1![:±., chiln-chu 11[:±, (Army Commander), chih-hui-shih tiw~, 
fan-kuan ~'g etc. As stated in the Chang-pien volume 91 "tf:1$~~' tk:Je · 
7)($ · ::k1}~F5 · ~~~4-5E~'§' JI w, IE1![:±.=:-t_.. A.p1q1'A.~=:.::p, _..-tEA.~_...::p. 
iU1![:±.IZY-t1'A.~-ts, tiw~s =: -t-tA.~ 1is37i" ( entry for the fourth month 
of the second year of T'ien-hsi, two years later). Ts'ao Wei fixed a payment 
of a monthly salary corresponding to these positions. As well, in the second 
month of the first year of T'ien-hsi, he conferred the title of tu-chiln-chu on 
A-hsi-ta ]mJ~j~ of Yung-hsing-chai j)(~~, general of the Ta-ma-cha-tsu :;k.~ *~' in recognition of his efforts in warding off the attack of the Tsung-ko 
faction in the same way as Chang-hsiao-ko and Kuo-kan-su-tu had previously 
(Chang-pien volume 89). In the tenth month, he appointed as tu chiln-chu 
Ying-ch'eng Ssu-na ~~nlt;ltirffn of the Mo-hsing-tsu ~~~ and Fan-kuan chiln
chu, and rewarded him for contributing the land of Ta-hsiao-lao-men by 
giving him a stipend of 3000 in coin. He also conferred upon A-chu ]mJ~, 

Fan-kuan chiln-chu, the Feng-chou-tz'u-shih ~1+1wU~ (Chang-p-ien volume 90). 
It was in these ways that Ts'ao Wei planned the extension of defenses 

during the time he governed the northwest region up until the surrender of 
the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction in the second year of T'ien-hsi (1018). Many 
strntegic points such as castles, forts and strongholds were built for defense, 
and defense lines were made by connecting the castles with moats and long 
walls; a new organization of citizens' defense was also established including 
the kung-chien-shou using local people. In addition, Ts'ao Wei's government 
always got in ahead of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction in making conciliatory 
moves toward the fan-pu, bringing these closer to the Sung influence by the 
conferring of titles and stipends, and thus leaving the Tsung-ko-ch'eng no 
place to slip through to infl. uence them. 

5. Relations between the Tsung-ko-ch'eng ffrnf±Jjjt Regime and Surrounding 
Powers 
Next, we must consider the question of the type of relations the Tsung-ko

ch',eng fostered with non-Sung * powers such as Hsi-hsia gg](, Kan-chou trHl 
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Uyghur, and also the Liao ~' in order to succeed in their aim of domination 
of the Ho-hsi ffliz:s region. With regard to the relations, with Hsi-hsia, first 
of all, the struggle for Hsi-liang-fu iz:sw(JM must inevitably be the main focus 

of our study. The attack on Ch'i-tang-tsu Z:'i~ by Su Shou-hsin iR~m 
in the fourth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu has already been described; it is 

thought that Su Shou-hsin's power came to exceed that of Ssu-tuo-tu ffi~ff 
about two years, later. It is certain, too, that around the eighth year of Ta
chung-hsiang-fu (1015), the might of Hsi-hsia was, steadily taking over through

out Hsi-liang-fu, From the viewpoint of the people of that region, the sixth 
and seventh years of this year period were a time of great hardship caused 
by strife, both internal and external, between the newly arisen Tsung-ko-tsu 

*~~ and Hsi-hsia with their general Su Shou-hsin. This situation eventually 
resulted, in the tenth month of the eighth year, in Hsi-liang-fu conferring 

its leadership on Su Shou-hsin, while affecting to fall into the hands of 
the Tsung-ko~ch'eng regime. Because of this, the Tsung-ko-ch'eng, besides 
scheming for dominion over the Tibet:m tribes of the entire area of Ch'in 
and Wei, also made it their aim to wrest Hsi-liang-fu from the hands of Hsi

hsia. Then, if they also managed to obtain control of the Kan-chou Uyghur, 
they would end up in almost complete possession of the east-west traffic route, 

and could have stood in a very advantageous position against both the Sung 

and Hsi-hsia. This connection, between the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction on the 

one hand and Su Shou-hsin and the Kan-chou Uyghur on the other, is 
described in great detail in the Sung-hui-yao Fan-i. Although the related 
passage is long, I quote it below in its entirety: 

(A)/\4fL)=J, jjlfJUJtif~trnw&@itv-Mfe.J, tJ1'iJff:E~3lCI:.. (B):$t1t, 15t¥Uz 
!JJ!inUH~ijt W=~~A~l3P11MtOOJ5Jfjffi. 1312:941&, 7f;;i:ill~~~~-1g1,, ~~A 
~ ii Ll ~- CC ) ~ rrff * =t1 M€ oJ§ mim ~.w 15ti-Uz lzsl >J<P1t ~ffl,{JL~. ( D) ~jt~ )'.( s, 
,rc&UIJ *1iit 1-M fe.J ~Ui-~ 1=iJ ff x g 15t7-Uz§', gtE 1-M:W fL *t§ffiff~ ¥'i7G{±. W iz:s w(JM 

A-~~Mm. ~~A~~~- W~0~~*$ff~~~=YJ~~- --~~~ 
~L, JU~~~. PJf~~~-?x~ff~. ~~+----YJ $, *~@-~~. ~~gW~iJU~ 

NIB R.~~i1l&. g~-~~- (E)~ffl,iz:s:fi:.iMfWizjl;JJ°JfJ~,w;, mltt*lirl(lffl), 

gJ=iJfif&iJl~ntf~fir~*fl. {tz:, ~1ifl'i-TI~fcBW, ~lzsltfcC*~)w&fe.J~. ~~~-iMfll 

~~13, ~~lfflft, iP45'*~4Wc~5lg*ff~A1~. ~-~{Bg$7GW(W 13 ~t§m. 

7G~.if!.'W. ~~!Si=IT~tftz:, ~.@l¾UIJ=iJr~. ~fJ13P § Wg*m31ftlrffi, Jt~~,~,. 
(F):$t~, ~~*Iffi~fiw(Jf-.f~Jf-JT*M~~- Iffi~-~mM~~+~K+~ 

iBzlli{~. itol:~~R.z. ( G) + )=J' ~±15G §' fi=l:qi§ffiiHl'f{KIIHm!Jtf7U, ~~w 

e. itfflPJffx@*m~~-~-~~~-~~•~- CH)~wm•n•~§. PJ 
ffx~••~. ftB~zA§, a~•*~PJffI, ~~•oo. ~~amff~~= 
1Cip-. (I)+----YJ, fe.Jlij!Si=fJ~~*~- (J)fL~KYJ~J-M§, *8iHo~§itJ-M 

fe.J. (K)W~~Ll*$ff~E~~YJ. ft-A~w&~~-~~~ &?xM~ffl. 8 
Kfflr~*~ffiM*Z:~*~*m~•z. ~MR.~ffi- ~AYJ+fLBffl~ffifi$~ 
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!_t(. CL)ttifJ+I, mr:iffllf!JrrmtirrAJffJGP-t-, 1J~%rgf~JI~miti, lJt§lf!JrrmW(~AJff~m 
~. W~lf-Uf RJff7Gtf, ~t§mfJL~. tU~:{fnll::if)>f'[. (M)~A~nA' 1cii~ 
~ ~~=ARJffii~M**~nA, ~~~-•~- =+ns, ~*~~~ft 
g Bfflfil~•$+AA••• lJt§lf!Jrrm~~ftMff~. -$~. ftM~TMa, • 
*JG~. ~P§::R~. ~A~MJE, J::(11:)*-iJt~=:=.::P. ~. ~B~tJJm0m){-t·S1l 
JUIRJff:H~ Ct~tt . *~n~~:tl~~'Ai*~m3-#iJ)+IRJff:H~J A., mft 
•m•{j~ll:. (N)$*~ii~UffiRJffB, ---~ifffl~n~, ~~&•** 
~~~. ~~ffifflM~•. %1:iJff~--g~~*~~Mg~, a•**~~- ft 

MXffi~~B. *ffl*A$M•m~A~-~. *~•$M, *-iHR~~ffl. @m 
~~. A%·-~-~-*· WJGU~$~. X~-$-~4~~~~*~~. A 
~~□~~J::. (O)+=J.J, ifJ+l~~l15tM~U1t~W~0:=t$;t§*ml~1t~ii~i~ 
tT~lliM~*i~J~~x1lf~. 'Ai~mfff~ttHi*-i~- (P)15tM~U1t~~. X15tM~ 
~~=A~. ;wn$;1:§ITTf$M~iJt $§:m!l~:E-=J-1;)~. at~~~'[l£UJJ7!W~ 
•· ~*m*~~ms~. w•~:E-=J-~000:=t, s~wm~*ffl*0:=t, m~~ 
J=iJf*-i. (Q)5WUf-fli~{i3B~. ~1i~~jf:f!t1;J'I. *Hl@§:X~Piit, fl~*iN,lN: 
ttff~ M Jil~iJt~ 1n5 v=}(JM, ;1:§ ~~~~.IH~r s ti, ~~= s fbJA, ~JIJ~~ ,%t/=:*JG 
~- ~nws~~~mtn~ffl. tt**~Mtt~. W§ffiffi. 

This passage being extremely involved and easily confused, I have divided it 
into parts (A)-(Q) for the sake of convenience, in order to grasp the meaning. 
(A) refers to the main story, which described the repatriation of Kuo-min ~Ti!t 
in the ninth month of the eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu. (B) and (C) are 
expository passages which explain the past and present relations between 
Kan-chou Uyghur and the Tsung-ko-tsu. (D) and (E) are part of the content 
of records, of the monarch Kan-chou K'o-han tl-J,MRJtr and describe the hard
ships under Su Shou-hsin and the closing of roads by the Tsung-ko-ch'eng 
faction. It goes on to mention the desire for improvement of relations con
nected with this, and the lack of relations with Ch'i-tan ~fr. (F) is an inserted 
passage describing the former dealings between Hsi-hsia and the Hsi-liang-fu, 
and supplements (D). (G) is the main story and is continued from (A), and 
details the formalities of the Imperial proclamation to Ku-ssu-lo and K'o-han 
of the Kan-chou Uyghur; (H) is an expression of Kuo-min's concern in the face 
of this. (I) and (J) are both part of the main story. (K)-(N) are supplementary 
to (J): (K) describes the process by which Yang Chih-chin -~□~ went to 
Kan-chou, dispatching Ti-fu-shou-jung ~1B=~~ and Kuo-min as interpreters; 
(L) details the antagonism between the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime and the Kan
chou Uyghur while Yang Chih-chin was in Kan-chou; (M) mentions his return 
journey, accompanied by Li Chi **• and the circumstances of his forced 
detainment at the Tsung-ko-ch'eng on the way; and (N) describes how Li-tsun 
returned Li Chi to Kan-chou and returned Yang Chih-chin to the Sung, fearing 
an attack by Ts'ao Wei. (0) is part of the main story and describes how Yeh
lao-chieh-kuei-kua 15tM~U,{t came to pay tribute, and (P) and (Q) are quotes 
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from records; (P) describes how relations with the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction 

were improved, and (Q) treats of how Kan-chou Uyghur seized Hsi-liang-fu and 

the severing of relations with Ch'i-tan. 

If we use this source to recount once more the relations between the 

Tsung-ko-tsu and Kan-chou Uyghur, and between the former and Su Shou-hsin, 

between the fourth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu and the first and second years 

of T'ien-hsi :Rwi, the results would probably be as follows. As mentioned 

above, the power of Su Shou-hsin in Hsi-liang-fu was being steadily expanded 

after the attack on the Ch'i-tang-tsu in the fourth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu38l. 

It may be considered from the records of (D) that he was the reigning power 

in Hsi-liang-fu after the death of Pao-wu-kung-chu 11~0± in the second 

month of the sixth year. However, since it is recorded that Ku-ssu-lo and the 

Liu-ku fan-pu paid tribute in both the fourth and eleventh months of the 

seventh year (Chang-pien volumes 82, 83), it is apparent that total control over 

Hsi-liang-fu had to await the end of the eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, as 

has been mentioned several times. On the other hand, the bond between the 

Tsung-ko-tsu and Kan-chou Uyghur goes back to the third year of Ching-te, as 

previously mentioned; from the passage marked (B), it is possible to guess that 

these relations were particularly close after the fourth year of Ta-chung-hsiang

fu. However, the rivalry between these two factions described in (C), (E), and 

(L) may be interpreted as continuing on from the passages of (B) and (K) 

respectively, from which we may tentatively conclude that this antagonism 

began in the following year, centering around a dispute over a marriage con

tract39l; however, this is not definite. It is clearly recorded both in the Chang

pi,en volume 85, and in the place corresponding to (B) in the Suntshih Hui-ku-

ch'iian *~feJlij~ that "7J:i:fA~~~11e., i!&ffii:J:.14~)f{!W." The same section of 

the Sung-hui-yao that the payment of tribute by messenger was carried out in 

the fourth, fifth, and sixth years of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu; as mentioned in (D), in 

the seventh year an interpreter, Liang Ch'ien ~jft, was dispatched. Because 

of the continual interruptions caused by the defense program of Su Shou-hsin, 

it was natural that these communications should be carried via the Tsung-ko 

road, which is to say that the relationship between the Kan-chou Uyghur and 

the Tsung-ko-tsu had not deteriorated at least up to the eleventh month of 

the seventh year. Another conclusive proof is that as was clarified above, 

Ku-ssu-lo was definitely in the hands of the Ho-chou fan-pu up .until the fifth 

month of that year; thus the aforesaid problem with the marriage contract 

could not have arisen earlier in the fifth year. In sum, it is probably safe to 

judge that the antagonism between the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction and the Kan

chou Uyghur, which was brought to a head by the problem of the marriage 

contract between Ku-ssu-lo and the princess of Uyghur, occurred between the 

eleventh month of the seventh year and the fifth month of the eighth year of 

Ta-chung-hsiang-fu. This corresponds to the time that Ku-ssu-lo moved to 

Tsung-ko-ch'eng and the dictatorial regime of Li-tsun held sway. What was 
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the nature, then, of the· antagonism between these two? The Tsung-ko were 
seeking a noblewoman to become Ku-ssu-lo's wife, and the Kan-chou refused 
to supply one; this situation would seem at first glance to mean that the latter 
side was the more powerful, but actually the reverse was true. As we see in 
(A) and (D), at that time the Kan-chou Uyghur were suffering from the aggres
sion of Su Shou-hsin, so they were forced to send their tribute to the Sung via 
the Tsung-ko route. It was due to this that the Tsung-ko-tsu achieved such a 
rapid growth; and the Kan-chou Uyghur needed to maintain friendly relations 
with them. After all, if the tributary route had been closed through any slight 
disagreement with the Tsung-ko-ch'eng, the Kan-chou Uyghur would face utter 
demise. The Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction took this w.eak position into their calcul
ations when they came seeking a noblewoman; as we read in (L), their plan to 
get one without giving anything in return amounted to taking a hostage, and 
clearly if the Kan-chou accepted these terms, it would indicate a willingness 
to come under Tsung-ko control. However disadvantageous their position may 
have been, the Kan-chou Uyghur were an independent political power and 
would hardly have agreed to these terms; it was from their rejection of them 
that the aforementioned trouble began. In this case, the Tsung-ko side would 
have done better to close their route as explained above .. Instead, Yang Chih
chin, returning from Kan-chou, and Kuo-min, going in that direction, were 
locked up in Tsung-ko-ch'eng (M); and a gift from the Sung to Kan-chou 
Uyghur was seized by Li-tsun, who challenged them to come to Tsung-ko
ch'eng to retrieve it (N). From these passages we can see that the Tsung-ko
ch'eng regime was choking off the Tsung-ko route with the intention of inde
finitely maintaining a hard-line attitude toward the Kan-chou Uyghur. In 
response, the latter requested the Sung to mediate with Ku-ssu-lo and Li-tsun, 
planning to use the power of the Sung to better their position in their relations 
with the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction, as recorded in (E). Kuo-min, too, in com
pliance with the wishes of Kan-chou Uyghur, voiced his concern to the Tsung
ko-ch'eng faction, as we read in (H). This disagreement was thus clearly to 
the advantage of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng; however, in the next year, they suddenly 
affected a reconciliation by sending a hundred horses to the Kan-chou Uyghur 
and prepared for the princess's wedding procession. In other words, they them
selves abandoned the plan to dominate the Kan-chou Uyghur. The Tsung-ko
ch'eng regime would not ordinarily have submitted so quietly to the con
ciliating efforts of the Sung; we must consider that the reason for their reversal 
lay in changes in the state of affairs within their faction. Needless to say, the 
fact that their campaigns of aggression against the fan-pu of Ch'in and Wei 
ended successively in failure caused internal trouble. It is probably appro
priate to conclude that the reconciliation was offered in order to dispel their 
sudden anxiety at their loss of influence. In effect, the escalation of the dispute 
between the Sung and the Tsung-ko caused the relations between the latter 
and the Kan-chou Uyghur to be reversed. 
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Let us return to the central theme of relations with Hsi-liang-fu. Whether 
because the Tsung-ko-ch'eng were swamped by the work involved in their 
machinations with the fan-pu of Ch'in and Wei, or whether they were being 
resisted by the power of Su Shou-hsin, the historical sources show no indication 
that any decisive steps were taken to attack Hsi-liang-fu during this period. 

We find the same passage in (Q) and in the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih gg~:&$ volume 

iO, entry for the ninth month of the ninth year ":wf['[~R;ff-~{"§~, +~ )=J, it 
1-l'![eJf,;:rJtMlZ". These accounts tell us that it was the Kan-chou Uyghur who 
took advantage of the confusion following Su Shou-hsin's death to stage a de
cisive occupation of Hsi-liang-fu. The Tsung-ko-ch'eng, having been con
tinually made a fool of by Ts'ao Wei's government, did not even have time 
after Su Shou-hsin's death to plan an attack on Hsi-liang-fu before the Kan
chou Uyghur leaped into the gap and captured it themselves, thereby making 
off with a prize which had been widely coveted. The Lo-ch'ilan-chi Ku-ssu

lo-shih ~:@:~a,f§)Jw~$ states at the end of the entry for the first year of 

T'ien-hsi "$~;Z..~a,f§ffl~il~fi:1ts:wfff"*-1J=i)fi,H:::lt, Tm J;JJ&!Vrl". This seems to indi
cate that the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction flustered at the Kan-chou Uyghur's 
occupation of Hsi-liang-fu, belatedly essayed the recapture of this region;· but 
in this too, they were defeated. By the first year of T'ien-hsi, Hsi-liang-fu 
was completely in the hands of the Kan-chou Uyghur, as told in the Hsi-hsia

shu-shih volume 10, entry for the eighth month (autumn) of that year "aaR 
(E~)~~~~. ffl~A~:wffi, ~-~-~~-. ffl§OOlli~nm. feJUM~~ffi$ 
;j:gz, ~=t:~1§~". The dispatching of messengers from the Tsung-ko-ch' eng 
faction to Liao in the following year was a desperate measure executed in 
an effort to extricate themselves from a tight situation with enemies on every 
side. The ,entry for the intercalary fourth month of the seventh year of K'ai-t'ai 

Ml~ (second year of T'ien-hsi) in the Liao-shih m~ volume 16, Sheng-tsung

p,en-chi ~***c reads, "rJ<;lf, P±#f:E:r-H[Jt~. fLlJJAZ:ffiHfil~~. {ffZ" 4o); the 
Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction, careless of appearances, attempted to make tribute 
to Liao ,even to the point of borrowing the road from Hsi-hsia. Naturally 
it was not to be expected that this tributary route would be opened to an 

enemy; why did they resolve to bring tribute to the Liao? At that time, as 
has already been mentioned, the Liao were attacking Sha-chou and Kan-chou 
to restrain Hsi-hsia's, aggressive activities in Ho-hsi; it is. also recorded in (E) 

and (Q) how Kan-chou Uyghur became an enemy of Liao. The Tsung-ko~ 
ch'eng faction, observing this antagonism between the two, put pressure on 
Kan-chou Uyghur from the rear, and made tribute to Liao, hoping by this 
to restore their strategic power. However, their desperate efforts had no result. 
According to the entry for the third month of the fourth year of T'ien-hsi in 

the Chang-p•i,en volume 95, "3::$, %1ts;Ji:(:w)lff[eJ~;13 4-ffei:~~S:1*1-f'[JtilliX'. 
Kan-chou Uyghur, who had gained Hsi-liang-fu, now had direct connections 
with the Sung, and the Tsung-ko-ch'eng faction eventually lost all their 
political value, including that connected with the northwest trade routes. 
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In this way, the plan -of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime to establish a 
hegemony over all the regions in Ho-hsi was roundly defeated by the Sung 
government headed by Ts'ao Wei. The campaigns to gain control of the fan
pu of the Ch'in and Wei regions all ended in failure; and this caused the 
alienation of the tribes who had formerly belonged to the Tsung-ko-ch'eng: 
Ho-chou, T'ao-chou PMM, Lan-chou M1'M, An-chiang :t(tI, Miao-tun ~f_x, 
Miao-ch'uan ~]II, Tang-t'ung li:mi, etc. Due to the stimulus of the Sung 
aggression, the Kan-chou Uyghur was able to develop its strength, and finally 
to possess Hsi-liang-fu, the most important strategic point for the control of the 
Ho-hsi region. Finally the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime was reduced to maintaining 
only their castle as their name implied, and were no longer in a position to 
resist the Sung and Hsi-hsia in the Ho-hsi region. From their own viewpoint, 
the Sung reaped the benefits of good management at first; but considering it 
from the point of the i-i-chih-i policy, from this time on, the Tsung-ko-tsu had 
disrupted the Sung's absolute control, and they could not consolidate their 
efforts toward suppressing Hsi-hsia. The Sung in fact came to suffer from 
antinomy. 

Needless to say, it was Ts'ao Wei who perceived that the Tsung-ko-ch'eng 
regime no longer had the vitality to build a wen-fa 3'(~, which reports from 
the west had it was the wish of Ku-ssu-lo in the twelfth month of the fourth 
year of T'ien-hsi (1020) (Chang-p,ien volume 95). In the ninth month of the 
following year, the Tsung-ko-ch'-eng were dispatching messengers to the fan-pu 
using for peace; and as stated in the words of Ching-yiian-lu Tsung-kuan-ssu 
~)JJ{~$f/f'§t] of the eighth month of the next year (the first year of Ch'ien-
h . ;:!;l:-l'lji1=1) ";::J+;-->--~!fUrrle!i,;;w;r.l:c1::t:l'l/.;MRR-tR,h--h'a- '§ci;.b'..fi:-eJ;!!; /.J,f.~" TI h d . f S1ng .!fu~ , ~:ffl:ir,,~,'Wl•r"J~ltt11;c;;~'l'J:l.J' . ..l<.'J)R, 11P-J'.fui:.,.,h>'l1Vfff• ;r/J:.,c_ . 1ey a 1n act 
come to the point of requesting military help from the Sung at the time of 
their clash with Hsi-hsia. By the eleventh month of that year, the Tsung
ko-ch'eng had fallen so low that they were dispatching Chia-mu-ts'o-pu-li •*~ ~ l!i in search of aid (ibid.). 

III. THE CH'ING-T'ANG-,CH'ENG w~~ KU-SSU-LO 
~/WrPI REGIME PERIOD 

1. How Hsi-hsia iffiI Founded a Nation1l 

Li Yiian-hao :$5c~ first made his appearance in history in the sixth year 
of T'ien-hsi 3(ffii (1028). The Sung-shih *~ volume 485, Wai-kuo 7'}~ 1, 
Hsi-kuo-shang J[~J:: (hereafter abbreviated to Sung-shih *~ Hsi-kuo-ch'uan
shang J[~1'J::) relates: 

3(~1'if, 1t~it-=f5c~r!ztr1'M, ~z. (i=pl!ltH~JGE. ~5l~!iuire:J~,~*~AJff 
.:E. ~-!ffM, ~m~:t:-=f. 

The invasion of Kan-chou trv-M was a memorable event, which marked the 
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first step m the establishment of the Hsi-hsia nation. Yi.ian-hao's entrance 

on the scene at this time could be said to be a remarkably symbolic debut. 

First of all, I wish to give a simple outline of the situation in the northwest 

around the time he was growing up (the year periods of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu 

;'(i=pfffff and T'ien-sheng :R~). As has already been discussed in Part II, at 

this time the Tsung-ko-ch'eng *lf:!Jlx; Ku-ssu-lo q,fij)Nflg regime had come to 

be completely confined by the activities of the famous general Ts'ao Wei 

W:f\t, and thus was not in a position to make a sufficient show of force in 

resistance to the Hsi-hsia. On the other hand, however, the Sung adminis

tration, headed by Ts'ao Wei, was actually within Hsi-hsia's sphere of 

influence in a geographical sense. In later years, Li Te-ming :$1l§.E!, when 

questioned by Li Yi.ian-hao, was forced to the point of answering "* ~J:fU~ 
*1~~. ~§ml~. *~::::.+1¥-, 1<~*~1<, 1lt~*:RrJ~PFi:iJ ~:f:!L"2

). In fact, it was 

a time when the Sung were inevitably shown a cooperative attitude by Hsi

hsia, placing emphasis on the point of economic foreign policy. 3) It was also 

an era in which Hsi-hsia lacked power in foreign relations, which were 

running counter to the accretion of the nation's power. For example, the 

Hsi-liang-fu g§''V.¥-lf-f region had come under Hsi-hsia's influence in the attack 

made by Chiln~chiao iJLtx: Su Shou-hsin -~{~ in the last years of Ta-chung

hsiang-fu; but this region was captured in turn by Kan-chou Uyghur tff[,[reJlit 
who had formerly been involved in endless disputes over intermediate trade 

along important routes. In regard to Li Yiian-hao, who appeared at this 

time, the entry for £~ day of the eleventh month of the first year of Ming-tao 

§.E!m (1032) in the Chang-pien !~Ji volume ll I, reads: 

JL:Em1mooJL~:=:tt, ~a~~5G~- (i=pmfn 5c~,J\1;~~. 5e~i~Ht~JJ. & 

--~- tt~9M~. ~00~$, *ER •. ~~1<*~~1<. ~~~. ~~~-
1ff:ffi-&~. 5l~:I:. tB~.~1;1,.:::~~§fsti~EJ~t. mnm~. jffl~~J'c:t, ~J:.ii': 

?.! W: 9=, ii tl ff ~~:t: Z ~It 

The Sung-shih Hsi-kuo-ch'uan-shang adds: 

Yi.ian-hao is described in no uncertain terms as the hero of the building of 

the Hsi-hsia nation.4 ) As proof that this was not altogether poetic ex

aggeration, Ch'en-kua tt¥ti states in the Meng-hsi-pi~t'an ~~~~ volume 9: 

~~~58, ~g§'mffiOOW~ALl~~£~i=p~,~~A-. ~~z. ~~-~
{i§.E!*-1_..-=f:n-t-ti~. ti•7GB~ S, Ll~.~~~~. · B~~H. ,~fll!Ll~~~ 

A, ~~~•~m~. •oo~~. ¾~zs, ~r~ffl~A~- ~~~~~. oo~ 
1fttt?!Ofmi=p, -~---ffiZ, -~A~JH~z, 7G~14. 7:71~~-~li];ff?@. WE~:ffj 

z, !!(~~{g. Jl:t-=f &:,~J:-~,1@ 
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As we see, Ts'ao Wei, the central figure of the northwest administration, had 
long observed Yiianahao, and foretold the danger of his existence. 

Taking the above sources into consideration, it is not hard to imagine 
that Yiian-hao, with his excellent talent within the Hsi-hsia and his flair 
for enterprise, would be antagonistic to the domestic and foreign policies of 
his father Te-ming, who was strongly conservative and always chose the . 
dependable course of action. The invasion of Kan-chou, mentioned above, 
seems to have been actually carried out on his sole authority. Li Tao $., 
in an inserted note to the Chang-pien ibid., relates: 

~1!~ §JH~7G~J! 5c~J=ll~. A:C3c~tHt 1+12St izN wt JM, ;m ~r1l M Jl. 1'xffi 5c~fg i§ I ~g 
~ffl. ~~~M7G~A~- Em!M$~5c~~~~. fflM~R~-

This historian insists that the attacks not only on Kan-chou but also on 
Hsi-liang-fu were strategic actions conceived solely by Yiian-hao; judging from 
the situation within the Hsi-hsia regime, this idea would seem to be on 
target. 5) 

Here I wish to consider the series of invasions carried out by Yiian-hao: 
under what circumstances, at what time, in what way, and with what object 
they were inculcated. The shortcut to supremacy in the northwest sector, for 
the Hsi-hsia, was to seize control of the entire post trade route linking east 
and west, and the focus of this plan was the recapture of Hsi-liang-fu, then 
in the possession of the Kan-chou Uyghur. P'an-luo-chih fi:~~' who united 
the Tibetan tribes of Liu-ku fan-pu ~~~{ITT and environs in the Hsien-p'ing 
J¾~ period, held the Ch'in-chou *1-M route, which meant that his regime 
exerted control over Hsi-liang-fu, and that any profit deriving from trade 
on that route did not reach Hsi-hsia. The hostilities aimed at P'an-luo-chih 
by Li Chi-ch'ien $t,I~, and the attack on Hsi-liang-fu by the general, Su 
Shou-hsin in the Te-ming era were clearly undertaken with the objective of 
regaining these profits from the post road trade. The problem of how to 
recover· Hsi-liang-fu from the Kan-chou Uyghur, and by this one step to 
improve the stagnant situation in the northwest, must have been a pressing 
one for the impetuous Yiian-hao. Yet it was up to him to set in motion these 
military actions,· he occupied Kan-chou first and next Hsi-liang-fu. One of 
the reasons who Yiian-hao attacked Kan-chou first, as Nagasawa Kazutoshi 
:'3U'f.5¥1J{~ has indicated,6) was doubtless connected with the Liao hostilities 
toward Kan-chou in the year 1026. Nagasawa cites a passage in the Hsi-hsia
shu-shih im~:il*7) which infers that Hsi-hsia followed the lead of Liao in 
mobilizing troops for this attack; · but as he himself points out, this passage 
is not clearly authoritative. It is hard to credit it, because as I mentioned 
before, these two countries had confronted each other in a struggle over 
Kan-chou some twenty years before, in the first year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu 
(1008); and because the problem of how to regain Kan-chou was essentially 
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one in which the interests of the two were diametrically opposed. Even if 
we were to believe the passage in the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih, it would mean that 
Te-ming had lost the self-respect of twenty years before and adopted a foreign 
policy which followed Liao m; and that Yiian-hao, pr•ecisely because of this, 
would be driven by the necessity to establish himself in Kan-chou before the 
position of Liao changed, and an attack on that region was again carried 
out. Here the problem of the Tsung-ko-tsu's activities comes up. In the 
second year of T'ien-hsi :};:ffli (1018), the Tsung-ko-ch'-eng regime, aiming 
for a reversal of the balance of power with the Kan-chou Uyghur, planned 
an alliance with the Liao, who had at that time frequently repeated clashes 
with the Uyghur. However, this effort failed because they were refused 
passage through Hsi-hsia's land. The Liao, in later years, formed close re
lations with the Ku-ssu-lo regime8); it may be assumed that their contact 
began around this time. It is also possible to infer that the motive for the 
Liao attack on Kan-chou in 1026 was to utilize the Tsung-ko-tsu *:gf~'s 
willingness to cooperate and thus dominate the northwest region. They 
.would have predicted that if this were carried out, the Tsung-ko-tsu, who 
had beeri suppressed by Ts'ao-Wei's administration, would' certainly receive 
new impetus to withstand Hsi-hsia once again. Another reason why Yiian
hao captured Kan-chou first was that there was a need to occupy it quickly, 
and so protect the route maintained by the Liao and the Tsung-ko in col
laboration. The reason he left Hsi-liang-fu until later was not, as Nagasawa 
says, a geographical one9 l; but rather that if he had occupied it first, the 
Ch'in-chou road would necessarily have been closed, and Kan-chou Uyghur 
would once more be forced to trade using the Tsung-ko route.10) In this 
case, there was a great possibility that the situation between the Tsung-ko-tsu 
and the Uyghur would be reversed, and the latter might even come under 
the control of the Tsung-ko-tsu, which would contribute to the Tsung-ko-tsu's 
recovery of power. Hsi-hsia rooted out that possibility by first securing Kan
chou, and blocking the way to any cooperation between the latter and 
Tsung-ko-tsu, after which he captured the orphaned state of Hsi-liang-fu. 

Now let us· consider the year in which these invasions occurred. In the 
Sung-shih Hsia-kuo-ch'uan-shang quoted at the beginning of this chapter, the 
occupation of Kan-chou is clearly recorded as having occurred in the sixth 
year of T'ien-sheng, and the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih volume 11 gives the time as 
the fifth month of that year. With regard to Hsi-liang-fu, the Sung-shih 
does not mention the invasion anywhere, and the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih volume 
11 gives the date as the ninth month of the first year of Ming-tao (1032). 
Both sources are hot wholly reliable, so we quote the inserted note in the 
Chang-pien ibid.: 

Jr~. lE!t:s1tf-llli~W=J!IDEJ!x:~5ir1'M, 1btiNWl!M, *l«~7J1E. ir1-1'12StiNiff-JM~5r!it, Jt 
~. lE~s1t7Ggc~:ff.J=J 13. PJfffi*R.i«~. m:~P11W=J1Ez.:ff.. (r:plB~) 4'trflff!H~. 1! 
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As well, the extant abstract version of the Sung-hui-yao $fr~ has no entries 
at all for this. period. Whether or not the collapse of Kan-chou and Hsi
liang-fu reflects the confused power balance outside the Sung sphere of influ
ence, we can see that the date was not clearly grasped by the Sung side. 
We can attempt to guess the year of the Kan-chou collapse as follows. The 
Kan-chou Uyghur brought tribute to the Sung in the year following the 
Liao's attempt at occupation, in other words, in the eighth month of the 
fifth year of T'ien-sheng (1027). 11) They did so again in the second month 
of the next year, offering jade, amber, and frankincense. 12 ) Clearly, this was 
a way for the Uyghur, who had just avoided invasion from the Liao, to report 
the urgent situation with the Hsi-hsia to the Sung as well as making a request 
for help. However, when we see that at this point the Kan-chou Uyghur 
temporarily disappeared from the historical scene, we do not doubt that they 
were defeated by Hsi-hsia after this. At this point the movements of the 
various countries of the Western Marches (lffl~) become important. Ch'iu-tzu 
&f.n, who had consistently presented tribute on their own behalf until the 
seventh year of T'ien-sheng, presented tribute together with Sha-chou t~Hl in 
the eleventh month of the eighth year, the first month of the ninth year, and 
again in the first and sixth months of the fourth year of Ching-yu :ffi-fflti13). It 
is recorded in the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih volume 11, that Kua-chou Jl\1'M Uyghur 
surrendered to Hsi-hsia in the third month of the eighth year. This surrender 
was, of course, occasioned by the occupation of Kan-chou, and the dates of 
the two events are surely not far apart. Moreover, as Kua-chou was attacked 
anew by Hsi-hsia (see .below) at the end of the fourth year of Ching-yu, 
the condition of surrender mentioned above may be considered to have been 
temporary. It is thought that the tribute of Ch'iu-tzu in . the sixth month 
of the seventh year was, probably carried on the Ch'in-chou road without 
incident. However, on the occasion of the eighth and ninth years of T'ien
sheng and the fourth year of Ching-yu, Kan-chou and Kua-chou had already 
been seized by Hsi-hsia, and the tribute would naturally have had to be 
carried by a different route, the Ch'in-chou route being closed to traffic. An 
interesting passage about this in the Sung-shih $!E. t'u-fan-ch'uan rtl::~Jl[ 
continues on from the description of the collapse of Hsi-liang-fu: 

This historical source has already been remarked by previous scholars, and 
reveals that travelers from the Western countries left the Zaidam basin, went 
along the . south shore of the Ch'ing-hai · Wm:, and used the trade route 
beginning at Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'-eng =,f ~t$;14) People of the area of Yii-tien 
rOO in particular used this route after Chia-yu Jlfflti. Then, too, Yii-tien 
had a strong connection with the Tsung-ko-tsu; it is known that Tung-chan 
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]UI, who inherited the position of A-li-ku ]m].!Il:\t, was a native of Yii-tien.15 ) 

It is possible that the Ch'iu-tzii asked the help of Sha-chou (who had been 
exposed to attack from Hsi-hsia) to guide them along the route mentioned 
above and finally to the Tsung-ko road. Thus I would like to place the 
capture of Kan-chou as having occurred during the interval between the 
latter half of the seventh year of T'ien-sheng (1029) and the eighth year, 
which is one year later than the dates cited by the Sung-shih and the Hsi
hsia-shu-shih. 

Next, with regard to the surrender of Hsi-liang-fu, I am inclined to 
follow the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih theory, which places it in the ninth month of 
the first year of Ming-tao (1032),1'6 > the reason being that it can be deduced 
from certain negotiations Hsi-hsia made with Sung and Liao just before this 
date. The subjugation of Kan-chou seems to have been very useful to Yiian
hao in the establishment of his reputation; even his father Te-ming was 
forced to recognize his power, and his accession to his father's position was 
actually recognized.17> At this, Yiian-hao, feeling he should get apprnval for 
his conquest of Kan-chou and the subsequent domination of the Northwest, 
sought a noblewoman from Liao to be his bride.18> This is thought to have 
occurred in the eighth year of T'ien-sheng. On the other hand, however, the 
entry for the end of the twelfth month of that year in the Chang-pien volume 
109, states, 

Te-ming is here sounding out the possibilities of a continuation of amicable 
relations with the Sung. The above two facts indicate that two separate 
policies existed within Hsi-hsia. We read in the entry for the twelfth month 
of the first year of Ching-fu fl-ifri in the Liao-shih m~ volume 18, Hsing-tsung 

~* 1: 

As we see from this, the Liao, owing to their failure in attacking the Kan
chou and the death of Sheng-tsung ~*' had no recourse but to adopt a 
passive policy, they provided Yiian-hao · with a noblewoman, thus signifying 
their approval for Yiian-hao's subjugation of the entire northwest. However, 
the Sung, on the other hand, decided to support Te-ming in order to restrain 
his son Yiian-hao's activities. The Hsi-hsia-shu-shih volume 11, entry for the 
first year of Ming-tao (1032), states: 

IE A 11 §JHf JfL mi 

1i§JH~§:=:-!-if., i);Ji~~~' i::rmm15RZ, ~P5l~ffei:~z~. ~~7Giffs. t*Ll~ 
~m, ~~~wMI~- •oa•~~~-~, x~~§f~. •oo~~~m. 
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If we are to believe this source, the Sung gave Te-ming the title of Hsia-wang 
JEE over and above his former rank of Hsi-p'ing-wang 5.zp:3:, and encouraged 
the pro-Sung groups within Hsi-hsia. As well, the Sung were once more taking 
notice of the Ku-ssu-lo regime (see below), and during this year charged 
Ku-ssu-lo with the office of Ning-yuan ta-chiang-chiln Ai-chou-t'uan-lien-shih 
$W:7(#~]![~1+1W!l~1~ and lent a hand to him in· raising a force to resist 
Yiian-hao. At this point the latter swiftly laid Hsi-liang-fu low and was 
obliged to establish his power in Hsi-hsia. Li Tao does not go into detail 
about the date of the conquest of Hsi-liang-fu, but the entry for the ninth 
month of that year in the Chang-pi,en volume 111 mentions: 

Tffi, ••~m~~*~~. 5M~m. mw~~-~~~. ~%E~K8~~ffi 
tcn'Bz. 

An inserted note to this passage adds, 

Judging from these sources and also from later circumstances it is recognized 
that the subjugation of Hsi-liang-fu must have taken place between the 
eighth and ninth months of that year. 

According to the Chang-pi.en, Te-ming passed away "*IM«~" "5c~*-1:v:. 
~1'Mtl-lffl" 20 l is mentioned as occurring in the eleventh month, so that we 
can understand that the Hsi-hsia-shou-shih places Te-ming's death in the 
tenth month. About the cause of death, all the sources are silent, which is 
in great contrast to the rather detailed descriptions of Yiian-hao's death after 
sixteen years from a wound inflicted by his son N ing-ling $~ 21 l, and Li 
Chi-ch'ien's death by assassination by P'an-luo-chih. For this reason, we feel 
no doubts about Te-ming's death at first glance; but when we consider the 
circumstances described up till now, and delve a little deeper into the matter, 
we feel a deep suspicion that he must have been murdered by his son 
Yiian-hao. Given the timing of the death, immediately following the. fall of 
Hsi-liang-fu, it seems appropriate to conclude that Yiian-hao, having succeeded 
in establishing his dominion by his skill in foreign aggression, would with 
one stroke put an end to Te-ming, whose usefulness had run out and who in 
fact stood as the major cause of disturbance to Yiian-hao's regime. The reason 
this is not made clear in the historical sources is considered to be that the 
facts of that time were hushed up after the establishment of Yiian-hao's 
dictatorial regime, or else that they' were not report,ed to the Sung. As further 
proof that Yiian-hao's accession to the leadership was not a peaceful process, 
the Sung, anxious to secure Yiian-hao's cooperation after Te-ming's death, 
conferred on him the title of "~£~M.ftiB<::klfillj~f=;!j:i:p5£~l]![fp&~iN:~~ff~HMJJ 
~~ti'J1t':l:¥-%~5ZjS::E". When they dispatched Yang-kao ffiE and Chu Yun-
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chung *:ft.i:p to Hsi-hsia with the announcement, the results are described 
in the entry for ~B day of the eleventh month of the first year of Ming-tao 
(Chang-p-ien volume lll): 

~~~RM, w~m~tt. ~~~oom, w~~m~~, fflM■m. ~$~B$~ 
•, ~MBAA~- w~~~ ~g@#*- w~~~w•&~mffl. ~oo~•~• 
NAB~,~~~~--~~~~~- ~:ft.~~~-

Yiian-hao made his rebellious spirit clear by rejecting the new year period 
name (Ming-tao), giving as his reason the fact that the name was partly the 
same as his father's (00), and by refusing even to greet the Sung envoys. 
This for Yiian-hao signified a kind of declaration of war against the Sung; 
from this also we understand that he would gain by Te-ming's death. After 
this, while Yiian-hao was in the process of developing his battle lines, re
bellious activities which had never occurred in Te-ming's time were being 
perpetrated one after another by other powerful men within Hsi-hsia, a fact 
which leads us to guess that Yiian-hao's accession to power was not being 
carried out by ordinary means. We can also perceive that quite a few powers 
felt discontent at his radical administration. 

At any rate, Yiian-hao, having gained complete control over Hsi-hsia, now 
had to make known this fact both internally and externally. As we read in 
the entry for the tenth month of the first year of Ching-yu (Chang-pien 
volume ll5): 

m~~@■M, wm&tt~. m~~•, ~~m, u~~$~ffl~, M~~~~ff 
~tt~. JJi~:ff~ttMffl. @ ~lffiGOO~il.. JLh 13 fL 13 ffi!UJ! '§'Ji, ~~'8'%?.t:lEt, 
(i:pJ!!~) ~~WtUJE~"fl, 1i::@%~. N."fJ~A- ~%~~13~1tf"fJ!f~mz. 22

) 

Yiian-hao exerted strict control over the subsidiary clans, revised his mode 
of dress, gave himself the title of Wei-ming-wu-tsu lffiGOO~il. and finally de
moted the famous T'u-fa-ling JE~"fl23 l and declared the establishment of a 
tribal nation. With regard to the title of Wei-ming-wu-tsu (written ~~~ii. 
in the Sung-shih and Hsi-hsia-shu-shih), the eleventh volume of the latter 
work states: 

In this connection, the following explanation may be found m Nishida 
Tatsuo iz:§'E8ffU1fs "Seika Okoku no seikaku to sono bunka"24 l: "The royal 
clan of Hsi-hsia was also called mih (2F). In an explanatory note to this 
character by a person of Hsi-hsia, we find, 'mih means JJZUh and is another 
name for--emperor'. The term JJZUh (J:), mih (2F) corresponds to wei-ming 
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in the name wei-ming-wu-tsu recorded to have been adopted by Li Yiian-hao 
in. 1032. Wu-tsu refers to l]rttr (ZjS) -ndziu (J:), meaning 'emperor'." etc. 
Yiian-hao wore the clothes and headdress of an emperor, and used the title 
along with his own name in the Hsi-hsia language, by these means clearly 
showing his intention to be monarch of the tribal nation. He also used the 
chance given him by the beginning of a new year period (Ming-tao) to fire 
off an announcement of his official stance of hostility to the Sung. 

The Chang-pien ibid. states: 

In the midst of all this, it was revealed that an attempt had been made on 
Yiian-hao's life by Shang-shih fsJJt of the same clan, who represented Yiian
.hao's relatives in the act. Judging from the chronological connections in this 
passage, this affair is considered to have taken place well before the tenth 

1 
.month of the first year of Ching-yu, but when we notice that his mother 
was alsb murdered, it seems to have been a conspiracy of rather broad scope. 
At this time Yiian-hao was involved in the attack on Tsung-ko Li-niu-ch'eng 
%=f\~tffi4~ (see below) and the first attack on Fu-chou Jf-f1'M 25 ). It is interesting 
that this affair reveals that there were fairly many conservative powers. even 
among his own relatives who were discontented at his sudden involvement 
in warfare. Again, in the first year of Pao-yiian W5c (1038), at the moment 
when Yiian-hao had won wars against Hsi-hsia and Tsung-ko (see below) and 
declared the establishment of the nation of Ta-hsia ::k][ in opposition to the 
Sung, his uncle Chao_-shan-yiieh-t'e m•n0~ was revealed to have sabotaged 
the establishment of this new nation. The entry for the ninth month of that 
year in the Chang-p·ien volume 122 states: 

am,•~•~•~~. m~n0~~A~~oo•. WW£$±mn0~. s~mz. m~•~~=•~~•m~•. ~-~~- ~•n0~~~A~ &%±~ us• 
~[eJ;f9}%~ft15:t(ffiJ. Wffi5c~~·ffi:b'Jf@)"ij:, wU~Jfrr.lOmi, tl:ffln:i:/=t~txz. n'01c 
~-~~. We 13 q~frw • ~F5 · ~~it::::~~k '@)"ij:1f~1r. ll~z. ~n'0ff1t5c~ 
1J£X:fil, ~.Ll:.5c~, 7Glf~- •t0t=lBU!, 1cf1Aff~~' i\f/±m, ilk@ ~~rofiffl 
m~, D$~~•. w~~~~~ttaa ~~m•~=•~+=A, u~w~m 
*~-

At this time, it is indicated, there was serious internal discord within Hsi-hsia 
over the question of the policy to be adopted toward the Sung. It is in
teresting to note that these two events (the disturbances caused by Yiian-hao's 
relatives mentioned above) occurred in the gap in Yiian-hao's nation-building 
activities. In other words, on these two occasions, he was enforcing his 
programs for the establishment of his domain, and it was necessary to make 
a determined stand toward his own people. 
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2. Confrontation between Ku-ssu-lo njq)Milt and His Sons 
The Sung were forced to conceive a new defense policy against Hsi-hsia 

Es]{ in response to these aggressive activities of Yiian-hao 5c~. Moreover, 
the recent death of ·Ts'ao Wei lrll:, the man who had given his all in the 
management of the northwest region, in the eighth year of T'ien-sheng, cast 
a shadow over the Sung's administration of this area from then on. First of 

all, in the seventh and ninth years of T'ien-sheng, the Sung were sending 
money and silk from their treasury to Shan-hsi ~g§", Ho-pei lilJ~t, and Ho-tung 

lil]* and also buying fodder. Moreover, they were renovating Yung-ching-chi.in 
i)(f,jj[26), Huai-yiian-ch'eng ·1~~~27 l, and .other fortifications, preparing them 
for imminent attacks from Hsi-hsia. As well, they thought of adopting once 

more the old trick of i-i-chih-i tJ~tU~ in order to lighten the burden of 
defense against Hsi-hs.ia, by making use of the Tsung-ko-tsu, who at this 
time had lost their vitality under Ts'ao Wei's repressive administration and 

had been relegated to obscurity in the Huang-shui ~7..K river basin. It was 
decided that they should restore the Tsung-ko-tsu's power and so set in motion 
a policy to prepare a full-scale restraining force against the Hsi-hsia. This 
policy is described in detail in the Sung-hui-yao-K u-ssu-lo: 

C*:R~if.i:p, ~D~1'l'L:Etl:3t~ti1Wt'ffi$:3t~~A#, tl:~Jl[, t?1~qi§JWf~. ~ 
AA., .1:JJGlt.~, Z:'§'~. 

As we read here, the plan started as an invitation from the then Wang 

Po-wen .:E.t.f:3t of Chih-ch'in-chou ~D~HM. The Lo-ch'uan-chi Ku-ssu-lo-shih 

~Mit~fc!f§JWf!if~ of Chang Fang-p'ing 5.JfjfZjS. records the contemporary situation 
in more detail: 

~*~fLif.+~Y3, ilil!i~~~- &f,!\•:ffi:*lt:.~~L~, A-~ffiqf§JWf~-Z:®5¥0. ~ 
ffiLl~-~~~M~ffi~, iiil!i*, fi~~*ffl•ff~~- •x~A, A•~m• 
.~. 

It is estimated from this passage that Yu-tu-ya-ya ti1Bt1¥ffi (Chief Lockey of 

right wing) Li Wen-su $:3t*'s journey to the area took place in the late 
T'ien-sheng period, perhaps in the eighth or ninth years. And Ku-ssu-lo 

responded to this by twice dispatching envoys to request an official post as 
per the Sung invitation. 

At this point let us examine the political circumstances of the Tsung

ko-tsu and their leader, Ku-ssu-lo, around this time when the Sung were 
venturing to make use of them once more. Ku-ssu-lo, then in the prime of 

life, was probably discontented with having to suffer as a mere puppet 

governor, his actual power in the hands of Li-tsun $~. After describing 
the failure of the Tsung-ko-tsu attack on Hsi-liang-fu, the Lo-ch'uan-chi K.u

ssu-lo-shih goes on to say, "~JWf~?~~$~J=iJr1f, lzslmHl·t~. $~ts"Ui731Wf~~~~ 
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Oftl!Wrlfgl, f±~JI[~. hXiil.im~tE~- tl-iil.im~:mfnaim". Ku-ssu-lo refused to endure 
the absolute control of Li-tsun any further, and with the guidance of Li
tsun's nephew Na-ssu-chieh i~ffl~, left Tsung-ko-ch'eng for Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng 
~)1[~28 ). It is not clear when he made this move, but the following passage 
in the Sung-hui-yao chi-kao fan-i *ifW~fiWi~~ 7, Li-tai-chao-kung ~f\;;:iE}~ 
is noteworthy: 

As already described, Ssu-tuo-tu m•,s. was the major figure in Hsi-liang-fu, 
having succeeded from his elder brother P'an-luo-chih ffi:~~; when the Tsung
ko-tsu, who claimed Ku-ssu-lo as leader, came to power, Ssu-tuo-tu followed 
Ku-ssu-lo and his regime became a fan-pu :ff-$ under Tsung-ko control. Ssu
tuo-tu took the name of "Tsung-ko fan-pu" from the eighth year of Ta-chung
hsiang-fu after an interval of eleven years; he also mentioned himself as 
"leader of the Che-lung iftl fan-p,u", his original base of power, when he sent 
dispatches to the Sung. It is thought that at this time, Ssu-tuo-tu may have 
held a corner of Hsi-liang-fu, or at least lived in that region; but seeing the 
dissolution of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime, he sought to recover the leadership 
he had formerly held over the Tibetan tribes in Ho-hsi, and to this end sent 
these messengers to Sung. It seems that the latter had not previously had deal
ings with Ssu-tuo-tu. At any rate, judging from this source and also from the 
tribute records for the three years of Li-tsun's dictatorship (1025)29 ), we would 
not be in error to think of Ku-ssu-lo's entry into Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng as 
having occurred in that year. Ku-ssu-lo awarded the title of Lun-pu fn/i;im30 ) 

to Wen-pu-ch'i iil.im~, who had taken him in at Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng, and 
set his sights on the establishment of a new regime. From his point of view, 
he needed fresh acknowledgement from the Sung at this juncture in order 
to accomplish his aim. Li Wen-su :$3t*'s entry into the region also corre
sponds in time with these new activities on the part of the Tsung-ko-tsu; 
the two were very conveniently juxtapositioned. Here, the previously quoted 
Lo-ch'uan-chi says of the Sung: 

1tff1(~T4-JLJI /\ 13, 'ErC!t§!Wr'iH~?¥'.~:Jdl~]![~Hlml~~- ~JI ~*~_.+EJE, 
~*_.TE~, ~*ET~- iil.im~~~~~-- A~*~+~. ~*E~. ~* 
E+~- lzsl~~t!w*-i~-

In other words, the Sung soon officially recognized the establishment of the 
new regime, which would be useful in restraining the Hsi-hsia. In the first 
year of Ming-tao §}jm (1032), they divided the honors as follows: to Ku-ssu-lo, 
Ning-yuan-ta-chiang-chun ?¥'.~*f~]I[ and Ai-chou t'uan-lien-shih ~1'1'1111~1~; 
and to Wen-pu-ch'i, K u,ei-t-e-chiang-chun ~1mR~•. The reason that the Sung 
did not at this stage confer on Ku-ssu-lo the title of Pao-shun-chun chieh-tu
shih *)llfi'.gj[ip!.!f~ (as they had formerly on Li-tsun in the ninth year of Ta-
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chung-hsiang-fu) was that they did not feel that Ku-ssu-lo, who had been 
protected by the powers of Ho-hsi since the fifth month of the seventh year 
of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, was a satisfactory substitute for the Hsi-liang-fu regime. 
This was the same attitude as they had taken when they put him in charge 
of Tien-chih 14'.Ii[ (Palace Eunuchs) and Hsiln-chien-shih lli{rft~ (Military In
spector), and is proof that the Sung as yet did not put their full trust in the 
Ku-ssu-lo regime at Miao-ch'uan-ch'·eng. And the tinge of concern which the 
Sung felt concerning the new power turned out to be fully justified: the Miao
ch'uan-ch'eng regime, disappointingly, collapsed after the rebellion of .Wen
pu-ch'i. The Lo-ch'iian-chi continues on to record the details of this period: 

ffl~~~~- ~~ffi~~~~. ~~- W~M¾@lli. ~~A~~lli~ffi~. *~ 
Am, um~~~. M~m~. ~~*~~- ~~~~wm~. ~~~~-

It is easy to imagine why Wen-pu-ch'i incited a rebellion and imprisoned 
· Ku-ssu-lo in a pit. He simply wanted to recreate the same kind of scenario 

as before, when Li-tsun had monopolized Ku-ssu-lo, made him a puppet under 
cover of which he established .his dictatorship, commanded the entire Tsung-ko 
fan-pu, and was even charged with the important title of Pao-shun-chiln 
chieh-tu-shih. Ku-ssu-lo had originally trusted W·en-pu-ch'i, who had escaped 
from Tsung-ko-ch'eng and made his headquarters in Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng; 
Ku-ssu-lo therefore surely did not use his personal military might to enter 
that castle at the time of his own escape. Even considered simply, the power 
relationship between the two should have been stable. We can understand 
Wen-pu-ch'i's position from the fact that in the previously mentioned dispatch 
to the Sung of the twelfth month of the ninth year of· T'ien-sheng (in the 
Lo-ch'ilan-chi) he sent his nephew as messenger and made him say "Ku-ssu-lo 
is seeking a peaceful settlement". How looking at it from Ku-ssu-lo's view
point, he probably felt that he was searching for a new domain after finally 
,escaping the clutches of Li-tsun. He would certainly have had a strong desire 
to create his own regime from then on. The conferral by the Sung of the 
titles of Ning-yilan-ta-chiang-chiln and Ai-chou t'uan-lien-shih certainly boosted 
his self-confidence. In effect, Ku-ssu-lo and Wen-pu-ch'i were "sleeping in the 
.same bed but dreaming different dreams". And when they awoke, Wen
pu-ch'i had no hesitation in imprisoning Ku-ssu-lo in a pit in order to retain 
the Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng government himself. However, this event seems to 
have brought about a correspondingly large-scale commotion among the 
fan-pu under Wen-pu-ch'i's control he was forced to leave the castle tempo
-rarily with his troops. The entry for the eighth month of the first year of 
Ming-tao (Chang-pi.en volume 1 ll) gives as the reason for this "lli, ¾:7Gm 
c:M-". At any rate, Ku-ssu-lo was able to use this small respite when 
Wen-pu-ch'i was absent from the castle. Released from the pit by a "fang
·shou-jen ~~ A (defender)", he turned around and beseiged Miao-ch'uan-
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ch'eng eventually he executed Wen-pu-ch'i. The latter's rebellion had failed; 
but Ku-ssu-lo himself could not stay in Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng either. He 
abandoned this castle, Wen-pu-ch'i's former base, where the latter's son Wen
ying-ch'eng-yii-lung ml.¥~nx:f«tl was living, and moved to his new headquarters 
in Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'eng wi§~, farther upstream on the Huang-shui river, there 
attempting to re-establish his. government. With regard to the period when 
Ku=-ssu-lo moved to Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'eng, Li Tao advances the following theory, 
in an inserted note to Chang-pien volume 119, third year of Ching-yu: 

Judging from the circumstances of the time, it would probably not be an 
error to regard the mu:der of Wen-pu-ch'i and the accompanying move to 
Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'eng as occurring within the two years following the end of 
the first year of Ming-tao. Again, the question of why he did not return to 
Tsung-ko-ch'eng is answered by the fact that it was. under the control of 
Li-tsun's family as explained below. 

Yiian-hao had already conquered Kan-chou and Hsi-liang-fu, bringing 
the entire Ho-hsi region under his domain, and was planning the establish
ment of a nation which could stand against the Sung and Liao. However, 
what he feared most were the activities. of the Tsung-ko-tsu. Moreover, as 
recorded in an entry during the Ching-yu year period in the Sung-shih T'u
fan-ch'uan: 

A few thousand of the Liu-ku fan-pu and the Uyghur who had been allowed 
to remain in Hsi-liang-fu were moving to the Tsung-ko region and giving 
their allegiance to Ku-ssu-lo, because Hsi-hsia had conquered their land; it 
is felt that this must have also occurred during the two years following the 

· end of the first year of Ming-tao. Tsung-ko-tsu still remained the most sig
nificant old enemy of Hsi-liang-fu since Li Chi-ch'ien **-1~- This will be 
explained in more detail later; but regardless of the fact that Yiian-hao had 
already dealt a severe blow to the Tsung-ko-tsu before, he again showed 
aggression to Ku-ssu-lo around the end of the first year of Pao-yiian, thinking 
to cover his rear as he advanced southward. From this we can understand 
how important he felt Tsung-ko to be. Thus, looking at .it from Yiian-hao's 
point of view, it was only natural, as he schemed for dominion over Ho-hsi, 
that he should try to seize the opportunity of Ku-ssu-lo's insufficient control 
of the tribes at the time of Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng's fall and the move to 
Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'eng to deal the final blow to the Tsung-ko-tsu. Another 
major cause of Yiian-hao's determination to attack the Tsung-ko-tsu was the 
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continuous confused fighting among factions. This is recorded at the close 

of the entry for the third year of Ching-yu (1036) in the Chang-pien 

volume 119: 

w•~~•c~m~)~*~~~c*~)~. ~=r. sffiffi, s~ffi~. ~~ 

•~. ~r. siffi. ~~~~. *~Ba, ~•m. •mm■. A=rffiffiR~ 

ffi~. a•$BiG~fZA£3:t±l~. ,~ffi-iPJiJ-H. ~ffi~-~JII~. ~ifA~- •1iiJ1 
ifi•7t~t~iu. 

At the time of his separation from Li-tsun, Ku-ssu-lo moved to Miao-ch'uan

ch'eng accompanied by his two wives and three children. (It is also possible 

that Ch'iao-shih and Tung-chan were contacts made after the move.) Further

more, Li-tsun probably died during this time. As was natural, the patronage 

of the Li family toward Ku-ssu-lo declined after he· moved to Miao~ch'uan

ch'eng. It was during these events that the hostilities sprang up between 

Ku-ssu-lo and Wen-pu-ch'i, which ended in the former moving the Ch'ing

t'ang-ch'eng in the first year of Ming-tao as described above. At this point 

he shut up the Li clan in K'uo-chou mHI. Outraged by this action, Ku

ssu-lo's two sons, the brothers Hsia-chan HtM and Mo-chan-chiao mMfiEJ, 
plotted with Li-pa-ch'in $BiG, a kinsman of Li-tsun, who, it is thought, had 

probably retained control over the Tsung-ko clan after the latter's death, 

and liberated the Li clan. The two brothers then established separate 

dictatorships, Hsia-chan (the elder brother) in Ho-chou, and Mo-chan-chiao 

(the younger) in Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng. Regarding Mo-chan-chiao's headquarters, 

the second entry (Ch'in-chou-tsou ~HM~) of the Lo-ch'ilan-chi volume 22, 

states: 

~~. ~m•if~~MM, ffi=~BMfiEJ, *mA~- MMtE~ffi, BMfiEJ~a* 
)~jHJ~tt$~tE*-gflf~J~jL~3

ll, tt~5J--±:i:fil. $~~ i£.--j:_f.};:.. 

As we read here, he entered his old haunt of Tsung-ko-ch'eng, accompanied 

by his mother; he and his brother erected separate wen-f a y:_~ from that of 

their father Ku-ssu-lo. Again, the Tung-tu-shih-Weh lrfB*lll~, volume 129, and 

the Lung-p'ing-chi isi-ZF~ · volume 20, etc. say that Hsia-chan was in K'an-ku 

4~32 ) and Mo-chan-chiao in Tsung-ko-ch'eng. Thus there is some confusion 

as to where the two brothers made their headquarters. Actually, Li Tao 

$It the editor of the Chang-p£en, was confused himself. He wrote in an 

inserted note to the entry in the Chang-p,ien ibid.: 

f;1JltJJ*1'~, t~ffil54~, ~ffi~J5ff.}~1~ffi~. •11tJW~1'M'&~4~fil, ff,,l[i~~~ 

'&~~Jll~-t:!1. 1&~~1%:. ]!~~M- (i:plll~) ~il:t'~l~. tiffitll~fM. JR;fE:~~~. 
ttltffitEiiziG~. ~~fi:i:f 1'M:l:-t!!~~ 5JIJ*~atft~~~. 
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He in fact published the discrepancies in all the sources he used at the time 
of compilation of the Chang~pien. Using Li Tao's note for reference, let us 
try to determine the headquarters of Hsia-chan and Mo-chan-chiao. In the 
case of the elder brother, three locations are mentioned: Ho-chou, by the 
main· text of the Chang-pien, _ the Lo-ch'uan-chi, and the Yuan-fu-lung-yu-jih
lu 5c~Hil-ti 13 tf; K'an-ku, by the Liang-chao-pen-ch'uan ~:wJ::2fs:1' 33 l and the 
Tung-tu-shih-lu.eh; and Kung-ch'in-ch'eng :Ji:riG~, by the Chu-mi-t'u-ching 
~7¥:fffflwiff 34 l. As a matter of fact, these three localities were bound together 
by an extremely vital connection. As mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 
II, 2, the person who brought Ku-ssu-lo from Mar yul in Tibet to Ho-hsi 
was Ho-lang-yeh-hsien fiiJiB~i: of Ho-chou, and the first place he stayed at 
was actually the Kung-ch'in-ch'eng of Ho-chou. Li Tao uses the characters 
~,fi~ to write Kung-ch'in-ch'eng, in the entry for the arm day of the fifth 
month of the seventh year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu (Chang-pien volume 82) 
corresponding to the Sung-shih T'u-fan-ch'uan; but this is clearly an error. 
The character JU is a variant of iu, and as mentioned in the K'ang-hsi tzu-tien 
mwir=F~ (Character dictionary), its sound is considered to have been close 
to "ko". The Kung-ch'in-ch'eng (:i:riG~) mentioned in the Chu-mi-t'u-ching 
is actually none other than the Ko-hsin-ch'eng Jij,C,,~ of Ho-chou. This castle 
may be identified with the Chiang-chu-ch'eng ~*~ mentioned in the Ho
chou entry in the Sung-shih, volume 87, Ti-li :1:-fuW 3. We also read in the Ho~ 
chou entry, Shan-hsi ~lffi 9, Tu-shih-fang-yu-chi-yao I.l~:JJJUc~ volume 60: 

~*~ tEHllffi1¥is £. ::2fs::ffi:~J=iJftl:. 5Kli\i~•q:iJ¥x:il. 5cOO=:~li\i~i5J;l~~E,'cMZ:~ti: 
:a~1l:t. -wil:m:ffi:~J:iJfrit. (tj=illl1}) Y.1fiM!'.J~tEHllffi1¥is~-t-li£, ::2fs:i5_,.0~. 5K 
5c?B= =:~.L&fl. 

The Chiang-chu-ch'eng was located in the southwest of Ho-chou about 100 li 
£ distant. The reason why this castle was identified with the other one above 
was not only that the pronunciation was very similar; it was also because 
it later became the headquarters of the powerful Kuei-chang jW.tf: of the 
Tsung-ko; and furthermore because I-kung-ch'eng _,.0~ (also written 1frH!'.J~) 
was located thirty-five li to the southwest. Ta-hsing Sung-ch'ang-ssu-chiin 
*tt!ii'§OOT;ley, who snatched Ku-ssu-lo from Ho-lang-yeh-hsien and sought to 
found a w.en-fa in Ho~chou, made his headquarters in 1-kung-ch'eng (written 
as ~0~ in the Sung-shih), which was adjacent to Chiang-chu-ch'eng. From 
these facts it is probably safe to judge that Chiang-chu-ch'eng was the same 
as Kung-ch'in-ch'eng (:i:riG~), and that both these names are different 
transcriptions of the same Tibetan word. This solves the discrepancy among 
the Lo-ch'·uan-chi, the Yuan-fu-lung-yu-jih-lu and the Chu-mi-t'u-ching. 
Secondly, with regard to the K'an-ku location recorded in the Liang-chao
p,en-ch'uan and the Tung-t-u-shih-lueh, the following passage is a valuable 
reference: 
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Htt!Ja-ft::G, !Wmi~, t't~1+lmmt1:l, 1c¥. -=f7K1.il:Ja-fiu1'M, £3:fflllt~rlt@iJVII. 
(entry for the third year of Chia-yu, Sung-shih T'u-fan-ch'uan). 

It is probably appropriate to conclude, as does Li Tao, that Hsia-chan first 
went to Kung-ch'in-ch'eng in Ho~chou, and afterwards entrusting this castle 
to his son Mu-cheng 7K{il:, moved to K'an-ku. The Sung-hui-yao Ku-ssu-lo 
states: 

lfmf-!::::'.ff.:li)=j ~ + /\ B, ~ {fl: §, OftJWfn,fl-=fHtt!!BiJ{1p--~{±ili. W(~tl:*~*z 
it. 

It is thought that this source is probably recounting the story of Hsia-chan's 
move to K'an-ku. Concerning the relation between Ho-chou and K'an-ku, 
this region disliked being called by the general term of Wei-chou T'u-fan 
flUMn±~ by the Sung, and organized their own separate territories (as ex
plained in Part II, Note 14). Hsia-chan may have had an alliance with the 
Lan-chia-tsu '\Jffl*~ and the Chang-chia-tsu il'i*n1€, who had long held power 
in the K'an-ku region as members of the Ho-chou fan-pu and the Liu-ku 
fan-pu in connection with his father Ku-ssu-lo; or he may have turned in 
that direction because he was invited by them. Using them as his power 
base, he took control of the entire traffic route to the Sung, from Ho-chou 
to K'an-ku across the T'ao-ho ~~fiu river; and building a wen-fa there, 
established an independent regime. 

Next, as regards the headquarters of the younger brother, Mo-chan-chiao, 
the entry entitled Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'iang 1'f'.§t5f: in volume 25 of the Meng-hsi
p,i-t'an ~~~~ joins the main text of the Chang-pien in asserting that he 
moved to Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng. On the other hand, the Lo-ch'ilan-chi) Liang
chao-pen-ch'uan) Sung-shih T'u-fan-ch'uan) and Tung-tu-shih-lileh) among 
others, are unanimous in stating that he went to Tsung-ko-ch'eng. The 
Chang-pien entry itself was written four and a half centuries later, yet we 
find in the entry for the. ::E:lp day of the fifth month of the third year of 
Chia-yu (volume 187): · 

~~ffi~t!~)Ja-8~-~. ft~. ffl$ft~-=f. £3:*~-~~~~~. ~~~ 
fft J-.•JJl, 3tff r inJrWrlt l2sl ~ z. 

This proves that Mo-chan-chiao and his mother were living in Tsung-ko
ch'eng. As well, the Lo-ch'ilan-chi volume 22, Ch'in-chou-tsou, section 2, 
continues: 

~ mm ft=J ' Jfl{~]Sz ~) 111§ fffel ml.!£~ ,gjt i«fflmiflJ. ml.¥~ ,gjt i«fflStilil.llR ~. -1tl'.ff. m OftJWf 
IJIJ=iJf~, ~mi:!tB. :t.f1ft~$, 7t*1U*, :1J~14~---. 

from which we know that Wen-pu-ch'i's son Wen-ying-ch'eng-yii-lung was alive 
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and in control of Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng as formerly. Judging from these sources 
it would not be an error to say that Mo-chan-chiao too~ his mother_, a member 
of the Li family, with him when he entered Tsung:.ko-ch'eng. He then set 
up an independent regime, as his elder brother had done,· with Li-tsun's old 
base as his headquarters; and there confronted his father Ku~ssu-lo. In ad
dition to this confused fighting among the various members of Ku-ssu-lo's 
family, Wen-ying-ch'eng-yii-lung (as mentioned in the above sources) also set 
up a regime at Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng and confronted Ku-ssu-lo as a bitter enemy. 
It seems that at this time the Tsung-ko-tsu was indeed in a state of turmoil. 

3. The War Between Tsung-ko 7.R~ and Hsi-hsia iffi"J( 
The attack on Tsung-ko, which would decide the progress of Hsi-hsia's 

nation-building, was carried out with full knowledge of the internal political 
situation there; in fact this situation was utilized to advantage. In the battle 
between Li Yiian-hao :$5c~ and Ku-ssu-lo Qt§ffii!fl, Chinese historical sources 
contain passages on the good fight that the latter faction put up; they also 
make us think that Yiian-hao was not able to land · many dedsiv~ blows 
against the Tsung-ko-tsu *m»t. However, this account is biased against 
Hsi-hsia, the fact is that the Tsung-ko-tsu forfeited their position of resistance 
toward the Hsi-hsia, as Enoki Kazuo tI __.:tt asserts.35 ) With regard to the 
question of when and how this war developed, the stories in the various 
historical sources are convoluted, and have not yet been fully traced. Even 
.in the Chang-pien, the most trustworthy source of information on Sung 
historical research, Li Tao :$~ had trouble with the times of the various 
battles and their chronological relationship, and treats the subject without 
making a full elucidation. This is testimony that the war itself was so long, 
severe and confused that communication with the Sung was interrupted and 
information could not be transmitted accurately. 

I would like to attempt to clarify the circumstances of this war as follows. 
Generally speaking, the war between Hsi-hsia and Tsung-ko took place over 
five separate occasions; the Chang-pien records it in one lump, as occurring 
from the twelfth month of the second year of Ching-yu :lfiiti (1035) to the 
end of the twelfth month of the third year. First of all, I ·will list the 
separate battles in order below following the order. of the records, and 
inserting markings for convenience. To make a long story short, the war 
was carried out in the order of (A), (B), (C), (E), (D). 

(A.)~. 7C*~*~m C•YX3r,)' H~~-=~n=f' J~&f;rJ#Jrlf. ffi&JEWfHI, *gffffi 
1£t~. 
~5c~g-~~-~-; -~~T ~W~~~. -~~*•~--
(c)3Z., r~wm-, [ll:iJffi, *~~ffi, ffl£~ffi•. &itw#Jrlft}~f~[ll:iJiffiffi C~-=t~) u~ 
-i-~~!i~- 5c~il1':Z~=:st1 s C*~; -=sti s), iffiffiJ&, ~ti~~~*~~ffli 
fnJ, 7-JdlJE~*-
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~~~xwn•~AAW. ~~•ro~. •~AAW~*•~•. m~m~w. ~~~ 
~. M~~•- ~~B~ro. ~~~~~~- -~AAWffl~A~~~~. ~~~ 
~- :&:k~~~tlrrfi!M\'i. ±/ID!~Wt, ffl~+ /\iL, J5Jrglf5!Hf*· (second year of _ 

Ching-yu, volume 11 7) 

(E)¥.f-~rj([eJ~, ~§filt:P~~fM, ~~roifflfi:tfu. ~~~A~, ~a,iIJJrj{1'1U~1f, 
m:•~rJ<Jijfl'\ffi5e, m1t~.~mw. ~~}[!FI, fLJllffl", WJ~iJ~\ ~n±~Wi:r~ 
t§miltt. (third year of Ching-yu, volume 119) 

As regards the beginning of the Hsi-hsia-Tsung-ko war, Li Tao says in an 
inserted note to Chang-p·ien volume 117, in connection with the hostilities 
at Li-niu-ch'eng ~et~: 

He judged the beginning of the war as the second year of refuting the 
Chu-mi-t'u-ching~ JR*lil*~ which was in favor of the Ming-tao year period; 
and tried to make his theory plausible by inserting the following at the end 
of the entry for the day of the twelfth month, in the above volume: 

However, this is clearly an error on Li Tao's part. It is unthinkable that 
the Chil-mi-t'u-ching, which was of extremely high value among sources of 
that time, could have been mistaken on such a point of chronology. As well, 
~he Sung-hui-yao-ping 27 records, in regard to the same incident: 

The news of the war's commencement clearly broke in the first year of 
Ching-yu (1034), and the actual outbreak must have occurred during the 
Ming-tao era. It is considered that Ku-ssu-lo moved his residence to Ch'ing
t'ang-ch'eng ffm~ somewhere between the end of the first year of Ming-tao 
and the second year; and therefore we deduce that Ku-ssu-lo's attack, as 
recorded by Su N u-erh ;ffID(5r, in (A), occurred around the last part of the 
second year of Ming-tao (1033).36 ) It is thought that Su Nu-erh was formerly 
a retainer of Su Shou-hsin iiz~{§", the Hsi-hsia commander who was occupying 
Hsi-liang-fu. Su Nu-erh was probably also on the spot at that time, and 
crossed the Ta-t'ung-ho :kmiliJJ river at the head of a large advance guard, 
aiming for Li-niu-ch'eng37 l to the north of Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'eng. The Hsi-hsia 
met and quickly defeated a surprise attack from the Ku-ssu-lo side; immedi
ately afterwards Yilan-hao himself (B) made a detour and surrounded Li
niu-ch'eng. The battle over Li-niu-ch'eng dealt fairly heavy losses to Hsi-hsia 
as well as to the Tsung-ko. The Chang-pien, volume 162, entry for the day 
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of the first month of the eighth year of Ch'ing-li !f!ff, states in the queen's 
introduction to the account of the death of Yiian-hao: 

=s~~. ~AWC:5c~~-4~. ~*u••~- ~~•. s~~~- ~•• 
~. ·IIWEI~-

As seen here, a false report of Yiian-hao's death swept through the entire 
country for a time. The occupation of Li-niu-ch'eng was a difficult endeavor, 
taking more than a month to accomplish; eventually a false promise of peace 
tricked the beseiged into opening the castle gate, whereupon Yiian-hao seized 
the castle amid much carnage. The reasons why Yiian-hao was so persistent · 
in attacking Li-niu-ch'eng were, first, that he wished to securd that outpost 
in order to develop to greatest advantage the ensuing hostilities against 
Tsung-ko; and also that he was aiming to block the entrance of the Tsung-ko 
influence into the Ho-hsi corridor. The · fall of Li-niu-ch'eng probably 
occurred between the end of the second year of Ming-tao and the beginning 
of the first year of Ching-yu.38 ) 

On being appraised of the news of the beginning of the war, and then 
of the attack on Li-niu-ch'eng by the Hsi-hsia, the Sung sought to strengthen 
the Ku-ssu-lo regime even more by recognizing the latter as having control 
over the entire Huang-shui ~7..K basin. The Sung-hui-yao Ku-ssu-lo states: 

Ku-ssu-lo gained the position of Pao-shun-chiin chieh-tu-kuan-ch'a-liu-hou 
",UJilif~ri,'p)!tfj~fB:fjt" 39 ) and added to this the position of Miao-ch'uan-shoiu
ling ~JllttiJI 40 l From the third to the fourth year of Ching-yu, the great 
attack by Yiian-hao (C) was pressed forward. Hard fighting by the officer 
An-tzu-luo :t(r• enabled Ku-ssu-lo's side to cut off the Hsi-hsia's retreat and 
harass their army; this resulted in the entire Huang-shui basin being overrun 
by Hsi-hsia troops and horses for about a year afterwards. Yiian-hao, who 
was able to profit by experience from previous bitter struggles., seems after this 
great battle to have made efforts at conciliation toward Ku-ssu-lo's two sons 
and Wen-pu-ch'i's son Wen-ying-ch'eng-yii-lung ii¥~nlti«"tl. The entry op. cit. 
in the Chang-pien volume 119 states: · 

5c~~. ~W=r@~~. ~um•~~- ~~mfflft•. wm~~~rwx~ 
Qf. (mt¥~nltro'«lt~) -1rti~~lii, ~~#5G~. 

Wen-ying-ch'eng-yii-lung, who held a grudge against Ku-ssu-lo, hastened to 
respond to Yiian-hao's overtures and fought on his side. This was probably 
the reason why, as we see in (C), the castles of Ch'ing-t'ang, A-erh [$1~41), 

Tsung-ko, and Tai-hsing-ling ffl£~ were all attacked, while Wen-ying-ch'eng-
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yii-lung's castle of residence, Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng, was left untouched. The 
second section of Ch'in-chou-tsou in the op. cit. Lo-ch'uan-chi records, ";tt.~ 
ffft:JW~mN.~Jl ltff ~Jlil¥~nltf«t~®fD". It seems from this fact that Mo-chan
chiao mff~ also followed Yiian-hao's conciliation policy and joined the war. · 
In order to reassure the subsidiary groups who were wavering at the sight 
of these great powers joining the enemy, Ku-ssu-lo dispatched messengers 
(it is believed in the eleventh month of the fourth year of Ching-yu)42 >, 
requesting the title of Chieh-tu-shih fpJt1re. as recounted in the Hsi-fan g§j~ 
Records 7, Tung-tu-shih-l'ueh *tm•m* volume 129: 

~~*~M~m•. ~m•w~~~~.~A*~~- t*B~®~~- *~•~ 
~ffi-ri11Jt~. •1ttJiFf~PJ. i1HEfi1'. 

However, at this time, the conferral of the title was put off because of the 
conservative policy of Han I •1143 > who was afraid to stimulate the ill-will 
of the Hsi-hsia. Also, the · Ku-ssu-lo side were then sustaining heavy blows 
which would determine the outcome of the war. Still, the prolongation of 
the war meant that the damage to the Yiian-hao side was also fairly severe. 
The passage in (C), "ffE~fflmtillfffiv:IT, N.tOT:J~*" cannot thus be regarded as 
wholly a misrepresentation as regards Hsi-hsia. 

In this way, Yiian-hao, who had removed the military threat posed by 
the Ku-ssu-lo regime and attained something approaching his original objec
tive,. postponed the final reckoning with Ku-ssu-lo until he had es(ablished 
his nation. The reason for this was not only so he could reinforce his 
military power, but also so he could turn to the complete domination of 
the Ho-hsi fPJg!j region in accordance with his original plan. The action 
described in the passage Li Tao inserted at the beginning of (E), to wit 

· ":j3~HJ~ry:[eJ~, ~~mti'ml:::1-H, :~efirPJgsfi:tfu"44> was carried out after completely 
cutting off the feeler which the Ku-ssu-lo regime tried to stretch into the 
Ho-hsi corridor. At the end of the entry for the twelfth month of the fourth 
year of Ching-yu, Chang-pi,en volume 120, we find: 

m~~~~~I•~•~•••m~~m~•. wm~••nw~•~•. ••ffi ~g•ffi. mro~••w•~- M*M•~ C*~ m+A~•~. ~ft-~MJt. 
~- § tPJ~t~~5lmW~-A. .Uvffi~fJ-. ($Ill*) tc:00iHIU$1i.A, J.:JvffiJffi~}JHi 
JM. tiffli~fl'ln::::•A. J.:Jvffii2!i~[eJ~. 

At the end of this year, the three provinces of Kua JIL Sha t'.P, and Su ~ 
reverted to the possession of Hsi-hsia,45 > and with that Yiian-hao completed 
the framework of his nation and also made great efforts to organize its de
fens,e system.4·6> 

For Yiian-hao, about to declare his new nation, and expecting an 
imminent showdown with the Sung, the existence of Ku-ssu-lo at Ch'ing-
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t'ang-ch'eng must have remained ominous. In other words, Hsia-chan ~iff, 
who controlled the territory from Ho-chou as far as K'an-ku (as previously 
explained) seems to have refused to go along with Yiian-hao's schemes for 
alienating him from his father. 47 l From a geographical standpoint, he is 
thought not to have participated in the third clash. Because of tl:).is, the 
Hsia-chan regime remained sound and continued to hold the traffic route 
from Tsung-ko to the Sung. Naturally Yi.ian-hao would think that Ku-ssu-lo 
was collaborating with his son in this, and he feared a rearward attack 
from the Ku-ssu-lo. At. this point, Yi.ian-hao had to relieve his anxiety over 
this matter before the impending war against the Sung; as described in (E), 
he drove a wedge into the Tsung-ko-Sung traffic route, thus completely de
stroying their line of communication, and then endeavored to confine Ku
ssu-lo in the uplands of the Huang-shui basin. In fact, Yiian-hao succeeded 
in breaking off the route by crushing Hsia-chan's force at Lan-chou-chu-ch'iang 
Jli1'MITTf51e, invading the region of Ma-hsien-shan .~~W (situated between Hsia
chan's two great territories of Ho-chou and K'an-ku), and erecting two forts 
at Wa-nieh Xiii and Fan-ch'uan-hui }LJllif48 l. This fourth war of the series 
was probably over before the tenth month of the first year of Pao-yiian Jl:5c 
(1038). By now Yiian-hao had gained confidence, and managed to thwart the 
sabotage attempt of his uncle Ch;10-shan-yiieh-t'e m~tB.~'if as mentioned above. 
He officially proclaimed the establishment of the Ta-hsia *~ nation49 l and 
named himself Emperor in opposition to the Sung, as described in the entry 
for the tenth month of the first year of Pao-yiian (Chang-pien volume 122): -

ffi 7G~~:!Jl'.3tfflt, 'fff~* J~j§ 3t~ fE\'.JlfilUl~~)lllt :2J: ¥. w. Q3C * l:-=::if.13 :R~nrt~ ~ 
~5cif.. ••m~fflmm~, m~••~w. emw~w~~- re~~~M~* 
l:I:: 
l=:J• 

In the first month of the following year, Yiian-hao again sent a messenger 
to present his credentials to the Sung, in which he wrote, "A±:1: • ~f§. • 5I~ • ~ 
yi:i]~7GBlf' (Chang-pi.en volume 123), boasting that he had completely subdued 
the Kan-chou -JrfM Uyghur and the Tsung-ko-tsu regime at this stage. 

The Sung were astounded at this news of the establishment of Ta-hsia. 
As we read in the op·.cit. Tung-tu-shih-luieh: 

0-.Z, J¥}1J!U:5c*:7f:g, il1Je:*50l~r!f§Wr!ii, ~J3t:5c~- ir:5c~~Kltr!f§Wr!ii. ~ 
~7G:WfAA. 

This is expressed in the Sung-shih T'u-fan-ch'uan as follows: 

Jl:5c:5cif., 1JQ*)l~jj[fpoc~. m®:~Jll*triit. ~U:5c~~- iltr:1t~~*£1ifiB~ 
JJtirlii,. ~'W¥5c~, Utt!t~. PJm-=::~J2f. 
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Around the close of the first year of Pao-yiian, the Sung finally realized the 
importance and urgency of this event. They quickly dispatched Lu-ching 
~~ to Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'eng; 51 ) as a last desperate measure they awarded 
ku-ssu-lo the title he had long desired, that of Pao-shun-chiln-chieh-tu-shih 
~Jllifgj[fp)t~52 ) and aimed at using this regime to rebuild a force to restrain 
the Hsi-hsia. Thus this title, which had not been used since the time of Li-tsun 
over twenty years before, was revived. The Sung, still overestimating Ku-ssu
lo's military power, issued a strong request for armed reinforcements with a 
decoy of the title of Yin-hsia-teng chieh-tu-shih iN~~frill~ as recorded in the 
Imperial edict sent to Ku-ssu-lo in the second month of the second year of 
Pao-yuan (Sung-hui-yao Ku-ssu-lo): 

~El, ~tJ*~Mli. ~t~~it. g~p~,~~~5fJJ, )l[fUtuIDlliff:. (r:p!H~) ~lfiJUiff 
~. tt•~~. *~*~~A~*- ~r~n~~tt~. A,ttA~, ~~m~. A, 
**Mm~. g~p~~JU E' ~~JX=Ffi][, f.?Ht~:W-. Flu#~[fa'd&~. tmt~i3,C.,,, • 
~ft*~, ~P1rtl1~PiN}{~1+lfp1ffU. 

We can be sure that the Sung were making a request to Ku-ssu-lo, because of 
the fact that they added 20,000 bolts of cloth as a gift and offered a reward of 
100,000 in coin for Yiian-hao's capture (Chang-pien) entry for the twelfth 
month of that year). However, during Lu-ching's sojourn, the fifth war (D) 
suddenly broke out, probably, it is thought, because Yiian-hao heard about 
these entitlements of the Sung and felt he should deal the final blow to Ku
ssu-lo, who were then in a weak position. Ku-ssu-lo, already exhausted from 
the drawn-out fighting, and with no extra strength left to fight face-to-face 
with Yiian-hao, betrayed the Sung's expectations. He retreated into his head
quarters at Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'eng (Shan-chou ISJM) without fighting, and awaited 
a good opportunity for a secret measure against Yiian-hao. It is probably a 
fact that in order to protect his line of retreat, Yiian-hao set up a marker 
at the river crossing and made that his retreat landmark, his policy probably 
being to guard against the drowning of his troops as had occurred at the 
Tsung-ko-ho *~rBr during the previous battle. Realizing this, Ku-ssu-lo 
moved the marker to a deep point in the river, and having thus tricked him 
proceeded to deal his army heavy casualties. We cannot, however, rely on 
the entry in the Chang-pien "¥iHE-t-/\:fL, pjf J.tfft~1-ft". Probably Li Tao's in
serted note in the same entry is correct: 

In the Chang-pi.en op. cit. volume 119, we find: 

This tells us that Ku-ssu-lo eventually became unable to hold the Ch'ing-t'ang-
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ch'eng and was forced to move to the Lin-chin-ch'eng ft~~ situated to the 
west. 

In this way, the war between Hsi-hsia and Tsung-ko ended in victory for 
the Hsi-hsia side. The Ku-ssu-lo regime was finally unable to recover their 
strength sufficiently to pose a threat to Hsi-hsia thereafter. The entry for the 
sixth month of the second year of Pao-yiian, Chang-pien volume 123, continues: 

-~~•-~. lli~~-~~. ■5~. 5~~-. -~~•~~~~. MHm& 
a+A, ~ffl, -~~~-. ~*~ffl~. 

This in fact records the true state of the Ku-ssu-lo regime at that time. Ku
ssu-lo again dispatched Li-po-mu-la-kan $tf*IJ,$1ilif: in the third month of that 
year, and bought the recognition of the Sung with gifts53 ). The same volume 
of the Chang-pien, entry for the ~~ day of the fourth month: 

tJ ~}l~'.)J ffj}jt~~JI I =kit ffilU}Jl©rWJttc Mitt~~* .ExJi ~. {7J ~i ~t<. ** )]{fi~ ~ 

~ .13;;;ffl,7kJU~:kA. -r f'/l~,fflim HI gJ~f ~, ~ffMtffliJI~ ff,JgjfJIHt, ~ ~Ht t< ~ffl:H: 
~N.~. (tj=troi) ~. Kl}JJJTW3C-r~~Ji~Ja-, ~t§iwtJi, tFJ~W:®:~z, "Mi:*-Ttt 

records that the Sung were still aiming for the r,ecovery of harmonious relations 
within Ku-ssu-lo's family and the restoration of a unified regime; however, the 
results were as recorded in the subsequent passage: 

- CONCLUSION 

The above has described the first half of the history of the Tibetan tribes 
in the Ho-hsi V1Jiz:!i region, from the establishment of the Hsi-liang-fu 5v.j(JM 
regime to the era of political power wielded by Ku-ssu-lo t!f§Jml!I from Ch'ing
t'ang-ch'eng Wm~. In the different periods, various worthy opponents com
peted strenuously for the dorn~nion of the entire region of Ho-hsi; to wit, Li 
Chi-ch'ien **-I~ against P'an-luo-chih ffi~::Z: during the Hsi-liang-fu period, 
Li-tsun $~ against Li Te-ming $1lJ:JJ.I during the Tsung-ko-ch'eng %Hf~ 
period, and Ku-ssu-lo against Li Yiian-hao $5G~ in the Ch'ing-t'ang-ch'eng 
period. 

Following the time-honored policy of 1-i-chih-i Ll~1#U~ (playing off one 
against the other), a regular practice when reigning over foreign peoples, the 
Sung had encouraged the P'an-luo-chih regime of Hsi-liang-fu in order to 
restrain the activities of Li Chi-ch'ien; this regime performed the task well, and 
with the added spurt given by Li Chi-ch'ien's death in battle, sUCceeae-d~1n __ _ 
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dealing Hsi-hsia 'g§~'s empire-building movement a decisive blow. However, 
the Sung's policy had the result of stimulating the Tibetan tribes of Ho-hsi to 
a consciousness of their race, and of causing a unification movement to evolve 
among them. In order to rally all the different powers among the tribes, a 
symbol which would surpass P'an-luo-chih in power was needed, and the man 
who fulfilled this requirement was Ku-ssu-lo, the last descendant of the T'u-fan 
P±#f royal line. Li-tsun, the "barbarian priest" of the Tsung-ko-tsu *~»~, 
based along the Huang-shui ~7.K, which eventually came to possess Ku~ssu-lo, 
succeeded in uniting the Tibetan tribes of Ho-hsi. The development of these 
tribes., for the Sung, always raised the problem of antinomy. The Tibetan 
tribes of Ho-hsi, under the control of Li-tsun, did not only fulfil the role of 
restraining force against Hsi-hsia; they came to confront the Sung themselves 
over the fan-pu :Jf{f~ of Ch'in ~ and Wei n~. The Sung were forced to make 
these t,ribes, as well as the Hsi-hsia, the object of their repressive policies. The 
operations in the northwest region of the great Sung general Ts'ao Wei lf~ 
met with complete success. The war with the fan-pu of Ch'in and Wei also 
ended in victory for the Sung, and as a result, the Tsung-ko-ch'eng Li-tsun 
regime quickly fell from glory. Ku-ssu-lo, then in the prime of life, escaped 
from Tsung-ko-ch',eng, and for a time relied on Wen-pu-ch'i ml.;li~ of Miao
ch'uan-ch'eng ~Jll:1$;, but afterwards established his new government at Ch'ing
t'ang-ch'eng. However, his two sons, Hsia-chan ~if! and Mo-chan-chiao mf!'ftEJ, 
each set up independent powers, and Wen-ying-ch'eng-yii-lung i1.¥~nx:if«l~ 
of Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng also managed his own political regime. Within Tsung
ko-ch'eng, the hub of the Tibetan tribes in Ho-hsi, there developed a situation 
of disruption. Thus it happened that the result of the Sung's management was 
that the powers intended to restrain Hsi-hsia were weakened. Li Yiian-hao of 
the Hsi-hsia could not be expected to let such an opportunity slip by. He won 
over Wen-ying-ch'eng-yii-lung to his side and made war on Tsung-ko-ch'eng a 
total of five times. These wars were great affairs, which were intended to 
contribute to the building of the Hsi-hsia empire. Thus, in effect, the Sung 
administration of the Tibetan tribes of Ho-hsi had the unlooked-for result of 
giving Hsi-hsia an opportunity to carve out their own empire. The Sung, 
seeking to strengthen and unify these tribes once more, conferred on Ku-ssu-lo 
the title of Pao-shun-chiln chieh-tu-shih {%/l~jJjp]Jt~, but it was already too 
late; the Tsung-ko-Hsi-hsia wars ended in unqualified victory for the latter, 
and the Hsi-hsia nation was successfully launched. The Tibetan tribes of 
Ho-hsi continued to exhibit very interesting behavior from this time up to the 
end of the Northern Sung dynasty, but it is considered better to leave this for 
treatment at a later date, and to end this account of the political activities of 
these tribes in their role of restraining influence against the Hsi-hsia at this 
point, corresponding to the life of Ku-ssu-lo. The failure of the Ku-ssu-lo 
regime exerted a great influence on Sung-Hsi-hsia relations. Eventually, in 
1044, the Sung made a peace treaty with Hsi-hsia, and were reduced to paying 
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a yearly sum in order to ward off invasion from them. 

POSTSCRIPT 
The present paper is a suitably edited version of a four-part work in 

Japanese by the author. Correspondences of the two are given below. 
Chapter I, 1-4: "Seiryofu Hanrashi seiken shimatsuko 5~Jttffifl~lli5c 

riftit5K~" (On the Political Power of the P'an-luo-chih Regime of Hsi-liang-fu), 
Tohogaku No. 47, 1974, pp. 25-'--41. 

Chapter I, 5-Chapter II, 1: "Seiryofu seiken no metsubo to Sokazoku 
no hatten itsrjJttlli5criO)~I'.: c*%:r~O)~~,, (The Collapse of the Hsi-liang-fu 
Regime and the Development of the Tsung-ko Clan), Suzuki Shun 8ensei Koki 
Kinen Toyoshi Ronso ~:;;f({~1c1:.~fffii2¾-*W~!.io~, Yamakawa Shuppansha, 
1975, pp. 73-88. . 

Chapter II, 2-5: "Sokajo Kakushira seiken no seikaku to kito *if:t;J; 
rjj§!NfQlli5criO)'[>i;iza. c ~!iffl" (On the Rygal Sras Government in the Tsung-ko 
Castle), Chilo daigaku Ajiashi Kenkyil No. 2, 1978, pp: 1-28. 

Chapter III, 1-3: "Seika kenkoku to sokazoku no doko 5;§[~~ c *~~ 
0)1/J~" (The Formation of the Hsi-hsia Nation and Activities of the Tsung-ko 
Clan), Nakamura Jihei Sensei Koki Kinen Toyoshi Ronso i=pf1¥'it!-~f.'t,j1f;1=_~f,m 
i2¾-*W~!ia~, Tosui Shobo, 1986, pp. 91-120. 

NOTES 

Chapter I 
I) See Sato Hisashi itEi¾!HL "Daruma6 no zaiinenji ni tsuite ;7°JL,,~±OJtE{ft$?JzfC:.--:)~,--(". 

Shirin ~* (1963) No. 5, p. 32 et al. 
2) Entry for the fourth year of Hsien-t'ung ~W, T'ang-chi ~*B 66, Tzu-chih-t'ung-chien 

ftr~~ffii250. 
3) Maeda Masana muB3lEi;, Kasei no rekishi chirigakuteki kenkyu ii:IT@OJ)m~:L'filf:i~l39wf'Je 

(Study of the Geographical History of Ho-hsi), Yoshikawa-kobunkan E J119.l::{(ig (1964) 
p. 228. 
The Tibetans commonly refer to wa-mo UJM.* O.l5K) as rni nag (Nishida Tatsuo [ls 
B3iltl, Seikarnoji @Ji)(*, Kinokuniyashinsho *Bffi·ffi~JJr •. ). R. A. Stein of France 
puts forward the noteworthy opinion that all those people called mi nag did not be
come serfs of T'u-fan, but that T'o-pa !EW:, who founded the Hsi-hsia nation, was their 
leader (mi-nag et Si-hsia geographie historique et legendes ancestrales, BEFEO Tome 
XLIV, 1951). The content of this book is briefly recounted in Note 134 of Yamaguchi 
Zuih6 jJJ i=rJi)il, "Sohi no ryokai liairtOJiJtW•" (rTsan yul and Yan gsum pa]:ii ru), Toyo 
gakuho JRi'$:~$]i volume 50, no. 4.) Nishida denies this idea of Stein's; it is hard to 
say who is right at the present stage of research. However, it is recognized as a fact that 
these people played an important role as a subsidiary clan of the Hsi-hsia. With regard 
to the wa-mo in Liang-chou, it is probably appropriate to consider them as having 
followed the route mentioned by the author. Nishida gives one interpretation of the 
semantic origin of wa-rno in the cited work. 

4) Maeda Masana, op. cit., p. 234. 
5) Wu-tai-hui-yao ]i~it~ has Che-pu-chih iJT~3t (see later in this paper. Fan &: is an 

error for chih 3t, and 3t itself is a mistake for ko-chih J;3t in the same section of the 
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Sung-hui-yao *fr~- Ko-chih is simply another way of writing chia-shih &Jiffi. The 
Sung-hui-yao contains other errors of the same kind (Note 7) but chronologically it is 
not an error to say that the two names refer to the same person. It is hard to agree 
with Nagasawa Kazutoshi *~tflJ~ who refers to them as two people ("Ryodai Toban 
kenshik6 §i~i!::l::'ii!HI:~~", Shikan, combined issue no. 57-58, p. 132). 

6) For more details, see my work, "Seiryofu Hanrashi seiken shimatsuk6 imW(}f,flfHl3lI& 
:flU&*~" (On the Political Power of the P'an-luo-chih Regime of Hsi-liang-fu), Toho
gaku volume 47. p. 26. 

7) In the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu, Yu-lung-po ~Ji~ is written Yii-lung-po f«Hfm. See 
Maeda, op. cit., p. 367. 

8) Okazaki Seiro firrJ~:M~~. "Tanguto kodaishi kenkyu ;, '1/-f ~ r tf~~{vf~" (Historical 
Study of Pre-dynastic Tangut), Toyoshi kenkyil sokan no. 27, 1972, pp. 182-187. 

9) ")j!ff, l!±W~=t14U,~*~• .l:BA~*~11Hl~I&~, /¥:bn!TI.{~, \mtJW:FB." appears in the entry 
for the ninth month of the eighth year of T'ai-p'ing-hsing-kuo :t:ZfS~~ in Hsii-tzu-chih-
t'ung-chien-cha1ng-pien -~~~Ii*~ (hereafter abbreviated in the main text to Chang
pien *~). 

10) The Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu has "(Jffe:2F) .=1f--t J,j, ffiziHiu&~it-:ki~iHrr~~ft~~M 
110~M'§'J:!(:." 

11) Toyo gakuho, volume 52, no. I, (1969) p. 33. 

12) Tu-liu-tsu fIA~ is recorded in the Chang-pien as ~ft/i-~; the Sung-shih T'u-fan-ch'uan 
*~i!::l::W~ makes this into f~ff~. 

13) Maeda, op,. cit., p. 385. 

14) The origin of the Che-pu t[r}ffl clan is obscure; but it is known from Yamaguchi Zuiho's 
work that the Che pa (ched-pa) clan existed as part of the rLaiis clan. However, it is 
impossible to regard this as the same as the present one, as the dwelling place of the 
Che pa clan is not recorded at all in Tibetan historical sources. If we do choose to 
regard the two as identical, the following deductions can be made: The Che pa tribe, 
one of the rLaiis clan, moved to Liang-chou in the Wu-tai n~ period in the time of 
Che-pu Chia-shih t[r}ffl&of!i;; they were known as a powerful provincial family, and their 
power was recognized by the central authority of the country. After this, the Sung 
promoted Yu-lung-po to the rank of Hsi-liang-fu liu-ku fan-p,u, t.a-shou-ling imW(RtA~ 
Wtfil};:ti~][; but they were uneasy about having him command all the many Tibetan 
tribes in the area. It was probably at that point that they chose P'an-luo-chih ffiM:3l 
for the post, as he was an important member of the rLaiis clan, which was the parent 
clan to the Che pa and one of the most noble clans since the T'u-fan dynasty; and also 
as the kind of person who could govern the tribes and even make Yu-lung-po follow 
him without a murmur. If we consider this, we can understand the fact that P'an-h.io
chih attained such prestige without once being involved in a war (even if it were by 
command of the Sung); and also the treatment of Yu-lung-po and his group after the 
change of regime. At any rate, there is no doubt that P'an-luo-chih moved his residence 
to Liang-chou (possibly he took employment there). It is probably safe to consider that 
P'an-luo-chih had originally been in control of a region in Liang-chou, judging from 
this entry in the Chang-pien volume 85: "~1+1!,,~ffi (*:~) WJ;f~Wr~!M:·· .. ··" concerning 
Ssu-tuo-tu WT•« after the collapse of Hsi~liang-fu; and also the fact that following the 
establishment of the P'an-luo-chih regime, the fan-pu of the southwest area came under 
his control. 

15) In the entry for the eleventh month of the fourth year of Hsien-p'ing Jffe:ZfS in the 

Chang-pien volume 50, we find, "Ej3cp, !JimW~~1it~~jFJf~l~~it!"ffm)l~, ~HH~ 
°JtA~- ffit1*~1Hfll!~~. lm~1if\§:. " 

16) According to the Sung-shih Tang-hsia.ng-ch'uan *~-~~' Ni-ma JfJ;I§, the leader of the 
Mi-pen-tsu ~:,$:~, attained the title of Fei-chou-tz'ii-shih fV+lwU~ from his former title 
of K'ai-ta,o-shih l~!Hlii~, in the first month of the second year of Hsien-p'ing. In addi-
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tion, the Chang-pien volume 50, has in a report of Li Chi-ho :$rol~O " .. • ... 3Z.ffl3JUI • 
~ · 1; · ~ · *~Pm{t. IEirfeJl!i · 5w- · 7\'.fr · m* · ,t/Joff:r~···"·ITTU~z~." From 
this we can see that he occupied a position on the Ho-hsi route and that his im-
portance was widely recognized. The Sung-hui-yao gives Mi-pen-tsu as Mieh-pu-tsu 

~§m~. 
17) Chang-pien volume 54. 
18) The entry for the fourth month of the eighth year of T'ai-p'ing-hsing-kuo xip.~~t, in 

the Chang-pien volume 24, states, "::E:jij'., t-J:1:v-l'[wtl3t!.±7J~ffllll~{]l!. ri*IB;j\%::k§iil~~ffl 
'~{t;::k~il[ .. ,, .. z:tt~::kttiliM\t~~ffl!fr1i~~~- 'i:Afilit~ftz~-&." The Ch'i-tang Z:i; 
tribe followed the Feng-chou :1:1+[ regime in fighting Ch'i-tan ~ft. It is probable 
that the communication line between Hsi-liang-fu and Feng-chou was operated by 
the Ch'i-tang-tsu. 

19) During this time, in the tenth month of that year, Li Chi-ch'ien :$rol~ sent an iron 
arrow as a gift to P'an-luo-chih, and tried to conciliate with him, but the messengers 
were systematically killed or enslaved, which had the result of deepening the contact 
between the Sung and the Tibetans. 

20) The entry for the fifth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu ::klflWF~ (1012) in the Sung-hui-yao 

Fan-i ~~ 5 Hsi-nan-fangsifI~ states ":=zi$IEJJ, ~5~;Mft~;j\$§"iltii70El~P-ffiB:, ;Mft 
~~~::k, ~!{i~fA]{t;, i1i51:f,EA°ffl (*§!:!.l!:l:~1lJIBi!m),". From this we understand that the 
leader (tu-shou-ling :rmttfill) of the Che-lung-tsu ;MH~ during the Ssu-tuo-tu period 
was She-ch'in-po ;Jt~)UEl (Sung-hui-yao, entry for the fourth year of T'ien-sheng :R~ 
as already mentioned in the text). In addition, the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu, while 

lacking the characters tu-shou-ling, states "(:'--1i) -=.$IEJJ, .~t.),iz'sIB;MH~~~rl~--1::: 
A ...... ". It may be inferred from this that he was the Che-lung-tsu tu-shou-ling since 
early times. If we judge by the fact that there is no indication that the tu-shou-ling 
ever became traitors to P'an-Lou-chih, in their period of ascendancy, or joined the 
riots of the Che-lung-liu-tsu (mentioned below), it would probably not be an error 
to think that the tu-shou-ling of Che-lung-tsu was also She-ch'in-po in p'an-luo-chih's 
time. 

21) Maeda Masana uses the Wu-tai-hui-yao lif\'.;fr~ to show that Liang-chou w-1-M of the 
tenth century was divided into three parts: the left, right, and center hsiang },ffi (op. cit. 
p. 367) but after Che-pu Chia-shih ;jJj-§fflJUfiz ~nly two, the left and right, existed. 

22) Chang-pien volume 76 has Hsi-liang gsffi for Hsi-fan g's~. 
23) There are almost no accounts besides these two that mention the Han ~ tribes. For 

this reason, these two accounts are interpreted as having included entitlements of the 
Liu-ku fan-pu 7\'.fr~'im only. Maeda gives names to some tribes, e.g. K'an-ku o'.fr, 
Hsiao-k'an-ku ,J\ft~; but they are always recorded together as k'an-ku-lan-chia A'.fr'lit* 
in the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-lia,ng-fu, clearly denoting a place name, so that it is an error 
to treat them as separate tribes. The name of Lan-pu-ch'ih ]lj§ffl$, the representative 
of the eighteen shou-ling of the Liu-ku mentioned in the Sung-hui-yao, may be restored 
to the original Tibetan thus: Lan-po che or rin-po-che. In the case of the former, it is 
felt that the name means "great man of Lan", in other words, the leader of the Lan
chia-tsu. But, in the case of the latter, referred to chapter II, 2, in this work. 

24) If we temporarily regard Ts'uei-hsi-po ~~ii as a Chinese (Han), it is not impossible 
to deduce that the Han tribes belonged to the right hsi.an. The arrangement of the 
eighteen fan-pu on the map is deliberate. 

25) The entry for the first year of Ching-te :'--1~ in the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu states, 

"~$-t-J=J =:-t/\ s' ~~~~*ila::kJmz." clearly giving the date and time of the 
counterattack. 

26) According to the words of Pien-chu ~~ and others, this event took place in the sixth 
month of the sixth year of Hsien-p'ing; but in fact it was an occurrence of the following 
year (first year of Ching-te). The murder of P'an-luo-chih also occurred between the 
sixth and tenth months, most probably the sixth month. The above is Maeda's theory 
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(op. cit. p. 404, note 47) and the present author agrees. However, the date actually 
recorded in the entry for Z* day of the sixth month of the first year of Ghing-te (Chang
pien volume 56) is "Z* of the seventh month" thus it is probably safe to consider that 
P'an-luo-chih's murder took place in that year, between the sixth and mid-seventh months. 
In addition, the name Chi-ch'ien appears in the passage, but in the Chang-pien this is 
amended to "Chi-ch'ien-chih-tang *l~z:W:"; needless to say this refers not to Chi-ch'ien 
himself but to the followers of his son, Li Te-ming. 

27) In connection with this, the entry for the tenth month of that year (Chang-pien volume 

58 states, "JL7"!-g~1f-gr* A~~tU, ~4Jt~ (WI.ff) ;jytJfrJl:15ai11tni. ~ Jt7Jit~±~~ 
fufL." If we consider that the t:s'ao-.chih ~115U of the foreign minister moved from She
jen-yi.ian * A~ (Document Drafting Office) to Hsi.ieh-shih-yuan ~±~ (Institute of 
Academicians), we can imagine that the treatment of Ssu-tuo-tu was exceptional com
pared to the usual instances. 

28) Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu, entry for the twenty-third day of the above month and year. 
29) Ibid., entry for the second year of Ching-te. 
30) The entry for the first year of Ching-te in the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu, chapter 4, states, 

"ffilij.~§V,l~IJI". He was also a leader of the Chu-lu-tsu ffi)ij.~, one of the Liu-ku 
fan-pu. 

31) We cannot rely wholly on the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih gg~Jf$, but another source, the Chang
pien volume 68 (entry for the fourth month of the first year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu) 

also records "lli~D~t~im{:&1JIJJ:)(MJhf:}-, ~iJIJt1'1iJ.Umw-F&FJflfifj~{i#iiiJ~M:fn~lffl1!i (tfr 
ilH~ff~) &tEFft ,RtR;S!E~'k. tE'&!rf1it-7G~, J;tUt~imz,t.<:>Z.~7Gj,,', rRAAm~Jfif5K~~~¥ 
A" in the form of a report _by Chang Chai-hsien 5i~Jf. Thus, it is probably not an 
error to say that Che-pu Yu-lung-po tfrilH~fi~, and his followers, the Tu-liu-tsu if 
h~, fell to the Hsi-hsia around the time of P'an-luo-chih's murder. 

32) In the entry for the sixth month of the first year of Ching-te, Hsi-hsia-shu-shih volume 8, 

we find "ffiB3zJ'E. rffi"w-::k((jL, hf:}-ffi~1¾tiB3f~Wi-1f~§vJi. t~im~A,t.,*AE, $.~ 
1fJ)(g!j™Jlxz.. ". After P'an-luo-chih's death, the Hsi-liang-fu seems to have come 
temporarily under the rule of the Hsi-hsia. The passage in the Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang

fu "}L:J'l}$.~J:X*l~'&B~. ~t!f~~' lliJllfJJt<:i5······" refers to their expulsion. 
33) In the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih volume 9, we Tead, "15{¥,i~ (~f,Dffi) t±!~;j:§z., 1m7Gtl§~", 

Chang-pu was defeated. Judging from the fact that in this attack only "one thousand 
horsemen" were involved, we can probably conclude that this attack was a skirmish 
carried out after a reconnaissance of enemy movements. 

34) See Nagasawa Kazutoshi ffeJir-□{~, "Seika no kasei shinshutsu to t6zaik6tsu il!fJ[O)frifg!j 
~t±\ t *@3t@" Tohogakii *JJ~ No. 26, (1963) p. 59. 

35) The Kan-chou itv-M attack on Liao ~ is at first recorded to have been a success, but 
the record is expressed in an ambiguous way, and the actual occurrence requires more 
interpretation. It would probably not be an error to conclude that the attack ended in 
failure, as in the case of Hsi-hsia. 

36) See the entry for that year in the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih volume 9. 
37) Same as Note (34). 
38) With regard to Su Shou-hsin ~\F{~ he is recorded as having the title of chun-chiao 

JJ13'c (general) to Li Te-ming (Sung-hui-yao Hsi-liang-fu), and also the title of Hsia-chou
ling JUM~ (ibid. Fan-i, 4 Uyghur). At the end of the account of the attack on Ch'i
tan-tsu in the fourth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu (Hsi-shia-shu-shih volume 9) (which 
work is mistaken in confusing Ch'i-tang-tsu with Yang-tan-tsu tlft~) appears the word 
"\FfB5™A-tf1". From this it is thought that he might originally have had interests in 
Hsi-liang-fu. 

Chapter II 
1) Maeda op. cit., p. 506. 
2) .This p;i.ssage is recorded in an abridged form in Sung-shih volume 165, Chih-kuan ~'g 
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5, entry for Hung-lu-ssu ~)l)il~. 
3) Okazaki using the account in the Chang-pien volume 76, in which this passage is found, 

has it that the system of alliance between Hsi-liang-fu and Kan-chou Uyghur, planned 
by the Northern Sung, was showing results (op. cit. p. 268). A sharp distinction should 
be made between Hsi-liang-fu and Tsung-ko-tsu at this point in time. The bond be
tween the Tsung-ko-tsu and the Kan-chou Uyghur, it should be noted, was forged with
out any connection with either the Northern Sung or Hsi-liang-fu. 

4) Yamaguchi Zuiho, in his "Toban--Densho to seido karamita seikaku t!±~--AJJJ t 
itU&iP GJ!tc[~m" (Rekishi kyoiku ~j:fjcff volume 15, no. 9'•10, (1967) p. 41) says in 
connection with the descendants of the T'u-fan dynasty, "These descendants are also 
called lha pa ("tribes of the gods") and treated separately by Tibetan historians." 

5) See Inaba Masatsugu ffi~IEil and Sato Hisashi fir:)Ji:flt (tr.), Hu lan deb ther (Chibetto 
nendaiki T""- ,y r 4~!B), Hozokan ~~m (1964) pp. 97-102. A detailed genealogical 
chart appears in the same work on pp. 113 and 115. 

6) According to the teaching of Yamaguchi Zuiho, Ku-ssu-lo's original name, Ch'i-nan-ling
wen-chien-pu ;W(i¥f~i1fil.~§ffl, is a translation of khri gnam ldelJ,i dbon btsan po. Spyan 
sila don chen refers to Ku-ssu-lo's thirds.on Tung-chan I'll; in the place of birth, the term 
~ ~ is a translation of stod ~ ahd Shan ~ of Shan shun stod. Nagasawa, in the Ryodai 
Toban kenshiko op. cit. p. 139, advances the theory that Ku-ssu-lo's birthplace was a 
spot in Central Asia called ~ ~. But this is an error. Also, Mo-·yu ~ffi< is a translation 
of mar yul (see Stein, R. A.; Yamaguchi Zuiho and Sadakata Akira 'ff!.1J/jj; (trs.), La 
Civilisation Tibetaine (Chibetto no Bunka T""- ,y r 0)5(.11::), Iwanami Shoten ~rme=r;:s, 
(1971) p. 63). =:.!l¥, as appearing in the Lo-ch'·ilan-chi, is probably a translation of 
Shan shuti. 

7) See Nakajima Satoshi q=q1'm!{, "Seikyozoku o meguru soka no koso ]ffl~)}~~/JO <•.:ti*JlO) 
m*", Rekishigaku Kenkyu ~j:~Ff~, volume 1, no. 6, (1934) p. 481 note 7. 

8) In the 1-ti Ku-ssu-lo-ch'uan ~Ycrtf§ffi!WIAJ, volume 20 ibid., appears the passage, "@tf 
q:IID]~fPJNI, ~:V::X.~- ijf~Jt~, Srtf§ffi~ ....... ". Calculating from the fact that 
Ku-ssu-lo died in the second year of Chih-p'ing f~f (1065) at the age of 69 (Sung-shih 
t'u-fan-ch'uan), the year in which he moved to Ho-chou would be the second year of 
Ta-chung-hsiang-fu. 

9) The question of the Buddhist faith of the Tibetan tribes is planned to be treated in a 
future pa per. 

10) The meaning of wen-fa is treated by Enoki Kazuo 1J-tl in "Osh6 no kiga keiryaku 
ni tsuite .±.$0)jfflfPJm¥1H*lC!i%~ ,-c", Mako Gakuho ~i=!r~¥~ no. 1, 1940, pp. 90-91. Maeda, 
in op. cit., p. 405, note 51, gives a counterargument to this. The Lo-ch'ilan-chi is 
probably correct, stating "fE9:V::X.i$;, 3!Uf!i:~~%ifvc~z~". 

11) Nagasawa says, in op. cit. pp. 136-7, that the powers of Kan-chou Uyghur and Liang
chou T'u-fan came under Ku-ssu-lo from the sixth year of Tien-sheng into the seventh 
and eighth years. However, this is an error, at least in the case of Liang-chou T'u-fan. 
We should take it that the latter would not have been under Ku-ssu-lo's control until 
the eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, even though they had not moved or absconded. 

12) Sung-shih T'u-fan-ch'uan, Chang-pien volume 82, Lung-p,'ing-chi [~fZP-~ volume 30, 
Tung-tu-shih-lileh, etc. 

13) Around this account, the Sung-hui-yao Ku-ssu-lo mentions the names of Li-tsun, Ku
ssu-lo, and Wen-pu-ch'i together. Because of this, we may think that the present passage 
deals with Ku-ssu-lo's entitlements after he was supported by Li-tsun et al. However, 
as we can see from a glance at the passages surrounding this, if Ku-ssu-lo was being 
backed by these men, the name of Tsung-ko-tsu would be given, as in the phrase "*~ 
~:V:ft • rtf§Wfrwf ...... " and the backers' names would appear together. In the present 
case, if we consider that Ku-ssu-lo's name alone appears, and that Wei-chou fan-tsu 
t'~)+[~~ is clearly mentioned, it is probably safe to say that this passage recounts Ku
ssu-lo's situation before he began to be supported by Li-tsun et al. Incidentally, this 
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passage, recorded in the Chang-pien, is said to be the earliest one relating to Ku-ssu-lo, 

and should probably be followed. 

14) The Chang-p<ien records the Chang-tsu 5,l~ of Ku-wei-chou ti1~)+1 as living in Wei-chou 

(see note 32); as we see from this, the Wei-chou of the T'ang dynasty (called Ku-wei-chou 

in the Sung) and the Wei-chou of the Sung dynasty are confused in places. In the entry 

for TB day of the eighth month of the third year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu, as well, we 

find, "1\UMtt~f!IH1H~£**~·~- t~£*§§', :21s:13@~Jf,f, Bz.~*ro1Jlm~~1JE@~ti 
(-A'.fr) ...... ". Here Ho-chou is recorded as being within hailing distance of T'ao-ch'uan 

zg~JII, Ch'o-k'o-tsung t~:s'l*, who lived in K'an-ku, later under the control of Ku-ssu-lo's 

eldest son Hsia-chan, is called "the leader of the Wei-chou T'u-fan". Thus, within the 

Chang-pien, the fan-pu o·f the area from Ho-chou in the direction of K'an-ku and 

Ku-wei-chou are unconsciously referred to as "Wei-chou fan-pu". The passage in the 

Sung-hui-yao, too, adds the word ku ii so that we can probably interpret the meaning 

here as "Ku-ssu-lo, leader of the Tibetan tribes in the Ku-wei-chou area". 

15) The Lo-ch'ilan-chi Ku-ssu-lo-shih states "ffiffi13Z:l:~t§'3}jffl@:, M~~H!MtJMc@:I:~:±, ~ 
$!.i/§i.!mr:l:~~~ll:.=:.i:J¥,ID1U1&.~§mt.Afi~:Jm. ~$+=:.:ii_, fiXgt(PJflUUz:x~." This changes 

to the Hsi-liang-fu regime in the Sung-ch'ang-ssu-chun !_i/!§i.!mr~, from which it is 

inferred that there was a will to aim at establishing a new regime. 

16) The name Tsung-ko-tsu, like that of Ch'ing-t'ang-tsu w~~. became a general name 

for the Tibetan tribes of Ho-hsi after Ku-ssu-lo. At this particular time, however, it 

referred to the tribes living along the Tsung-ko road, that is, in the Ch'ing-t'ang, 

Tsung-ko, and Miao-ch'uan ~JI! areas of the Huang-shui ~7.K river basin. It might 

be better to refer to them correctly as Tsung-ko-pu-tsu *~$~ or Tsung-ko-fan-pu 

*~ffg-[), but the author follows common usage. 

17) In the entry for the twelfth month of the seventh year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu (Chang

pien volume 83), we read "3Z.~tr:i:J©r4}¥-f (Wrl/Hi) {71j~ 1f:I:~£~ (*~) frjJ.l~ ...... ". At 

some point soon after Ku-ssu-lo established power,· a notice came, not to Ku-ssu-lo 

himself but to Li-tsun, to assume the position of Chieh-tu-shih frj).l{f. Probably the 

Sung were well aware that Li-tsun held the real power of that regime from the beginning. 

18) Judging from the entry (M) in the Sung-hui-yao Hui-ku-ch'uam (found in 5 of this 

Chapter), Ku-ssu-lo seems to have already moved to Tsung-ko-ch'eng, with the help 

of Li-tsun, by the fifth month of the eighth year. Thus we can probably deduce that 

the move occurred sometime during the interval from the second or third months to 

the fifth month. 
19) A translation of the Tibetan blon po. The meaning is indeed "prime minister" or "high 

official". 

20) Shigaku Zasshi !t!.!~lW:t~ (Historical Study in Japan), 1978 History Seminar: "Kaiko to 

tenbo fBJ)ii ~ J!H.if', p. 259. 
21) Chang-pien volume 86, entry for Z:B:: day of the first month of the ninth year of Ta

chung-hsiang-fu. 

22) Li-tsun's promotion to Chieh-tu-shih is also recorded in "5c@;-~.=:.12Btf 01;~~. ;t~ 

•~=:*~RJzg~mwU!t!.:IEfin~•fffffi'.~mu, ~;11x•~11 --t~;i\'.!JfffJ.l~f~r:f:ltn~0rr~", 
Ku-ssu-lo was charged with the same post (Pao-shun-chun fi!l~'.!J) a full twenty-two 

years later, in the first year of Pao-yi.ian ~JC. We can see from this how highly 

the Sung regarded Li-tsun's influence. 

23) There are discrepancies in the various texts about the members of the Li family who 

became Ku-ssu-lo's wives: both in regard to their number, and to their relation to Li

tsun. Enoki Kazuo, in op. cit., inserted note (11), explains the situation. I think that 

one of Li-tsun's daughters was given as a bride to Ku-ssu-lo and bore Hsia-chan ~~fl 
and Mo-chan-chiao ~fijEJ to him. 

24) We can infer from the passage in the Lung-p'ing-chi volume 387 (mentioned later) that 

Wen-pu-ch'i i.Eil.§m* temporarily went along with the Tsung-ko-ch'eng regime. 

25) Refers to Ma-hsien-shan-tsu .~mx;W~, a member of the Liu-lrn fan-pu. 
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26) Chang-pien volumes 72-73. 
27) The entry for the seventh month of the eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu in the 

Chang-p,ien volume 85 states, . "Ej=l-=f, *J-M{:-R:1e~~)=i3t~{::lt~Frsfjwz~, ~$i'E[{qt~'jt.J,=tx;,AJI; 

:Jl~P, ~tfilllW-~~~ P, ::1d@-Muljyft;~te~:ff($~ti, 1&*1ft1rn~mHt~m-m-m. i]$(g;4' 
~t.i~~, il~~!llft~ P)J{~tL1::tr~::km-r,~jJ(•~lllHt Ptrt~, tJ~~~, ti%Hii!z." 
The Sung built a fort to guard against the overflowing of the fan-pu; but we cannot 

overlook the fact that this ended up encouraging them instead. 

28) The same passage gives Shang-yang-tan t,1,jfflft as Ku-ssu-lo's father-in-law but the letter 

•entitled~jg;jj[ifl5~~1~q=i\lf~~IT~ in volume 90 of the Lin-ch'uan-wen-chi ~Jll:X:~ 
says, "ffli~~;l't:~1ttfft, ftj~pf~ffifUi~~~- ", indicating that he was actually the 
father-in-law of Li-tsun. As mentioned before, Li-tsun married women from all eighteen 

fan-pu, when we consider this, it becomes possible to think of him as Li-tsun's father

in-law. 
29) It is thought that Li-mo-la-mu :$~t'z:7K is the same person as Mo-la-mu-tan *t'L*ft, 

who followed Ku-ssu-lo in his capture of K'uo-chou Jnf['[. 

30) With regard to the results of the plans using Shang-yang-tan, see note (34). 

31) It is considered that Ta-ma-chia-tsu ::k,~%(0~ refers to the Ma-chia-tsu, which appears 

in the Suing-hui-yao Ku-ssu-lo, entry for the eighth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu "?J(~ 

~1~~ii71c~~*if~~' ~'1mtt~*j-l'f}l[illT* · .~*.:=:$A,~J!i]{~, tt{t~l]%S. ". It 
is apparent that their power had long been a matter of awe to the Tsung-ko-tsu .. 

32) Chang-hsiao-ko is mentioned in the same entry in the Chang~pien as "tJ'l~f['il!X:ff;~** 

~§fitf'. In volume 91 appears the passage, "BPP, lJ~~1fffim*tL r- f,G1cnti]$(7~v'M!!X 
~~~~.ll.5C~, 4-~Bf!lUX. "This gives Chang-hsiao-ko as a native of Ku-wei-chou. 

His descendant Na-chih-lin-chan mz~r:!i had his headquarters in Ku-wei-chou as well 

(as seen in the Chang-pien volume 175). 

33) Ogasawara Shoji ,}32:)w:1E~ Sodai kyusen shu no kenkyu (zenpen) $~i=§.ifJ=pOJ1i}f~ (mfr 
liffi) (Studies of the kung-chien-shou in the Sung dynasty, part 1), Toyoshi ronshu *¥$ 
~fHii~ II. 1954. pp. 177-328. 

34) The terms of the conciliation are recorded is follows in the entry for the third month 

of the ninth year, Chang-pien volume 86: "lJJ$~1JZ, JJi%aiRl~, ~m~1MT~- le~~ 
~>-K EI ~fa:, illil~i s , ~x: wm~fik rt1ff§ailfiif!il tJ i¥t1( •• J$~ AID»ti; s , :fx ~IJt,1,jfflftat, ~wJJtr, 
!!§JHif~tbJ~ft::if'. icl~'i'lfg~S ·~·, 1&-ti,t S, *iWrAttU~. ~~l$~1Jn~$-, J::~&J$ 
~' fiklt'.1(iRt~". 

35) Sung-hui-yao ping 27; Chang-pien, volume 90. 

36) Sung-hui-yao ping 27; Chang-p,ien volume 87; Sung-shih lieh-ch'uan 17; Ts'a,o-Wei-ch'uan. 

In addition, the Tung-tu shih-lileh volume 27, Ts'ao-Wei-ch'uan has "13i:§.F5~il<§!:::l¾trf 
~+·lfc~, ~~~*§~~~ffi[9133t". 

37) Only five chai ~ (forts) are clearly mentioned in this source but if we count the num

ber of people involved, this generally agrees with the total number cited in the above

mentioned two sources. It is probably all right to consider this as a monthly sal~ry 

for the commanders and other workers of ten forts. 

38) In the entry for the fourth year of Ta-chung-hsiang-fu in the same part of the Sung

hui-yao "1"J3, itfl'l~*JEJ~*~~~~FrsfjJ::~, a'flf*~riJ}f:3::~H~~. ~~ijlirr~Hl1Mj~~ 
~~y~fl'iA°g§%fJf., ~&~Wr~. i:g.531rni~z"; the character&~ is considered to refer to Su 
Shou-hsin iR~-fa. It would probably not be erroneous to conclude that the outpost 

of the Hsi-hsia was built after the fourth year in Hsi-liang-fu. 

39') Maeda op. cit., pp. 506 and 552. 
40) Nagasawa op. cit., uses this historical source chiefly to say that the time this tribute was 

being offered was the period in which· the Tibetan tribes were till using Liang-chou as 

a base. In addition, he reads "Toban 6 no heirison i:tf:~3:0J#ffl.~" as meaning the 

person who conducted the tribute offering, as does the Hsi-hsia shu-shih. He assigns 

the Tibetan word Phen li brtsan to this. 
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Chapter III 
1) In regard to the establishment of the Hsi-hsia nation, I would like to introduce the 

following papers as references. 
-Okazaki Seiro !ttilil$J•m,j~; "Godaiki ni okeru tanguto no kenkyu lift:WW:.~vt ~ 1 '/7. 
~ r v'>iFF~" (The Studies of the Tangut tribes in the Five Dynasties); "Ri keisen no koki 

zengo **'l~v'>Ji;!~mfJ1&" (The Early Period of the Rise of Li Chi-ts'ien); "Ri tokumei 
jidai no kenkyu *{lH!J§~~v'>iFf'.5'f:" (The Study of the Li Te-ming Period); Tangilto 
kodaishi kenkyu 1 '/ 7• ~ r i:!=f~j:_iFf'.5'f: (Historical Study of Pre-dynastic Tangut), Toyoshi 
Kenkyukai *~ j:_iFf'.5'f:f{ (1972). 
-Tamura Jitsuzo fflftW~ "Ryocho o meguru Kokusai kankei jf~JH:·/Jb <•~ll~~ffl*'" 
(International Relations in the Liang Dynasty), Chugoku Seifuku Ocha no kenkyu i:pffl 
fil:~IEE.I~iJ]v'>iFf~ (Dynasties of Conquest in China), Toyoshi Kenkyukai (1964). 
-Fujieda Akira J$ix%, "Ri keisen no koki to tozaikotsi'l **l~v'>~~ c: *@3'6m" 
(Rise of Li Chi-ts'ien and East-west Traffic), Haneda hakase shoju Kinen Toyoshi Ronso 
::HEBt:f±~iHi:\~*~j:_fnlj~, Toyoshi Kenkyukai (1950). 
-Yamamoto Sumiko ill*m:-=f "Godai Sosho no tokominzoku oyobi sono Seika kenkoku 
to no kankei1£~*Wv'>lft~.§:;*;&rfi.-v'>i§J{~~ c: v')ijffl*'" (Tangut Tribes in the North
western Borderland of China during the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries and the Found
ation of the Hsi-hsia Nation), Toyogakuho *~~¥1¾ volume 33 no. I. 
-Wu T'ien-ch'ih ~3($'., "Hsi-hsia wang-kuo ti hsing ch'eng i§J{3::~S9%nlt'', Hsi
hsia shih-kao i§l{j:_~, 12EJIIA.§:;/±l/i&m:I.: (1980). 

2) Entry for the :f:$( day of the eleventh month of the first year of Ming-tao (Chang-pien 
volume 111). 

3) Okazaki op. cit. "Ri Tokumei jidai no kenky[l"; Tamura op. cit. "Ryocho o meguru 
Kokusai kankei", p. 207. 

4) vVith regard to the achievements of Yiian-hao, see Nakajima Satoshi, "Seika ni okeru 
Seikyoku no Suii to Bunka i§J{fc:.;ry~ftQi&fi'Dv'>ffi{f$,c:5C{t", Tohogakuho volume 6, and 
Nishida Tatsuo, "Seika Okoku no seikaku to sono bunka i§J{3::fflv'>'i:1te- c: i."v'>)({t,", 
Iwanami Koza =Ei"Y&$\:~ Sekai Rekishi i:!tJi!.~j:_ 9, Chi'1sei tj:ti:ft 3, (1970) p. 68 etc. 

5) Wu Kuang-ch'en ~Jlf.pjt insists in an inserted note to the entry for the fifth month 
(summer) of the sixth year of T'ien-sheng, Hsi-hsia shu-shih volume 11 "{!iHJ§fff11'41, 
~n{J(lii!if1H, *.EEit)J~,~F{~@J§~, 7GRJ-fB"; but it is difficult to credit this, judging from 
appearances. 

6) Nagasawa Kazutoshi, "Seika no kasei shinshutsu to tozai kotsu i§J{v'>toJ@;ilg/±l c: *i§Jt 
~" (On Hsi-hsia's Advance into Ho-hsi and the Intercourse between East and West), 
Tohogaku No. 26, 1963, p. 61. 

7) The entry for the fourth year of T'ien-sheng in the Hsi-hsia shu-shih has "J{~)=J jf~, 
WJ~ft J.)(if 1+1. ". 

8) Nagasawa op. cit., "RyMai Toban Kenshiko ~~i:tl:~jf{:t~"; Suzuki Ryi'1ichi ~*~-, 
"Seito Arikotsu seiken no seiritsu to kittan koshu WJ~HPJlf.itl&~v'>fflt:i'U::~ft~±", 
Shiteki j:,ji volume 4, (1983). 

9) Nagasawa, "Seika no kasei shinshutsu to tozai kotsii., p. 62. 
10) Maeda, op. cit., p. 506. 
11) Chang-plen volume 105; Sung-hui-yao li-tai-chao-kung *fl~m~~ffet. 
12) Chang-pien volume 106; Sung-hui-yao li-tai-chao-kung. 
13) Sung-hui-yao li-tai-chao-kung. 
14) Maeda, op. cit., pp. 533 and 628. 
15) Suzuki, op. cit., p. 39. 
16) Okazaki Seir6 supports the theory of the first year of Ming-tao, judging from the age 

of Te-ruing at his death. op. cit., "Tangut • Uyguru kankei no kenkyu 1 '/ 7· - r . r; 1 
7•;t.,ijffl*'O)iff~" (The study of the relation between Tangut and Uyghur), p. 271. 

17) Sung-shih Hsia-kuo-ch'uan states "~it1'M, ~.l.[~~J!c-=f". 
18) It is recorded in the Hsi-hsia shu-shih volume 11, "3(~--1::;!ifw.::::::J=J, tl~~:5c#!::~fll~ff'; 
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this is Wu Kuang-ch'eng's conjecture. 
19) The date is given in the Chang-pien volume lll, as ~* of the eleventh month, but 

this was already after Te-ming's death, and Yilan-hao had already accepted the title of 
Hsi-p'ing wang. Li Tao, in the previous inserted note, indicates that he is not sure of 
the dates during .this interval, and I will not use this date here. 

20) Entry for ::f:~ day of the eleventh month of the first year of Ming-tao, Chang-pien 
volume. lll. 

21) Entry for ** day of the first month of the eighth year of Ch'ing-li .~M, Chang-pien 
volume 162. Su-shui-chi-wen 15R7..K*cllfl volume 10. 

22) The Hsi-hsia shu-shih places this passage directly after the death of Te-ming in the 
eleventh month of the first year of Ming-tao, but it is probably an event of the early 
second year. 

23) Okazaki Seiro, "Seika no Ri Genko to Tokubatsurei il!f][0)$5c~ ~ 3t~4'J-" (Li Yilan-hao 
of Hsi-hsia and the Order to Shave off the Hair), Tohogaku No. 19, 1959, p.77 et al. 

24) Nishida, op. cit. paper, p. 66. 
25) End of the entry for the first month of spring, first year of Ching-yu, Chang-pien 

volume 114. 
26) Ho-pei-hsing rnr ⇒t~ (Chin-hai-tao tfmm) Tung-kuang-hsien JIO'cW*--
27) Kan-su-hsing it;;~ (Ching-yiian-tao ~@::iii) Lung-te-hsien !ll1~W*--
28) With regard to the location of the Tsung-ko-ch'eng and Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng, the various 

scholars hold differing points of view. Enoki Kazuo, in Note 5 to the op. cit. paper, 
identifies Tsung-ko-ch'eng as "in a place about 20 li equidistant from the west exit of 
Ta-shih-hsia j'(IjJ~ and the Hsiao-shih-hsia ,J<EJ!J3f{", and Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng as at 
Nien-po ~{S, In contrast, Suzuki Ryuichi, in his recent work "Seito o meguru kotsiiro 
'flrm~IV <•03t~fili", Waseda Daigaku Bungaku Kenkyilka Kiyo Bessatsu Dai Hasshil 
-¥ffiB3::k~:t~1iff~f4*c~£rJMlV\., identifies Tsung-ko-ch'eng with Min-ho ~5fl] and 
Miao-ch'uan-ch'eng with Nien-po. 

29) The entry for the Z* day of the first month (spring) of the third year of T'ien-sheng 
(Chang-pien volume 103) reads, "~®:filii!,'lfirJ§, iir-1,~ffi:l:~£~-Z::*~~~- ~7~1'['[ J3 *~i:c~ 
n--t JE, 1tn--t fr". 

30) See Chapter II, note 19, in regard to Lun-pu. In addition, Wen-pu-ch'i may be rendered 
back into Tibetan as Wen-po-che, and is considered to meen "great man (leader) of Wen". 

31) In the Lo-ch'iian-chi, other characters are used for Li-ching jmffl (t,{(i:) Yeh-pei-ch'eng 
lf~.li!j!.~. Yeh-pei is thought to be a transl<J.tion of some Tibetan word. 

32) Both texts erroneously make this into if'il~-
33) No record in either Chih-chai-shu-lu-chieh-t'i ®IifrliJfdW~ or Chiin-chai-tu-shu-chih 

;/j'~if~·i$• It is thought that this refers to Liang-chao-kuo-shih fflff~m3t!· 
34) See my work, "Sodai seitozoku ni kansuru shiryo ni tsuite 5K~wmn!iH:::.ij~i" 03t!fHc. "? 

~,'"(" (Sources of Ch'ing-t'ang-Tribes in Sung Period), Chilo Daigaku Daigakuin Ronkyil 
i=p*::k~::k~~~~ volume 5, no. 1, (1973), p. 20. 

35) Enoki Kazuo op. cit. paper, p. 92. 
36) Wu Kuang-ch'eng in the Hsi-hsia-shu-shih gives the date as the seventh month of the 

second year of Ming-tao, which is valuable information. 
37) Corresponds to Hs.iian-wei-ch'eng ~il<~ in Hsi-ning-chou rz§$1H, Sung-shih volume 87, 

Ti-li 3. 
38) The Hsi-hsia-shu-shih Volume 11, gives the date as the tenth month of the second year 

of Ming-tao. 
39) The Chang-pien volume 117 gives Pao-shun-chiin Liu-hou ~/111f~fll1&, and the Lo

ch'·iian-chi Ch'in-chou-tsou Ku-ssu-lo gives Pao-shun-chiin-chieh-ch'a Liu-hou f*lllif~ilfj~ 
fnff. 

40) The Miao-ch'uan mentioned here is intended to refer to the Huang-shui river basin in 
general and not to the Miao ch'uan-ch'eng. 

41) Corresponds to Pao-sai-chai f*~~ in Sung-shih volume 87, Ti-li 3 Hsi-ning-chou. 
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